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THE MAIN OBJECTIVE OF THIS PAPER IS TO DESCRIBE THE 
EDUCATION AND TRAINING SYSTEMS FOR MASTER MARINERS IN 
VARIOUS DEVELOPED COUNTRIES,TO ATTEMPT TO DISTIL AND SORT 
OUT THEIR COMMON ELEMENTS AND THE DIFFERENCES THAT COULD 
EXIST AMONG THEM,TO COMPARATIVELY SITUATE THE PRESENT 
ALGERIAN SYSTEM AND FINALLY TO PROPOSE FOR MY COUNTRY A 
SYSTEM WHICH IN MY PERSONAL POINT OF VIEW COULD BEST 
CONTRIBUTE TO THE IMPROVEMENT OF MARITIME EDUCATION AND 
TRAINING OF DEEP-SEA MASTERS IN ALGERIA.
CHAPTER I DESCRIBES THE DEVELOPMENTS AND CHANGES THAT. 
HAVE OCCURRED TO SEAFARING AS IT IS NOWADAYS LOOKED AT 
FROM THE PROFESSIONAL POINT OF VIEW.IT ALSO EMPHASIZES 
THE IMPORTANCE OF THE HUMAN FACTOR IN CASUALTIES AND THE 
ROLE OF MARITIME ACADEMIES IN THIS RESPECT.
TRAINING OF SEAFARERS IN GENERAL AND TWE STCW CONVENTION 
IN PARTICULAR ARE DISCUSSED AS WELL.
CHAPTER II GIVES A FULL DESCRIPTION OF THE EDUCATION AND 
TRAINING OF MASTER MARINERS.IN THE THREE SCANDINAVIAN 
COUNTRIES.
CHAPTER III DESCRIBES THE EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF 
MASTER MARINERS IN THREE WEST-EUROPEAN COUNTRIES.
CHAPTER IV DESCRIBES THE EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF MASTER 
MARINERS IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
CHAPTER V DESCRIBES THE EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF MASTER 
MARINERS IN THE SOVIET UNION.
CHAPTER VI IS A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE EDUCATION AND 
TRAINING OF DEEP-SEA MASTERS IN THE COUNTRIES DESCRIBED 
EARLIER.
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CHAPTER VII IS ALLOCATED TO THE EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF 
MASTER MARINERS IN ALGERIA.
THE CHAPTER IS DIVIDED INTO THREE PARTS.THE FIRST PART 
DEALS WITH MARITIME ACTIVITIES IN ALGERIA WHILE THE 
SECOND ONE PRESENTS THE ALGERIAN SYSTEM OF BOTH GENERAL 
AND MARITIME EDUCATION.THE THIRD PART IS EXCLUSIVELY 
DEVOTED TO THE PRESENT ALGERIAN SYSTEM OF TRAINING OF 
MASTER MARINERS.
CHAPTER VIII EXPLAINS AND DISCUSSES SOME OF THE POLICY 
CONSIDERATIONS THAT A DEVELOPING COUNTRY HAS TO TAKE INTO 
ACCOUNT WHEN IT ESTABLISHES A SYSTEM OF MARITIME EDUCA­
TION.
CHAPTER IX PROPOSES A NEW SYSTEM OF TRAINING/EXAMINATION 
AND CERTIFICATION OF MASTER MARINERS FOR ALGERIA.
CHAPTER X FINALLY GIVES SOME CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDA­
TIONS.
AT THE END OF THIS PAPER,THERE IS A LIST OF REFERENCES 
AND A BIBLIOGRAPHY FROM WHICH INFORMATION HAS BEEN 
COLLECTED FOR THE ELABORATION OF THIS PAPER.
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PARTICIPATION IN WORLD TRADE IS REGARDED NOWADAYS AS ONE 
OF THE MOST IMPORTANT FACTOR DETERMINING THE PACE OF 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT.AT PRESENT,NEARLY 90% OF THE WORLD 
TRADE IS SHIFTED BY MARITIME MEANS.
SINCE THE OCEANS COVER 3/4 OF THE WORLD AND THE SEA 
REPRESENTS OPEN ROUTES FOR INTERNATIONAL TRADE,CARRIAGE 
OF GOODS BY SEA IS THE CHEAPEST MODE OF TRANSPORTATION 
AVAILABLE TODAY.
IN ALGERIA,ALMOST 99% OF THE COUNTRY'S FOREIGN TRADE IS 
TRANSPORTED BY SEA.NEEDLESS TO SAY,MARITIME TRANSPORT IS 
CONSIDERED BY FAR THE MOST DETERMINANT FACTOR IN THE OVE­
RALL ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE COUNTRY. 
PARTICIPATION IN WORLD TRADE IS,HOWEVER,DEPENDENT ON A 
COUNTRY'S INFRASTRUCTURE,ITS HUMAN CAPABILITIES AND 
ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE.AMONG THESE CONSIDERATIONS,THE 
HUMAN PERFORMANCE IS RECOGNIZED AS THE VITAL AND MOST 
OVERRIDING FACTOR WHICH DETERMINES THE DEGREE OF DEVELOP­
MENT OF ANY COUNTRY.IN SHIPPING THE HUMAN ELEMENT PLAYS 
AN IMPORTANT ROLE.IT OBVIOUSLY HAS A TREMENDOUS BEARING 
ON THE ECONOMIC OPERATION OF SHIPS AS WELL AS ON SAFE 
NAVIGATION AND PROTECTION OF THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT.
THE SAFE MOVEMENT OF THE WORLD MARITIME TRADE IS ULTIMA­
TELY IN THE HANDS OF THOSE PEOPLE NAVIGATING AND PILOTING 
THE WORLD MERCHANT FLEET.
SINCE SHIPPING IS AN INTERNATIONAL INDUSTRY WHICH UTILI­
ZES CAPITAL INTENSIVE EQUIPMENT,THE ACQUISITION OF SHIPS
V
FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A MERCHANT FLEET AND/OR THE 
CONSTRUCTION OF SHIPS AND PORT INSTALLATIONS IS NOT SO 
DIFFICULT ONCE THE APPROPRIATE POLICY DECISIONS ARE 
TAKEN.HOWEVER,THE APPROPRIATE MARINE PERSONNEL REQUIRED 
TO MAN/OPERATE AND ADMINISTER THEM IS ALWAYS DIFFICULT 
TO OBTAIN OR AT LEAST IT TAKES LONG PERIODS AND CONSIDE­
RABLE INVESTMENT TO ACQUIRE HIGHLY QUALIFIED AND SKILLED 
MANPOWER.
THE MAIN REASONS IN SUPPORT FOR HAVING WELL-TRAINED AND 
QUALIFIED SEAFARERS CAN BE SUMMARIZED AS FOLLOWS:
-TRAINING OF SEAFARERS IMPROVES SAFETY STANDARDS AND 
EFFICIENCY,BOTH OF WHICH ARE VITAL IN THE SAFE AND 
ECONOMIC OPERATION OF SHIPS.
’̂ WELL TRAINED AND QUALIFIED SEAFARERS DO EFFECTIVELY 
AND EFFICIENTLY PARTICIPATE IN THE ECONOMIC DEVELOP­
MENT OF THEIR RESPECTIVE COUNTRIES.IN THE CASE OF 
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES,THE EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF 
NATIONAL SEAFARERS REDUCES THE DEPENDENCE ON FOREIGN 
EXPATRIATES.
;■
-TRAINED SEAFARERS OF A COUNTRY INCREASE THE EMPLOYMENT 
POTENTIAL OF SEAFARERS OF THAT COUNTRY ON THE NATIONAL 
AND INTERNATIONAL LEVEL.
-SHIPOWNERS ARE BECOMING VERY KEEN ON EMPLOYING WELL 
TRAINED AND SKILLED SEAFARERS.
VI
-IMPROVING THE TRAINING AND QUALIFICATIONS OF SEAFARERS 
IS LIKELY TO HAVE THE GREATEST EFFECT UPON SAFETY AT 
SEA.
-THERE IS A STRONG AND INCREASING DEMAND IN INTERNATIO­
NAL FORA SUCH AS IMO AND ILO FOR THE HIGHEST STANDARDS 
OF SAFETY AND MANNING OF SHIPS INCLUDING TRAINING AND 
COMPETENCY OF SEAFARERS OF ALL NATIONS.
-TO ATTAIN SAFETY STANDARDS,THERE IS A NEED FOR AN 
ADEQUATE AND EFFECTIVE TRAINING OF SEAFARERS AS IT HAS 
BEEN RECOGNIZED BY THE IMO DIPLOMATIC CONFERENCE WHICH 
IN 1978 ADOPTED THE INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION ON 
STANDARDS OF TRAINING,CERTIFICATION AND WATCH-KEEPING 
FOR SEAFARERS.
IT IS THEREFORE THE PRIME DUTY OF ALL MARITIME NATIONS OF 
THE WORLD,PARTICULARLY DEVELOPING COUNTRIES,TO TRAIN AND 
PREPARE THEIR SEAFARING PERSONNEL TO MfeET THE STCW CON­
VENTION REQUIREMENTS SO THAT SAFETY OF LIFE AND PROPERTY 
AT SEA AS WELL AS THE PROTECTION OF THE MARINE ENVIRON­
MENT ARE BEST ACHIEVED.
C H A R T E R  X
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1.SEAFARING AS A PROFESSION.
SHIPPING HAS UNDERGONE GREAT CHANGES.GONE IS THE TIME 
OF SAILING VESSELS.GONE IS THE DOMINANCE OF THE RED 
ENSIGN.GONE ARE THE ESPRIT DE CORPS AND STRICT HIERAR­
CHY UPON WHICH GOOD PRACTICE WAS LARGELY BASED.GONE IS 
THE TIME OF ADVENTURES,ROMANTICISM AND EXOTICISM. 
SHIPPING IS TODAY ALMOST UNRECOGNISABLE FROM WHAT IT 
WAS IN ANCIENT TIMES.SEAFARING HAS BEEN AFFECTED TOO. 
THE ATTRACTION OF THE SEA AS A CAREER HAS DIMINISHED 
'DESPITE THE GROWING RATE OF UNEMPLOYMENT AND THE NUMBER 
OF JOB-SEEKERS EXCEEDING THE NUMBER OF JOBS AVAILABLE 
ASHORE.SEAFARING IS NO MORE A PROFESSION THAT APPEALS 
TO THE MAJORITY OF THE YOUTH.IT HAS BEEN NORMALLY 
ATTRACTIVE FOR THOSE WHO WENT TO SEA^FOR WHAT THEY 
UNDERSTOOD AS BEING ROMANTIC OR MAYBE EXOTIC AND THOSE 
WHO SOUGHT ADVENTURES AND CHALLENGES. THOSE WHO WEl̂ T TO 
SEA AO OR MORE YEARS AGO DID NOT LOOK FOR EMPLOYMENT. 
THEY MADE UP THEIR MINDS FOR A DIFFERENT WAY OF LIVING. ̂ I.
SHIPS WERE SEEN AS THE MEANS TO COME TO PLACES WHERE 
ONE TOUGHT TO FIND WHAT ONE'S IMAGINATION HAD CONNECTED 
WITH ROMANTICISM.SUCH ATTRACTION AND FEELINGS ARE GONE. 
MODERN LIFE HAS BROUGHT A MORE REALISTIC PICTURE OF 
SEAFARING.VALUE SYSTEMS INTO SOCIETIES HAVE BECOME 
GROWINGLY MATERIALISTIC.WITH THE CHANGES IN VALUES,THE 
ATTRACTION OF THE SEA AS A CAREER HAS DIMINISHED AND 
THE ATTRACTION OF LEAVING THE SEA AND STAYING ASHORE 
HAS GROWN.it has BECOME AN ESTABLISHED FACT THAT 
SEAFARERS WILL NOT SPEND THEIR ENTIRE WORKING LIFE AT 
SEA BUT WILL LEAVE IT AFTER A CERTAIN PERIOD OF SEA 
SERVICE DISREGARDING WHETHER THEY WILL FIND ATTRACTIVE
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EMPLOYMENT CONDITIONS ASHORE OR NOT.A LOT OF FACTORS 
HAVE CONTRIBUTED TO THIS PRESENT SITUATION.
THE FAMILY IS OBVIOUSLY THE MAIN ATTRACTION FOR GOING 
ASHORE.HOWEVER,THE INCREASE IN THE STANDARDS OF LIVING, 
THE OPPORTUNITY TO FIND REMUNERATIVE SHOREBASED POSI­
TIONS AND THEREFORE TO INTEGRATE PROFESSIONAL AND 
PRIVATE LIFE AS WELL AS THE MATERIALISTIC EMPLOYMENT 
CONDITIONS ASHORE BEING SOMEWHAT EQUAL TO THOSE OFFERED 
ON BOARD HAVE INCREASINGLY ALL HELPED TO MODIFYING THE 
ATTITUDES OF YOUNGSTERS TOWARDS THE SEA AS A CAREER.
FOR F.MAIN "THE ISSUE FOR THE MAJORITY OF SEAFARERS IS 
NOT WHETHER TO LEAVE THE SEA BUT WHEN" SUMS UP THE 
PRESENT STATE OF DEVELOPMENT.
THE TIME FOR ROMANTICISM IS GONE.THE AIRLINES' PILOTS
For instance,ARE neither romantic nor adventurers but
HIGHLY QUALIFIED HUMAN BEINGS TRAINED TO COPE WITH 
advanced technology for the CONTROL OF A COMPLEX PRO­
CESS. IT IS INTO THIS DIRECTION THAT SEAFARING IS MOVING 
AND DEVELOPING.MOTIVATION FOR GOING TO SEA CANNOT BE 
FOUND ANYMORE IN ROMANTICISM OR ADVENTURES BUT HAS TO 
BE IDENTIFIED IN THE SATISFACTION TO CONTROL A COMPLEX 
PROCESS,TO BEAR RESPONSABILITIES FOR OTHERS AND TO BE 
INDEPENDENT IN THE DECISION^MAKING IN THE OPERATION OF 
A CRAFT.MODERN SHIPS DO REQUIRE HIGHLY MOTIVATED 
OFFICERS WHO ARE CHALLENGED BY TAKING POSITIONS SIMILAR 
TO THOSE OF AIRLINE PILOTS OR OTHER PERSONS BEING IN 
CHARGE OF A COMPLEX TECHNOLOGICAL SYSTEM. IN THIS CÔ M̂  
TEXT,MARITIME EDUCATION AND TRAINING HAS TO ADAPT 
ITSELF TO THIS CHANGING TECHNOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT. 
MARITIME EDUCATION AND TRAINING WILL HAVE TO PREPARE 
FOR SUCH AN ADAPTABILITY.SEAFARERS SHOULD BE TRAINED 
TO OPERATE NOT ONLY SHIPS OF TODAY BUT OF TOMORROW AS’ 
WELL.MARITIME EDUCATION HAS ON THE OTHER HAND TO BE 
SHORE^ORIENTED.THE FLUCTUATION FROM SHIP TO SHORE HAS
TO BE ACCEPTED.TO CHANNEL IT INTO THE MARITIME INDUSTRY 
SHOULD BE ONE OF THE FUTURE TASKS OF MET AND MARITIME 
EDUCATIONAL AUTHORITIES.SEAFARERS SHOULD BE ENABLED TO 
FIND A USEFUL OCCUPATION IN THE MARITIME INDUSTRY ASHO­
RE ONCE THEY DECIDE TO LEAVE THE SEA.THE SOCIETY HAS 
THE RIGHT TO EXPECT A RETURN OF INVESTMENT FROM FORMER 
SEAFARERS.
2.TRAINING OF SEAFARERS/ROLE OF A MARITIME ACADEMY.
TRAINING OF SEAFARERS IS A SUBJECT WHICH CAN BE LOOKED 
AT FROM DIFFERENT POINTS OF VIEW ALL OF WHICH ARE OF 
PRIME IMPORTANCE.HOWEVER,IT CAN BE BEST UNDERSTOOD BY 
-LOOKING AT ITS ENVIRONMENT AND THE INFLUENCES IT IS 
SUBJECT TO. IN THIS SECTION., I WILL DEAL WITH THE FOLLO­
WING ASPECTS OF MARITIME EDUCATION AND TRAINING.
1. THE ECONOMY ASPECT
2. THE SAFETY AND MARINE ENVIRONMENT ASPECT
3. THE TECHNOLOGY ASPECT
4. THE SOCIETY ASPECT
l.THE ECONOMY ASPECT.
PARTICIPATING IN WORLD TRADE IS AN IMPORTANT FACTOR 
DETERMINING THE PACE OF ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOP^ 
MENT.THE MAIN OBJECTIVE OF SHIPPING IS TO MAKE PRO­
FIT. THERE MIGHT BE SOME OTHER IMPORTANT REASONS FOR 
HAVING A NATIONAL MERCHANT FLEET SUCH AS THE NATIONAL 
INDEPENDENCE IN THE CARRIAGE OF GOODS BY SEA AND THE 
VALUE OF A MERCHANT FLEET IN TIMES OF CRISIS AND
it.
EMERGENCIES.HOWEVER,A MERCHANT FLEET IS CONSIDERED 
IN NORMAL TIMES AS A MEANS OF GENERATING INCOME AND 
EMPLOYMENT.INCOME FROM SHIPPING FOR A SHIPOWNER AND 
FOR A COUNTRY PLAYS AN IMPORTANT ROLE IN THE OPERA­
TION OF SHIPS AND A NATIONAL MERCHANT FLEET.IT 
RESULTS FROM THIS ECONOMIC ASPECT OF SHIPPING THAT 
MARITIME EDUCATION AND TRAINING HAS TO ADAPT TO 
COMMERCIAL NECESSITIES.INDEED,MARITIME EDUCATION AND 
TRAINING SHOULD IN ORDER TO COPE WITH CHANGES IN 
SHIPPING WHICH ARE TO A GREAT EXTENT DICTATED BY 
ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS DESIGN ITS CONTENTS AND 
METHODS OF TRAINING SO AS TO ENSURE THAT COMMERCIAL 
AND MANAGERIAL ASPECTS OF SHIPPING ARE BEST FULFIL­
LED.
2.THE SAFETY AND MARINE ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION 
ASPECT
SAFETY OF NAVIGATION AND PROTECTION OF THE MARINE 
ENVIRONMENT ARE THE TWO ITEMS ON WHICH THE INT.ERNA^ ' 
TIONAL MARITIME ORGANIZATION (IMO!) HAS CONCENTRATED 
ITS ACTIVITIES.THE INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION ON 
SAFETY OF LIFE AT SEA (SOLAS—1974!) AND OTHER INTERNA­
TIONAL CONVENTIONS HAVE TREMENDOUSLY CONTRIBUTED TO 
MARITIME SAFETY.HOWEVER,SAFETY OF NAVIGATION AND 
PROTECTION OF THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT CANNOT BE ACHIE^ 
VED IF SEAFARERS ARE NOT TRAINED ACCORDINGLY.
IN 1974,IMO ADOPTED A RECOMMENDATION ON BASIC PRIN­
CIPLES AND OPERATIONAL GUIDANCE RELATING TO NAVIGA­
TIONAL WATCH-KEEPING.IT WAS,HOWEVER,NOT BEFORE 1978 
THAT AN OVERALL APPROCH TO QUALIFICATION REQUIREMENTS 
FOR SHIPBOARD PERSONNEL ON A GLOBAL BASE WAS MADE.
IMO ADOPTED THEN THE INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION ON
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STANDARDS OF TRAINING,CERTIFICATION AND WATCH-KEEPING 
FOR SEAFARERS KNOWN UNDER THE TERM OF "STCW" CONVEN­
TION . MARITIME ACADEMIES HAVE IN THIS CONTEXT TO 
ENSURE THAT SAFETY OF NAVIGATION AND PROTECTION OF 
THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT ARE AN INTEGRAL PART AND 
SHOULD CONSTITUTE THE ESSENTIAL PORTION IN THE TRAI­
NING SYLLABUS FOR SEAFARERS.
3.THE TECHNOLOGY ASPECT.
MODERN TECHNOLOGY ABOARD HAS SPREAD.IT HAS BECOME AN 
INTEGRAL PART OF TODAY'S LIFE.IT HAS COMPLETELY SHAP­
ED THE SHIPPING INDUSTRY.SHIPS OF TODAY DO NOT 
RESEMBLE TO THOSE OF ANCIENT TIMES.THE INTRODUCTION 
OF AUTOMATION AND SOPHISTICATED SHIPBOARD EQUIPMENT 
HAVE TO A GREAT EXTENT REDUCED SEAFARERS' TASKS. 
HOWEVER,FROM A SOCIAL POINT OF VIEW MODERN 
TECHNOLOGY HAS A NEGATIVE IMPACT ON SEAFARERS.IT HAS 
HELPED FOR ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS TO REDUCE THE 
NUMBER OF CREWS ABOARD.NEVERTHELESS,MODERN TECHNOLOGY 
HAS NOW ARRIVED.WE HAVE TO ACCEPT IT.WE HAVE T.a- 
DEVELOP AN EMOTION-FREE TOWARDS IT AND APPRECIATE THE 
ADVANTAGES IT OFFERS.MARITIME EDUCATION HAS TO ADAPT 
ITSELF TO IT.MODERN TECHNOLOGY REQUIRES KNOWLEDGE, 
COMPREHENSION,ANALYTIC AND EVALUATIVE CAPABILITIES 
FROM THE FUTURE SHIPBOARD OFFICER AS WELL AS COMPE­
TENCE FOR AND IN DECISION-MAKING.MARITIME ACADEMIES 
HAVE TO BEAR A GREAT DEAL OF RESPONSIBILITY IN EDUCA­
TING AND TRAINING THE REQUIRED HIGHLY SKILLED SEAFA­
RERS . MARITIME EDUCATION AND TRAINING WILL HAVE TO 
PROFIT FROM THE AVAILABILITY OF MODERN TRAINING 
EQUIPMENT TO PROVIDE QUALIFIED SEAFARERS.
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4.THE SOCIETY ASPECT.
THE INFLUENCE OF SOCIETY ON MARITIME EDUCATION AND 
TRAINING HAS RESULTED IN A NEW DEVELOPMENT OF ATTITU­
DES . SEAFARING AS IT HAS BEEN ALREADY EXPLAINED IS NO 
MORE SEEN AS SOMETHING SPECIAL.IT HAS EVEN LOST ITS 
ATTRACTION.THE MAJORITY OF YOUNG PEOPLE ARE MORE AND 
MORE RELUCTANT TO A SEAFARING CAREER.THE INCREASE 
IN THE STANDARDS OF LIVING AND MORE RECENTLY THE 
IMPACT OF GENERAL EDUCATION ON SEAFARING HAVE LED TO 
A MORE SHORE-ORIENTED ATTITUDE.BECAUSE MARITIME 
EDUCATION HAS BEEN KEPT SEPARATED FROM GENERAL 
EDUCATION,THE MAJORITY OF THE YOUTH DO NOT FIND IT 
ATTRACTIVE TO ATTEND MERCHANT MARINE STUDIES.THEY 
GENERALLY CHOOSE STREAMS LEADING TO RECOGNIZED 
ACADEMIC DEGREES.IN THIS RESPECT,MARITIME EDUCATION 
AND TRAINING HAS TO COME CLOSER TO LAND-BASED EDUCA­
TION. IN COUNTRIES WHERE THIS DEVELOPMENT HAS NOT YET 
TAKEN PLACE,EG.ALGERIA,MARITIME EDUCATION WILL STILL 
HAVE TO ADAPT TO THE NEW ROLE OF EDUCATION AND TRAI­
NING FOR A CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENOY AND AN ACADEMIC 
DEGREE.MET HAS TO BE INTEGRATED IN THE GENERAL 
EDUCATION SYSTEM.A HIGHER ACADEMIC AND PROFESSIONAL 
STANDARD OF FUTURE GRADUATES OF MET WILL BEST ENSURE 
THE FUTURE ATTRACTION FOR A SEAFARING CAREER.
CERTAIN DEVELOPED COUNTRIES SUCH AS,GERMANY <F.R>, 
THE NETHERLANDS,THE UNITED STATES AND MANY OTHERS 
GIVE A GOOD EXAMPLE THAT SEAFARING CAN STILL BE A 
RECOGNIZED PROFESSION AND THAT IT CAN BECOME RATHER 




A LOT OF CHANGES HAVE OCCURRED TO THE SHIPPING INDUSTRY. 
MARITIME EDUCATION HAS TO ADAPT TO THESE CHANGES.MET HAS 
TO PLAY A MORE ACTIVE ROLE THAN IT DID BEFORE.IT SHOULD 
EVEN TAKE THE LEAD IN THE PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION 
OF CHANGES.IN THIS DEVELOPING TECHNOLOGICAL ERA,SEAFARERS 
HAVE TO BE PROFESSIONALLY AND ACADEMICALLY BETTER 
QUALIFIED THAN THOSE OF PREVIOUS GENERATIONS.TO DO SO, 
MARITIME ACADEMIES WILL CONTINIOUSLY HAVE TO SCRUTINIZE 
THEIR TRAINING SYLLABI,WILL HAVE TO ABONDON OUTDATED 
CONTENTS AND INTRODUCE NEW ONES.
3.THE IMPORTANCE OF THE HUMAN FACTOR IN CASUALTIES.
EVERY YEAR A LARGE NUMBER OF MARITIME ACCIDENTS OCCURS, 
SOME OF THEM RESULTING IN HEAVY LOSS 0^ LIFE,VAST POLLU­
TION OF THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT AND ENORMOUS LOSS OF.. 
PROPERTY.TODAY,IT IS RECOGNIZED THAT THE MAJORITY OF 
MARITIME ACCIDENTS ARE CAUSED BY HUMAN ERRORS AND 
INEXPERIENCE RATHER THAN FAILURE OF SHIPS AND EQUIPMENT. 
NO MATTER HOW WELL BUILT OR WELL EQUIPPED A SHIP MAY BE , 
ITS SAFE AND EFFICIENT OPERATION IS LARGELY DEPENDENT ON 
THE COMPETENCY OF ITS CREW.IN AN INVESTIGATION STUDY 
UNDERTAKEN BY LIVERPOOL UNDERWRITERS,IT HAS BEEN SHOWN 
THAT 80% OF MARITIME CASUALTIES WERE CAUSED BY THE HUMAN 
FACTOR.FITTING SHIPS WITH THE MOST ADVANCED AND SOPHISTI­
CATED EQUIPMENT DOES NOT,IN MY VIEW,COMPLETELY CONTRIBUTE 
TO SAFETY OF NAVIGATION AND PROTECTION OF THE MARINE 
ENVIRONMENT.TRAINING OF SEAFARERS,THOSE IN CHARGE OF THE 
OPERATION OF SHIPS,IS THE MOST IMPORTANT FACTOR THAT HAS
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TO BE DEALT WITH SERIOUSLY.WE HAVE ALL WITNESSED THAT 
CHANGES IN THE SHIPPING INDUSTRY HAVE BEEN MORE RAPID 
AND MORE FREQUENT THAN THOSE RELATED TO MARITIME EDUCA­
TION AND TRAINING.TECHNOLOGY AND TRAINING CANNOT BE 
DIVORCED.TRAINING SHOULD EVEN TAKE THE LEAD SO AS TO 
ENSURE THAT CLEANER AND SAFER SEAS WILL BE ACHIEVED.
SINCE SHIPPING IS AN INTERNATIONAL INDUSTRY NOT ONLY WITH 
REGARD TO TRADE BUT ALSO TO SHIPS,SAFETY AND CREWS IT IS 
THEREFORE IMPORTANT TO ENHANCE MARITIME SAFETY AND SECURE 
THE PROTECTION OF THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT BY ESTABLISHING 
BASIC REQUIREMENTS ON THE TRAINING OF SEAFARERS ON AN 
INTERNATIONAL LEVEL.SHIPS FROM DIFFERENT COUNTRIES OF THE 
WORLD ARE MANNED BY CREWS OF DIFFERENT TRAINING BACK­
GROUNDS. THIS SITUATION HAS LED TO THE ADOPTION,IN 1978,OF 
THE INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION ON STANDARDS OF TRAINING, 
CERTIFICATION AND WATCH^KEEPING FOR SEAFARERS CSTCW!) BY 
THE INTERNATIONAL MARITIME O-RGANIZATION (IMO).
4.THE 1976.STCW CONVENTION.
THE HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF THE STCW CONVENTION AND ITS 
REQUIREMENTS MAY BE SUMMARIZED AS FOLLOWS:
AFTER IMCOjNOW IMO,CAME INTO BEING IN 19B9 ITS MAJOR 
ACTION WAS TO CONVENE AN INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON 
SAFETY OF LIFE AT SEA WHICH ADOPTED IN 1960 THE SOLAS 
CONVENTION AND A NUMBER OF RECOMMENDATIONS.ONE OF THESE 
RECOMMENDATIONS,RECOMMENDATION NO 39,ON THE TRAINING OF 
MASTERS,OFFICERS AND SEAMEN IN THE USE OF AIDS TO NAVIGA^ 
TION AND OTHER DEVICES CALLED ON CONTRACTING GOVERNMENTS 
PARTIES TO SOLAS CONVENTION TO TAKE ALL PRACTICAL STEPS 
TO ENSURE THAT THE EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF SEAFARERS 
IN THE USE OF AIDS TO NAVIGATION AND OTHER DEVICES
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PROVIDED FOR THEIR SAFETY IB SUFFICIENTLY COMPREHENSIVE 
AND THAT IT IS SATISFACTORILY KEPT UP-TO-DATE.IT ALSO 
RECOMMENDED THAT WITHIN THEIR RESPECTIVE SPHERE OF ACTI­
VITY IMCO AND ILO SHOULD COOPERATE CLOSELY WITH EACH 
OTHER AND WITH OTHER INTERESTED GOVERNMENTS TO THIS END. 
IN RESPONSE TO RECOMMENDATION NO 39,THE isOVERNING BODY OF 
ILO AND THE IMCO MARITIME SAFETY COMMITTEE ESTABLISHED A 
JOINT IMCO/ILO COMMITTEE ON TRAINING.THE JOINT COMMITTEE 
FIRST MET IN DECEMBER 196A AND PREPARED AN INTERNATIONAL 
MARITIME GUIDE CALLED THE "DOCUMENT FOR GUIDANCE-1964". 
THIS DOCUMENT MADE RECOMMENDATIONS ON THE EDUCATION AND 
TRAINING OF MASTERS AND SEAMEN IN THE USE OF AIDS TO 
NAVIGATION,LIFE SAVING APPLIANCES AND OTHER DEVICES FOR 
THE PREVENTION,DETECTION AND EXTINCTION OF FIRES.
THE DOCUMENT WAS ADOPTED BY IMCO MARITIME SAFETY COMMIT­
TEE AND THE GOVERNING BODY OF ILO.HOWEVER,THE DOCUMENT 
WAS STILL CONSIDERED AS GUIDANCE ONLY.
IN 1971,THE IMCO COUNCIL DECIDED THEREFORE THAT FURTHER 
ACTION WAS STILL NECESSARY TO STRENGTHEN AND IMPROVE THE 
STANDARDS OF TRAINING AND QUALIFICATIONS OF SEAFARERS AND 
REQUESTED THE MARITIME SAFETY COMMITTEE TO GIVE URGENT 
CONSIDERATION TO THE PREPARATION OF INTERNATIONAL STAN­
DARDS OF TRAINING,certification AND WATCH-KEEPING FOR 
SEAFARERS.it was also in 1971 THAT THE IMCO ASSEMBLY 
DECIDED TO CONVENE A CONFERENCE ON THE TRAINING AND 
CERTIFICATION OF SEAFARERS.THE PREPARATORY WORK FOR THAT 
CONFERENCE WAS CARRIED OUT BY THE SUB-COMMITTEE ON STA­
NDARDS OF TRAINING AND WATCH-KEEPING WHICH PREPARED A 
DRAFT CONVENTION AND A NUMBER OF DRAFT RECOMMENDATIONS 
WHICH FORMED TOGETHER THE BASIC DOCUMENTATION FOR THE 
CONFERENCE.
THE STCW CONFERENCE WAS THE LARGEST SO. FAR OF IMO'S 
DIPLOMATIC CONFERENCES.it WAS ATTENDED BY 72 STATES AND 
A TOTAL OF 450 PARTICIPANTS INCLUDING OBSERVERS FROM A
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LARGE NUMBER OF INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS.
THE CONFERENCE UNANIMOUSLY ADOPTED THE CONVENTION,ITS 
ANNEX AND 23 RESOLUTIONS.THE CONVENTION IS REGARDED AS 
ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT SAFETY CONVENTIONS EVER DEVELO­
PED. IT REPRESENTS THE FIRST ATTEMPT TO ESTABLISH GLOBAL 
MINIMUM PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS FOR SEAFARERS AND PRESCRI­
BES MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS WHICH ALL COUNTRIES ARE REQUIRED 
TO MEET OR EXCEED.
IN THE MAJORITY OF ESTABLISHED MARITIME COUNTRIES,STAN­
DARDS OF TRAINING ARE OFTEN HIGHER THAN THOSE STIPULATED 
IN THE CONVENTION.IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES,HOWEVER,THESE 
STANDARDS ARE NOT SO HIGH AND BY RATIFYING OR ACCEPTING 
THE CONVENTION,GOVERNMENTS UNDERTAKE TO IMPLEMENT AND 
ENFORCE ITS REQUIREMENTS.
THE CONVENTION IS DIVIDED INTO TWO PARTS.THE FIRST PART 
CONTAINS THE ARTICLES AND THE SECOND ONE THE REGULATIONS. 
THE RESOLUTIONS WHICH ARE SEPARATE ENTITIES ARE NOT 
MANDATORY.
l.THE ARTICLES.
THE ESSENTIALLY LEGAL PROVISIONS OF THE STCW CONVEN­
TION ARE CONTAINED IN THE ARTICLES.THEY CAN BE 
SUMMARIZED AS FOLLOWS;
ARTICLE I STATES THE GENERAL OBLIGATIONS OF PARTIES 
TO THE CONVENTION.STATES ARE REQUIRED TO TAKE ALL 
NECESSARY STEPS TO GIVE FULL AND COMPLETE EFFECT TO 
THE CONVENTION AND ITS ANNEX IN ORDER TO ENSURE THAT 
SEAFARERS ARE QUALIFIED AND FIT FOR THEIR DUTIES FROM 
THE POINT OF VIEW OF SAFETY OF LIFE AND PROPERTY AT 
SEA AND THE PROTECTION OF THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT. 
ARTICLE II GIVES SOME RELEVANT DEFINITIONS.
ARTICLE III STATES THE APPLICATION OF THE CONVENTION. 
THE CONVENTION APPLIES TO SEAFARERS SERVING ONBOARD
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SEA-GOING VESSELS OTHER THAN;
-WARSHIPS
-NAVAL AUXILLARIES
-GOVERNMENT OWNED SHIPS NOT ENGAGED ON A COMMERCIAL 
SERVICE 
-FISHING VESSELS
-PLEASURE YACHTS NOT ENGAGED IN TRADE 
-WOODEN SHIPS OF PREMITIVE BUILD
ARTICLE VI REFERS TO CERTIFICATES OF SERVICE.IT STI­
PULATES THAT CERTIFICATES WILL BE ISSUED TO MASTERS, 
OFFICERS AND RATINGS WHO MEET THE REQUIREMENTS SPECI­
FIED IN THE ANNEX TO THE CONVENTION.IT ALSO STATES 
THAT CERTIFICATES FOR MASTERS AND OFFICERS NEED TO BE 
ENDORSED BY THE ISSUING ADMINISTRATION.A FORM OF 
CERTIFICATE ENDORSEMENT IS GIVEN IN REGULATION 1/2 OF 
THE ANNEX.THE CONFERENCE RECOGNIZED THE IMPORTANCE 
AND URGENCY OF HARMONIZING THE CERTIFICATES FOR 
MASTERS AND OFFICERS AND FOR THAT REASON ADOPTED 
RESOLUTION NO 21 WHICH INVITES IMO TO DEVELOP A STAN­
DARD FORM AND TITLE FOR AN INTERNATIONAL CERTIFICATE. 
ARTICLE VII INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING TRANSITIONAL 
PROVISIONS WHICH APPLY TO STATES FOR WHICH THE CON­
VENTION HAS ENTERED INTO FORCE:
-CERTIFICATES PREVIOUSLY ISSUED REMAIN VALID 
-THE ADMINISTRATION CONCERNED MAY DURING A PERIOD OF 
B YEARS CONTINUE TO ISSUE CERTIFICATES OF COMPETENCY 
IN ACCORDANCE WITH ITS PREVIOUS PRACTICE TO CANDIDA­
TES WHO HAD STARTED THEIR SEA-SERVICE BEFORE THE 
ENTRY INTO FORCE OF THE CONVENTION FOR THAT STATE. 
HOWEVER,ALL OTHER CANDIDATES MUST BE EXAMINED AND 
CERTIFICATED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE STANDARDS LAID 
DOWN BY THE CONVENTION.
ARTICLE VIII REFERS TO DISPENSATIONS.IN THE CONTEXT 
OF EXCEPTIONAL NECESSITY AN ADMINISTRATION MAY ISSUE
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A DISPENSATION FOR A SEAFARER PERMITTING HIM TO SERVE 
IN A SPECIFIED SHIP IN A POSITION FOR WHICH HE DOES 
NOT HOLD THE APPROPRIATE CERTIFICATE.THE DISPENSATION 
MAY NOT BE ISSUED FOR A PERIOD OF MORE THAN 6 MONTHS. 
BESIDES,THE SEAFARER MUST BE QUALIFIED TO FILL THE 
POST IN A SAFER MANNER AND MUST BE PROPERLY CERTIFI­
CATED TO FILL THE POST IMMEDIATLY BELOW.
ARTICLE X DEALS WITH CONTROL PROCEDURES OF SHIPS. 
WHILE IN THE PORT OF A STATE FOR WHICH THE CONVENTION 
HAS ENTERED INTO FORCE,SHIPS ARE SUBJECT TO CONTROL 
BY PROPERLY AUTHORIZED OFFICERS.SUCH CONTROL MAY BE 
LIMITED TO THE VERIFYING THAT SEAFARERS WHO ARE 
REQUIRED TO BE CERTIFICATED BY THE CONVENTION DO HOLD 
A VALID CERTIFICATE OR A VALID DISPENSATION.SEAFARERS 
MAY EVEN BE ASSESSED TO SHOW THEIR ABILITY TO MAIN­
TAIN THE REQUIRED WATCH^KEEPING STANDARDS IF THERE 
ARE REASONS TO BELIEVE THAT SUCH STANDARDS ARE NOT 
COMPLIED WITH IF THE SHIP WHILE IN A PORT OR ITS 
APPROCHES HAS BEEN INVOLVED IN A COLLISION,GROUNDING, 
STRANDING OR HAS DISCHARGED WHEN UInIDER WAY,ANCHOR OR 
BERTH SUBSTANCES NOT PERMITTED UNDER INTERNATIOJMAL 
CONVENTIONS,OR HAS BEEN MANOEUVRED IN AN ERRATIC 
OR UNSAFE MANNER OR HAS NOT FOLLOWED NAVIGATIONAL 
COURSE MARKS OR TRAFFIC SEPARATION SCHEMES.
2.THE REGULATIONS.
THE STCW CONVENTION CONTAINS IN ITS ANNEX 25 REGULA^ 
TIONS WHICH ARE GROUPED IN SIX (.6) CHAPTERS.EACH 
CHAPTER HEADING INDICATES THE APPLICATION OF THE 
REGULATION IT CONTAINS.IT IS NOT INTENDED TO DEAL 
WITH EACH CHAPTER IN DETAILS SINCE THESE NOTES ARE 
MERELY DESIGNED TO GIVE A GENERAL INTRODUCTION TO THE 
CONVENTION.
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CHAPTER I ENTITLED "GENERAL PROVISIONS" CONTAINS 
FOUR (4) REGULATIONS OF GENERAL APPLICATION.
CHAPTER II,ENTITLED "MASTER-DECK DEPARTMENT" CONTAINS 
EIGHT (8) REGULATIONS COVERING WATCH-KEEPING AND 
CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS FOR MASTERS,DECK OFFICERS 
AND RATINGS WHO FORM PART OF NAVIGATIONAL WATCHES. 
SUCH REQUIREMENTS INCLUDE SPECIFICATION OF THE 
EDUCATION AND PRACTICAL TRAINING OF SEAFARERS IN THE 
DECK DEPARTMENT FOR VARIOUS CLASSES OF SHIPS WHICH 
ARE CLASSED IN RANGES OF GRT AND INCLUDE ALSO SPECI­
FICATION FOR THE CONTINUED PROFICIENCY AND UPDATING 
OF KNOWLEDGE OF MASTERS AND DECK OFFICERS.
CHAPTERS III AND IV CONTAIN REGULATIONS WHICH ARE 
VERY SIMILAR IN FORM TO THE REGULATIONS OF CHAPTER I. 
CHAPTER III APPLIES TO ENGINEER OFFICERS AND RATINGS 
WHO FORM PART OF AN ENGINEERING WATCH ON VARIOUS 
CLASSES OF SHIPS WHICH ARE CLASSED IN RANGES OF PRO­
PULSION POWER.CHAPTER IV APPLIES TO RADIO OFFICERS 
AND RADIO-TELEPHONE OPERATORS AND CONTAINS MANDATORY 
PROVISIONS CONCERNING RADIO WATCH-KEEPING AND MAINTE­
NANCE.
CHAPTER V,ENTITLED "SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS FOR TANKERS" 
CONTAINS THREE (3) REGULATIONS EACH OF WHICH APPLIES 
TO A SPECIAL TYPE OF TANKER.THEY ARE REGARDED AS 
COMPLEMENTING THE REGULATIONS OF CHAPTERS II AND 
III BY GIVING ADDITIONAL AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS FOR 
THE EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF DECK AND ENGINEER 
OFFICERS.
CHAPTER VI,ENTITLED "PROFICIENCY IN SURVIVAL CRAFT" 
CONTAINS ONE REGULATION ONLY.IT APPLIES TO ALL SEAFA­
RERS IRRESPECTIVE OF DISCIPLINE AND,WHILE NOT REQUI­
RING EVERY SEAFARER TO HOLD A CERTIFICATE OF PROFI­
CIENCY IN SURVIVAL CRAFT,SPECIFIES THE CONDITIONS 
UNDER WHICH SUCH CERTIFICATE MAY BE AWARDED.
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3.THE RESOLUTIONS.
THE RESOLUTIONS OF THE CONFERENCE ARE NOT PART OF THE 
CONVENTION AND ARE THEREFORE NOT MANDATORY.A RESOLU­
TION CAN BE USED BY A GOVERNMENT IN WHOLE,PART OR NOT 
AT ALL.THERE ARE 23 SUCH RESOLUTIONS.MOST OF THEM 
EXPAND UPON THE CONVENTION REGULATIONS BY GIVING MORE 
DETAILS OR MORE SUGGESTED EXTENTIONS.IT WAS DECIDED 
TO INCORPORATE THESE RESOLUTIONS BECAUSE THERE WAS 
INSUFFICIENT SUPPORT FOR THEIR ADOPTION AS MANDATORY 
REQUIREMENTS.
CONCLUSIONS.
THE STCW CONVENTION IS THE MOST IMPORTANT MARITIME SAFETY 
CONVENTION EVER DEVELOPED THAT HAS PROVIDED FOR A BROAD 
SET OF INTERNATIONALLY AGREED UPON STANDARDS OF TRAINING 
FOR SEAFARERS.it OUTLINES THE MINIMUM KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED 
FOR MASTERS,MATES,ENGINEERS AND RATINGS.
FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES,THE STCW CONVENTION SHOULD BE 
REGARDED AS AN OPPORTUNITY TO RAISE THEIR MARITIME TRAI­
NING PROGRAMS SO AS TO REACH THE REQUIRED TRAINING LEVEL 
OF THOSE DEVELOPED COUNTRIES OR AT LEAST TO MEET THE 
MINIMUM REQUIRED STANDARDS PRESCRIBED BY THE CONVENTION. 
IT IS MY BELIEF THAT INTERNATIONAL MARITIME SAFETY AND 
PROTECTION OF THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT CAN ONLY BE ACHIEVED 
IF SEAFARERS OF ALL COUNTRIES OF THE WORLD ARE WELL TRAI­
NED TO OPERATE SAFELY AND EFFICIENTLY THE WORLD MERCHANT 
FLEET.
lA
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I.GENERAL INTRODUCTION.
THE TRAINING OF MERCHANT MARINE OFFICERS HAS FOR A LONG 
TIME BEEN AN ESTABLISHED FACT IN SWEDEN.PRIOR TO 1658 
WHEN THE FIRST SCHOOL FOR THE TRAINING OF MATES WAS 
ESTABLISHED IN STOCKHOLM,NAVIGATORS FOR MERCHANT VESSELS 
WERE TRAINED ABOARD WARSHIPS.BY THE EARLY ISAO'S REGULAR 
TRAINING SCHEMES FOR MERCHANT SHIP'S OFFICERS WERE 
INSTITUTED AND SEVERAL NAVIGATION SCHOOLS WERE FOUNDED 
THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY.
AT FIRST NO SPECIAL QUALIFICATIONS WERE NEEDED TO GAIN 
ADMITTANCE TO THESE SCHOOLS WHOSE COURSES OF INSTRUCTION 
WERE OFTEN OF A SHORTER DURATION ,BUT AS TIME WENT BY 
THE NEED OF HAVING SHIP'S OFFICERS WITH GREATER SKILLS 
AND KNOWLEDGE AROSE AND CANDIDATES WERE THEREFORE REQUI­
RED TO SATISFY CERTAIN STANDARDS OF PREPARATORY EDUCATION 
NOWADAYS,NAVIGATING OFFICERS IN PARTICULAR AND SEAFARERS 
IN GENERAL RECEIVE THEIR THEORETICAL INSTRUCTION IN A 
NUMBER OF SCHOOLS INTEGRATED IN THE GENERAL EDUCATIONAL 
SYSTEM UNDER THE CUSTODY OF THE MINISTRY OF EDUCATION 
AND CULTURAL AFFAIRS.
CERTIFICATION OF SWEDISH SEAFARERS IS,HOWEVER,THE RESPON­
SIBILITY OF THE NATIONAL ADMINISTRATION OF SHIPPING AND 
NAVIGATION CNASAN) WHICH IS A GOVERNMENTAL INSTITUTION 
UNDER THE MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS. 
CANDIDATES FOR A SEA CAREER UNDERGO A PERIOD OF PRACTICAL 
PRE-TRAINING WHICH FOR FUTURE NAVIGATING OFFICERS MUST BE 
FULFILLED AT SEA ABOARD MERCHANT VESSELS AS ORDINARY 
ABLE SEAMEN OR APPRENTICE-OFFICERS FOR A PERIOD OF AT 
LEAST 36 MONTHS OF SEAFARING PRACTICE BEFORE ADMITTANCE 
TO A NAVIGATION SCHOOL OR A COLLEGE,BESIDES,THEY ARE 
REQUIRED TO HAVE COMPLETED A MININMUM OF TWO YEARS HIGH
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SCHOOL EDUCATION WITH A SPECIALIZATION IN TECHNICAL 
SUBJECTS.A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE PRESENT EDUCATIONAL 
SYSTEM MIGHT BE USEFUL IN UNDERSTANDING THE EDUCATION 
AND TRAINING OF SWEDISH MERCHANT MARINE OFFICERS.
11.PRESENT GENERAL EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM.
THE GOVERNING AUTHORITY IN SWEDEN RESPONSIBLE OF GENE­
RAL EDUCATION AT THE PRIMARY,SECONDARY AND HIGHER LEVEL 
IS THE MINISTRY OF EDUCATION AND CULTURAL AFFAIRS UNDER 
WHICH THE NATIONAL BOARD OF EDUCATION <A CENTRAL CIVIL 
SERVICE DEPARTMENT) IS IN CHARGE OF THE COORDINATION, 
PLANNING AND RATIONALIZATION OF THE SCHOOL SYSTEM AS 
. WELL AS PEDAGOGICAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT.THE SCHOOL 
SYSTEM IS DIVIDED INTO THREE LEVELS OF GENERAL EDUCA­
TION:
11.1.COMPULSORY SCHOOL (7/16).
CHILDREN IN SWEDEN START SCHOOL IN AUTUMN OF THE CALEN­
DAR YEAR IN WHICH THEY REACH THE AGE OF SEVEN (7).THEY 
ATTEND A NINE (9) YEAR COMPULSORY COMPREHENSIVE SCHOOL 
FROM THE AGE OF SEVEN TO SIXTEEN YEARS OLD.THE COMPUL­
SORY SCHOOL HAS NINE GRADES DIVIDED INTO THREE LEVELS. 
-JUNOIR LEVEL (GRADE 1-3,LOWER PRIMARY)
-MIDDLE LEVEL (GRADE 4-6,UPPER PRIMARY)
-SENIOR LEVEL (GRADE 7-9,LOWER SECONDARY)
THE OVERALL AIM IS THAT COMPULSORY SCHOOL CLASSES 
SHOULD BE UNDIFFERENTIATED WHICH MEANS THAT ALL CLASS­
MATES SHOULD STAY TOGETHER FROM THE BEGINNING.
A GRADE CONSISTS OF A 40-WEEK ACADEMIC: YEAR DIVIDED 
INTO AN AUTUMN TERM AND A SPRING TERM.
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11.2.UPPER SECONDARY SCHOOL (16/19).
UPPER SECONDARY SCHOOL IS NON-COMPULSORY.IT PROVIDES A 
WIDE RANGE OF COURSES VARYING IN LENGHT FROM TWO TO 
FOUR YEARS AND COMPRISING 23 DIFFERENT STUDY LINES.THE­
RE IS NO FORMAL DISTINCTION BETWEEN GENERAL LINES AND 
VOCATIONAL LINES.THEY ALL CONTAIN SUBJECTS OF A GENERAL 
NATURE AS WELL AS VOCATIONAL SUBJECTS.
AS FAR AS NAUTICAL EDUCATION IS CONCERNED,IT IS SIGNI­
FICANT TO POINT OUT THAT THERE IS NO SPECIALIZATION AT 
THE UPPER SECONDARY LEVEL.IT REQUIRES COMPLETION OF 
SCHOOLING BEFORE TRAINING OF THIS TYPE IS GIVEN AT A 
UNIVERSITY OR AT A COLLEGE LEVEL OR AT ANY SPECIALISED 
NAVIGATION SCHOOL.
I.3.HIGHER EDUCATION.
ALL POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION IS INCLUDED IN THE 
DEFINITION OF HIGHER EDUCATION WHICH INCLUDES NOT ONLY 
TRADITIONAL UNIVERSITY STUDIES BUT ALSO TRAINING OF 
NURSES,TEACHERS AND MERCHANT MARINE OFFICERS AS WELL.
111.TRAINING OF MASTER MARINERS.
THE EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF DEEP-SEA MASTERS IS GIVEN 
AT COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES.IT IS OF THREE YEARS 
DURATION.HOWEVER,BECAUSE OF FINANCIAL REASONS SOME STU­
DENTS PREFER TO COMPLETE THEIR SHORE-BASED TRAINING IN 
TWO TERMS.THEY FIRST ATTEND A TWO-YEAR COLLEGE COURSE 
WHERE A MATE CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCY IS OBTAINED.AFTER 
A CERTAIN PERIOD OF SEA-SERVICE,THEY COME BACK TO THE 
COLLEGE FOR A THIRD YEAR OF STUDY AND PASS THEIR MASTER 
CERTIFICATE.OTHERS OBTAIN THEIR MASTER CERTIFICATE AFTER 
THREE CONSECUTIVE YEARS OF STUDY.NEVERTHELESS ,85% OF
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STUDENTS DO FOLLOW THE SECOND WAY WITH THE HELP OF THE 
GOVERNMENT WHICH GRANTS GENEROUS LOANS FOR STUDY 
PURPOSES.
IT HAS BEEN STATED AT THE BEGINNING THAT PRECONDITION FOR 
ENTRY INTO A NAUTICAL COLLEGE IS COMPLETION OF AT LEAST 
36 MONTHS PRACTICAL SEA-TRAINING.THIS TRAINING AT SEA 
REQUIRED FOR ADMITTANCE IS PROVIDED ABOARD A NUMBER OF 
OPERATING CARGO SHIPS WHICH HAVE ESPECIALLY BEEN FITTED 
WITH PEDAGOGICAL INSTALLATIONS TO CARRY AND TRAIN 
APPRENTICES ON REGULAR COMMERCIAL VOYAGES.THIS CONTROLLED 
PRE-SEA TRAINING ON MOST OF THESE VESSELS AIMS AT GIVING 
YOUNG MEN AND WOMEN A GOOD BASIC KNOWLEDGE OF SEAMANSHIP 
AND ENOUGH THEORETICAL TRAINING TO PREPARE THEM FOR ENTRY 
INTO AN OFFICER'S NAUTICAL SCHOOL.
AhNOTHER type of SEA-TRAINING WHICH IS USUALLY REFERRED TO 
UNDER THE TERM OF NON-CONTROLLED SEA SERVICE IS THAT 
CANDIDATES WHO HAVE COMPLETED THEIR UPPER SECONDARY 
SCHOOL AND WISHING TO START A SEA CAREER ARE RECRUITED 
BY SHIPPING COMPANIES AS ORDINARY SEAMEN.UPON COMPLETION 
OF THE REQUIRED SEA SERVICE,THEY APPLY FOR ADMITTANCE TO 
A NAUTICAL COLLEGE WHERE NO ENTRANCE EXAMINATION IS 
REQUIRED BUT ONLY DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE OF THE SEA-SERVICE 
PERFORMED.
STUDENTS ADMITTED TO A.NAUTICAL COLLEGE FOLLOW FIRST A 
TWO-YEAR COURSE WHICH LEADS TO A MATE CERTIFICATE.
DURING THE FIRST YEAR,THE CURRICULUM FOCUSES ON BASIC 
SUBJECTS SUCH AS MATHEMATICS,BASIC MECHANICAL AND ELEC­
TRICAL ENGINEERING,NATURAL SCIENCES AND ENGLISH. 
PROFESSIONALLY ORIENTED SUBJECTS SUCH AS VISUAL AND RADIO 
COMMUNICATIONS,NAVIGATION,SEAMANSHIP AND RADAR START 
GRADUALLY IN THE SAME YEAR.
IN THE SECOND YEAR,THE PROGRAM GIVES- A DEEPER KNOWLEDGE 
OF SUBJECTS STUDIED DURING THE FIRST YEAR AND IN ADDITION 
PROVIDES A NUMBER OF COURSES IN THE LEGAL,ECONOMIC AND
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ADMINISTRATIVE FIELDS.A GREAT DEAL OF SIMULATOR TRAINING 
IS INCLUDED WHERE DIFFERENT AND DANGEROUS SITUATIONS ARE 
STUDIED.FINALLY A PROJECT REPORT ON A CHOSEN SUBJECT IS 
SUBMITTED AT THE END OF THE SECOND YEAR.


















-FIRE PREVENTION AND FIRE FIGHTING
-COMPUTER SCIENCE
-PROJECT WORK
AT THE END OF THE SECOND YEAR,A FINAL EXAMINATION IS 
CARRIED OUT AND SUCCESSFUL STUDENTS ARE AWARDED A UNIVER­
SITY CERTIFICATE IN NAUTICAL SCIENCE WHICH IS AN ACADEMIC 
DEGREE AND A MATE CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCY ISSUED BY THE 
NATIONAL ADMINISTRATION OF SHIPPING'AND NAVIGATION.
THIS CERTIFICATE GIVES THE HOLDER THE RIGHT TO SERVE AS
WATCH-KEEPING OFFICER (MATE) ABOARD ANY VESSEL IN OCEAN 
TRADE.
THE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE AWARD OF A CERTIFICATE OF COMPE­
TENCY AS MATE A AS CONTAINED IN THE 1982 ORDINANCE (SEC­
TION 6) CONCERNING THE COMPETENCY OF SEAFARERS ARE AS 
FOLLOWS:
a!).THE CANDIDATE MUST HAVE PASSED THE EXAMINATION OF A 
MATE ( UNIVERSITY CERTIFICATE IN NAUTICAL SCIENCE-80 
POINTS) OBTAINABLE IN THE NAUTICAL STUDY PROGRAM AT A 
UNIVERSITY OR A COLLEGE AND,
b).MUST HAVE COMPLETED AT LEAST 36 MONTHS DECK SERVICE. 
NOT LESS THAN 27 MONTHS OF THIS PERIOD MUST HAVE BEEN 
SERVED IN EXTENDED COASTING OR MORE EXTENSIVE TRADE,INC­
LUDING AT LEAST 12 MONTHS ABOARD A MERCHANT SHIP WITH A 
GROSS TONNAGE OF NOT LESS THAN 1200 TONS IN NORTH SEA 
TRADE OR MORE EXTENDED TRADE.IN THE CASE OF A PERSON WHO 
HAS SERVED AS ASSISTANT OFFICER IN NORTH SEA TRADE OR 
MORE EXTENDED TRADE FOR AT LEAST 6 MONTHS,THE REQUIRED 
TOTAL PERIOD MAY BE REDUCED TO 30 MONTHS.
FROM MATE "A" TO MASTER CERTIFICATE.
IT IS REQUIRED THAT STUDENTS WHO HAVE OBTAINED THEIR MATE 
CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCY MUST SERVE AT SEA AS MATES 
FOR AT LEAST 36 MONTHS BEFORE THEY BECOME ELIGIBLE FOR 
ENTRY INTO A UNIVERSITY OR A NAUTICAL COLLEGE AND SIT FOR 
A MASTER CERTIFICATE EXAMINATION.
THE EDUCATION LEADING TO A MASTER CERTIFICATE LASTS ONE 
YEAR DURING WHICH THE PROGRAM AIMS TO PROVIDE STUDENTS 
WITH A HIGHER LEVEL OF NAUTICAL AND TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE. 
MOST COURSES GIVE STUDENTS A DEEPER INSIGHT INTO SUBJECTS 
THAT WERE DEALT WITH DURING THE MATE PROGRAM.THE CURRICU­
LUM IS DIVIDED INTO COMPULSORY COURSES AND ELECTIVE ONES 
FROM WHICH TWO SUBJECTS AT LEAST SHOULD BE CHOSEN.
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-ECONOMY FOR TRANSPORTATION 
-SHIPOWNERS' ORGANIZATION 
-SHIP HYDROMECHANICS 
-CHEMICAL TANKER OPERATION 
-SHIP'S MECHANICS 
-OFFSHORE OPERATION TECHNIQUES 
-SHIP'S ADMINISTRATION
AT THE END OF THE YEAR,STUDENTS WHO SUCCESSFULLY PASS 
THE FINAL EXAMINATION ARE AWARDED A BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
DEGREE IN NAUTICAL SCIENCE AND A MASTER MARINER CERTIFI­
CATE OF COMPETENCY.THE LATTER CERTIFICATE GIVES ONE THE 
RIGHT TO SERVE AS CHIEF-OFFICER ABOARD ANY VESSEL IN 
OCEAN TRADE.HOWEVER,THE MASTER POSITION IS REACHED AFTER
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A CERTAIN PERIOD OF SEA SERVICE.
THE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE AWARD OF A MASTER MARINER CERTI­
FICATE OF COMPETENCY AS CONTAINED IN THE 1982 ORDINANCE 
(SECTION 5) CONCERNING THE COMPETENCY OF SEAFARERS ARE AS 
FOLLOWS:
^>.THE CANDIDATE MUST HAVE PASSED THE EXAMINATION OF A 
MASTER MARINER ( BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE IN NAUTICAL 
SCIENCE ) OBTAINABLE IN THE NAUTICAL STUDY PROGRAM AT A 
UNIVERSITY OR A COLLEGE OR A NAUTICAL SCHOOL AND 
b!).AFTER OBTAINING A CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCY AS MATE A 
THE CANDIDATE MUST HAVE BEEN EMPLOYED FOR AT LEAST'36 
MONTHS AS MATE ABOARD A MERCHANT SHIP WITH A GROSS TONNA­
GE OF AT LEAST 200 TONS.NOT LESS THAN 18 MONTHS OF THIS 
PERIOD OF SERVICE MUST HAVE BEEN SERVED AT SEA IN EXTEN­
DED COASTING TRADE OR MORE EXTENSIVE TRADE INCLUDING AT 
LEAST 9 MONTHS ABOARD A SHIP WITH A GROSS TONNAGE OF AT 
LEAST 1200 EITHER AS MASTER OR CHIEF OFFICER OR AS MATE 
ABOARD A SHIP WITH A GROSS TONNAGE OF AT LEAST 3000 TONS 
IN RESTRICTED OCEAN TRADE OR OCEAN TRADE.
FOR THE UNDERSTANDING OF THE DIFFERENT TRADING AREAS,THE 
FOLLOWING DEFINITIONS ARE GIVEN ( EXTRACT FROM CHAPTER I, 
SECTION 2 OF THE 1965:719 ACT CONCERNING SAFETY OF SHIPS)
A).SHELTERED TRADEiTRADE WITHIN SWEDEN IN PORTS,ON 
RIVERS CANALS AND LAKES AND WITHIN THE SKERRIES OFF THE 
COAST AS WELL AS TRADE THE KALMAR SOUND.ALL TRADE ON THE 
SOUND (ORESUND) AND IN THE OSLO FIORD AS AFR AS LARVIK IS 
LIKEWISE. CONSIDERED AS SHELTERED TRADE.
B>.EXTENDED COASTING TRADE:TRADE TO'OR FROM SWEDISH
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OR FOREIGN PORTS SITUATED ON THE BALTIC SEA OR IN WATERS 
CONNECTED WITH THE BALTIC SEA BY MARITIME COMMUNICATIONS 
BUT NOT BEYOND A LINE RUNNING FROM HANSHOLM TO LINDESNAS 
AND TRADE THROUGH THE KIEL CANAL NOT BEYOND A LINE RUN­
NING FROM ESBJERG VIA LATTITUDE 53 N LONGITUDE 4 E TO THE 
LIGHTHOUSE BLANKENBERGHE,
C) .NORTH SEA TRADE:ANY TRADE OTHER THAN THAT DEFINED 
UNDER A) AND B) BUT NOT BEYOND A LINE TRONDHEIM FIORD - 
SHETLAND NORTH POINT AND FROM THERE WESTWARDS TO LONGITU­
DE II W FROM THERE ALONG THAT LONGITUDE ALONG THE WEST 
COAST OF IRELAND TO LATTITUDE 48 N AND FROM THERE 
EASTWARDS ALONG THAT LONGITUDE TO BREST.
D) .RESTRICTED OCEAN TRADE:TRADE ON EUROPEAN PORTS 
OTHER THAN THOSE MENTIONED UNDER A) AND C) BUT NOT TRADE 
NORTH OR WEST OF THE LINE 'MENTIONED UNDER BO.ADDITIONAL­
LY TRADE ON NON EUROPEAN PORTS IN THE MEDITERRANEAN AND 
THE BLACK SEA AS WELL AS TRADE ON THE WESTCOAST OF NORTH 
AFRICA OF LATTITUDE 25 N,ON THE CANARY ISLANDS AND ON 
MADEIRA ISLAND.
EiOCEAN TRADE:ALL TRADE OTHER THAN THOSE DEFINED 
UNDER A) TO D>.
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1.GENERAL INTRODUCTION.
NAUTICAL EDUCATION IN DENMARK IS UNDER THE CONTROL AND 
MANAGEMENT OF THE DIRECTORATE FOR MARITIME EDUCATION 
WHICH IS A GOVERNMENTAL INSTITUTION UNDER THE MINISTRY 
OF INDUSTRY AND COMMERCE.
THE FRAMEWORK OF NAUTICAL EDUCATION IS LAID DOWN BY THE 
MERCHANT SHIPPING ACT OF 1967 WHICH WAS LATER ON AMENDED 
IN JUNE 6,1985.
THE ACT STIPULATES THAT ANY IMPORTANT ISSUE ON NAUTICAL 
EDUCATION HAS TO PASS THROUGH A MARITIME EDUCATION 
COUNCIL,AN ADVISORY BODY,WHOSE MEMBERS ARE REPRESENTATI­
VES OF SHIPOWNERS AND SEAFARERS ASSOCIATIONS,MARITIME 
LECTURERS AND STUDENTS ORGANIZATIONS, THE ROYAL NAVY AND 
THE MINISTRY'S DEPARTMENT OF SHIPPING.
THE DIRECTORATE IS IN CHARGE OF ALL NAUTICAL SCHOOLS AND 
TRAINING VESSELS.it APPOINTS TEACHERS,ALLOCATES ECONOMIC 
RESOURCES,PRESCRIBES SYLLABUSES AND ISSUES TEXTBOOKS TO 
BE USED BY CADETS.
THE EXAMINATION IS CARRIED OUT THROUGH A BOARD OF EXAMI­
NERS APPOINTED BY THE MINISTRY OF INDUSTRY AND COMMERCE. 
MEMBERS OF THE BOARD HOLD POSITIONS WITHIN THE DIRECTORA­
TE OF NAUTICAL EDUCATION AND THE DEPARTMENT OF SHIPPING. 
THEY ARE THUS INDEPENDENT OF THE SCHOOLS.
THE TEACHING STAFF IN ALL NAUTICAL SCHOOLS HOLDS MASTERS' 
EXAMINATION CERTIFICATE AND CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCY AS 
MASTERS OR MATES.BESIDES THEIR PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUND, 
MARITIME LECTURERS GET ADDITIONAL EDUCATION OF THREE 
YEARS DURATION AT A TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY THAT LEADS TO AN 
ACADEMIC MASTER OF SCIENCE DEGREE.FOR CERTAIN SPECIFIC 
SUBJECTS PHYSICIANS,LAWYERS AND LANGUAGE TEACHERS ARE
EMPLOYED.ANOTHER IMPORTANT FEATURE OF THE DANISH EDUCA­
TION ORGANIZATION IS THAT LECTURERS FROM ALL NAUTICAL 
SCHOOLS GET TOGETHER ONCE A YEAR FOR A THREE DAY CONGRESS 
WHERE THE CONTENTS OF COURSES OF STUDY,THE IMPORTANCE OF 
INDIVIDUAL SUBJECTS AS COMPARED TO OTHER SUBJECTS AND 
OTHER MATTERS ARE DISCUSSED.THE INSTRUCTIONS AND DECI­
SIONS OF THE DIRECTORATE ARE PREPARED IN THE LIGHT OF 
SUCH DISCUSSIONS SO AS TO ENSURE A CONTINIOUS IMPROVEMENT 
OF PROFESSIONAL SKILLS AND EDUCATIONAL METHODS.
Ii.TRAINING OF DEEP-SEA MASTERS.
TRAINING OF FOREIGN-GOING MASTERS IS OPEN TO ALL YOUNG 
MEN AND WOMEN HAVING ATTENDED PRIMARY AND SECONDARY 
SCHOOL FOR NOT LESS THAN NINE(09) YEARS.CANDIDATES SHOULD 
BE PHYSICALLY AND MEDICALLY FIT FOR A SEA CAREER.
THIS TYPE OF TRAINING IS SPLIT INTO THREE PHASES;
A. PRE-SEA TRAINING (BOARDING SCHOOL OR SAILING VES­
SEL)
B. SEA-GOING SERVICE (SERVICE ONBOARD MERCHANT.VES­
SELS)
C. FINAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING COURSE.
D. NAUTICAL COLLEGE.
A). PRE-SEA TRAINING.
PRE-SEA TRAINING IS GIVEN TO YOUNG MEN AND WOMEN USUALLY 
BETWEEN SIXTEEN (16) AND TWENTY (20) YEARS OF AGE WHO 
HAVE COMPLETED THEIR PRIMARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION FOR 
NOT LESS THAN NINE(09) YEARS.THE TRAINEES LEAVE GENERALLY 
THE SCHOOL SYSTEM AFTER NINE TO TWELVE YEARS AND ARE THEN 
ADMITTED TO A PRE-SEA TRAINING WHICH IS A FIVE MONTH 
BASIC COURSE AT ONE OF THE FIVE BOARDING SCHOOLS.THREE OF
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THEM ARE STATE-OWNED AND TWO PRIVATE.THIS BASIC COURSE 
MAY BE PROVIDED ON BOARD SAIL-TRAINING VESSELS.
DURING THIS PERIOD,THE TRAINEES ARE TAUGHT .GENERAL BASIC 
SUBJECTS ACCORDING TO THE CURRICULUM BELOW:
GENERAL SUBJECTS 100 HOURS
SHIP'S MACHINERY 60 "
WORK-SHOP PRACTICE 120 "
NAVIGATION 40 "
LIFE BOAT DRILLS 80 "
SAFETY AT SEA 40 "
FIRE-FIGHTING 40 "
BASIC SEAMANSHIP 80 "
BASIC MARINE TECHNOLOGY ' 40 "
SHIP'S MAINTENANCE WORK 140 "
BASIC FIRST AID- AND HYGIENE 20 "
GYMNASTICS AND SWIMMING 60 "
TOTAL; , 800 HOURS
DURING THIS COURSE,SPECIAL ATTENTION IS PAID TO THE 
INSTRUCTION OF TRAINEES IN THE USE OF SAFETY EQUIPMENT 
SUCH AS LIFEBOATS,LIFERAFTS,LIFEJACKETS,PORTABLE RADIO 
APPARATUS....ETC.
ANOTHER IMPORTANT SUBJECT IS FIRE DETECTION AND EXTINC­
TION. BESIDES THE ABOVE MENTIONED TWENTY (20) HOURS IN 
FIRE-FIGHTING WHICH ARE THEORETICAL LESSONS,TRAINEES 
SPEND A WHOLE DAY ON PRACTICAL FIRE-FIGHTING AT ONE OF 
THE FIRE-FIGHTING CENTERS WHERE THEY ARE ALWAYS CALLED 
UPON TO KEEP THE PRINCIPLE OF SAFETY FIRST IN MIND.
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B>.SEAGOING SERVICE.
SEAGOING SERVICE MUST BE A SEA-TRAINING PERIOD SPENT 
ON BOARD MERCHANT VESSELS OF TWENTY (20!) TONS OR MORE IN 
THE DECK DEPARTMENT AS MATE APPRENTICE OR ORDINARY SEAMAN 
OR ALTERNATE SERVICE ON DECK AND IN THE ENGINE-ROOM AS 
SHIP'S ASSISTANT.
THE REQUIRED SEA-TRAINING PERIOD MAY BE COMPLETED IN FOUR 
DIFFERENT WAYS:
I).A SEA-SERVICE AS MATE APPRENTICE ON DECK ON BOARD 
MERCHANT VESSELS OF 200 TONS OR MORE FOR A PERIOD OF 
20.5 MONTHS OF WHICH 12 MONTHS AT LEAST SHOULD BE SPENT 
IN FOREIGN TRADE.DURING HIS SEA SERVICE AS APPRENTICE,
THE TRAINEE TAKES PART IN THE DIFFERENT WORK ACTIVITIES 
ON BOARD ACCORDING TO A CADET'S TRAINING MANUAL PROVIDED 
BY THE SCHOOL AND APPROVED BY THE DIRECTORATE FOR NAUTI­
CAL EDUCATION.ON COMPLETION OF THE TRAINING SCHEME,THEo
MANUAL MUST BE PRESENTED TO THE DIRECTORATE BEFORE 
ADMISSION TO A NAUTICAL COLLEGE.
Ii:>. A SEA-SERVICE ON BOARD SEAGOING" VESSELS OF 20 TONS 
OR MORE ON DECK FOR A PERIOD OF 18 MONTHS OF WHICH 12 
MONTHS AT LEAST SHOULD BE SPENT ON BOARD MERCHANT VESSELS 
OF 200 TONS OR MORE IN FOREIGN TRADE AS AN ORDINARY SEA­
MAN. UPON COMPLETION OF THEIR SEA-SERVICE,TRAINEES ARE 
REQUIRED TO FOLLOW A 10 WEEK FINAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING 
COURSE FOR DECK CREW AT A SHORE-BASED TRAINING SCHOOL 
BEFORE ADMISSION TO A NAUTICAL COLLEGE.
III). A SEA-SERVICE ON BOARD SEAGOING VESSELS OF 20 TONS 
OR MORE ON DECK OR IN THE ENGINE DEPARTMENT FOR A PERIOD 
OF 18 MONTHS OF WHICH 12 MONTHS AT LEAST SHOULD BE SPENT 
ON BOARD MERCHANT VESSELS OF 200 TONS OR MORE IN FOREIGH 
TRADE AS A SHIP ASSISTANT.THE TRAINEE IS REQUIRED 
AFTERWARDS TO UNDERTAKE, AS UNDER 2 ABOVE,AN ADDITIONAL
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10 WEEK FINAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING COURSE FOR SHIP'S 
ASSISTANTS AT A SHORE-BASED TRAINING INSTITUTION.
IV).A SEA-SERVICE ON BOARD MERCHANT VESSELS OF 20 TONS OR 
MORE ON DECK FOR A 36 MONTH PERIOD OF WHICH 12 MONTHS AT 
LEAST SHOULD BE SPENT ON BOARD MERCHANT VESSELS OF 200 
TONS OR MORE IN FOREIGN TRADE AS AN ORDINARY SEAMAN.
A FIVE MONTH TRAINING COURSE AT AN APPROVED PRE-SEA 
TRAINING SCHOOL MAY BE INCLUDED IN THE 36 MONTHS SERVICE. 
THIS WAY OF OBTAINING THE REQUIRED SEAGOING SERVICE IS 
NOT SHOWN IN THE DIAGRAM AS IT IS NOT TYPICAL. DANISH 
TRAINEES WILL HAVE TO OBTAIN THEIR SEAGOING SERVICE 
AS DESCRIBED UNDER 1,2 OR 3 BUT FOREIGNERS COMPLYING WITH 
THE FOURTH WAY WILL BE ACCEPTED FOR ENTRANCE IN A NAUTI­
CAL COLLEGE.
C).FINAL VOCATIONAL TFIAINING COURSE.
THIS COURSE AIMS MAINLY AT GIVING THE TRAINEES WHO HAVE 
COMPLETED THEIR SEAGOING SERVICE UNDER 1,2,3 AND A AN 
ADDITIONAL TRAINING THAT QUALIFIES THEM AS ABLE SEAMEN 
OR EXPERIENCED SHIP'S ASSISTANTS.THE COURSE IS DIRECTED 
TOWARDS DECK CREWS AND SHIP'S ASSISTANTS.IT DOES NOT 
THEREFORE CONCERN THE FIRST CATEGORY OF TRAINEES WHO 
GENERALLY HAVE A HIGHER EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND.
THE CURRICULUM OF THIS COURSE IS SHOWN BELOW;
SAFETY AT SEA,AT WORK & FIRE-FIGHTING 100 HOURS
SHIP'S MACHINERY & KNOWLEDGE OF ELECTRICITY 60 
WORKSHOP PRACTICE & SHIP'S MAINTENANCE 120
NAVIGATION & RULES OF THE ROAD 20
PRACTICAL SEAMANSHIP 30 "
MARINE TECHNOLOGY ' 20 "




IN ADDITION TO THESE SUBJECTS,THE TRAINEES ATTEND A FIRE­
FIGHTING COURSE OF THREE (03) DAYS DURATION.
V).THE NAUTICAL COLLEGE
ADMISSION TO A NAUTICAL COLLEGE REQUIRES COMPLETION OF 
THE PRE-SEA TRAINING AND SEAGOING SERVICE FOR THE FIRST 
CATEGORY OF TRAINEES AS DESCRIBED EARLIER,WHILE FOR THE 
REMAINING CATEGORIES TRAINEES ARE REQUIRED TO HAVE FULLY 
COMPLETED THEIR PRE-SEA TRAINING,SEAGOING SERVICE AND 
THE FINAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING COURSE.
THERE IS NO ENTRANCE EXAMINATION REQUIRED FOR ADMISSION 
TO THE FIRST TERM OF THE FIRST YEAR.PREPARATION TIME AT 
A NAUTICAL COLLEGE WHICH LEADS TO A MATE 2 CLASS LICENSE 
IS OF THREE YEARS DURATION AND IS COMPLETED NORMALLY 
WITHOUT A BREAK.
IT IS IMPORTANT TO NOTE AT THIS STAGE THAT THE YEAR IS 
DIVIDED INTO TWO TERMS.AFTER EACH TERM STUDENTS SIT FOR 
AN EXAMINATION AND ONLY SUCESSFUL STUDENTS ARE ALLOWED 
TO PARTICIPATE IN THE SECOND TERM AND SO ON TILL THE 
FINAL THIRD YEAR EXAMINATION.
STUDENTS WITH A SUFFICIENT LEVEL OF ATTAINMENT MAY SKIP 
EITHER THE FISRT TERM OR EVEN THE WHOLE FIRST YEAR 
PROVIDED THAT THEY SIT FOR AN EXAMINATION IN BASIC 
SUBJECTS AND NAUTICAL SUBJECTS,IN THIS WAY SOME 40 TO 50 
PERCENT OF STUDENTS SKIP THE FIRST SIX MONTHS WHEREAS 
ONLY FEW. CAN SKIP THE FIRST YEAR OF STUDY TIME AT THE 
NAUTICAL COLLEGE.
UPON COMPLETION OF THE THREE YEARS OF STUDY AND AFTER 
HAVING SUCCESSFULLY PASSED THE REQUIRED EXAMINATIONS
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STUDENTS OBTAIN A MATE 2 CLASS LICENSE WHICH INTITLIES 
THE HOLDER TO SERVE AS WATH-KEEPING OFFICER ON BOARD 
ANY VESSEL WITHOUT LIMITATION,OR CHIEF-MATE OF VESSELS 
OF LESS THAN 1600 TONS (IN ACCORDANCE WITH REGULATIONS 
11/2,11/3,11/4 OF THE STCW CONVENTION OF 1978).
AFTER 12 MONTHS SEA-SERVICE WHERE MATE 2 CLASS LICENSE 
IS REQUIRED,A MATE 1st CLASS LICENSE IS THUS ISSUED.
THIS LICENSE INTITLES THE HOLDER TO BE CHIEF-MATE OF ANY 
VESSEL WITHOUT ANY RESTRICTIONS.
AFTER TWO YEARS OF SEA-SERVICE ONBOARD SEAGOING VESSELS 
IN A POSITION AS MATE WHERE MATE 2nd CLASS LICENSE IS 
REQUIRED OF WHICH ONE YEAR AT LEAST AS CHIEF-MATE,A 
MASTER LICENSE IS ISSUED.IT GIVES ONE THE RIGHT TO BE 
MASTER OF ANY VESSEL WITHOUT RESTRICTIONS.HOWEVER,IT IS 
IMPORTANT TO BEAR IN MIND THAT MASTER POSITION IS REACHED 
AFTER AT LEAST THREE YEARS SEA-SERVICE FROM THE TIME 
A MASTER LICENSE WAS DELIVERED.
FINALLY,! SHOULD MENTION THAT CERTIFICATION OF DANISH 
SEAFARERS IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE DIRECTORATE FOR 
NAUTICAL EDUCATION AS WELL.
CURRICULUM OF THE THREE YEARS OF STUDY AT A NAUTICAL 
COLLEGE:
SUBJECTS 1st YEAR 2nd YEAR 3rd YEAR
DANISH LANGUAGE 160 120 —
COMPUTER SCIENCE - 40 80
ENGLISH 240 120 200
PHYSICS,CHEMISTRY 360 160 -
MACHINERY & FIRE­
FIGHTING - 100 -
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MATHEMATICS 480 —
METEO a OCEANOGRAPHY — - 140
NAVIGATION 120 380 300
SHIP'S BUSINESS - - 160
MARINE TECHNOLOGY a
CARGO-HANDLING - 300 280
MEDICAL CARE - 80 —
MARITIME LAW - - 160
TOTAL 1400 1400 1400
TOTAL GENERAL; 4200 HOURS.
III. COMPULSORY AND REFRESHER COURSES.
I. COMPULSORY COURSES.
IN ADDITION TO THE CURRICULUM PROVIDED ABOVE,STUDENTS 
MUST ATTEND CERTAIN COMPULSORY COURSES.IF THEY ARE 
NOT COMPLETED IN A SATISFACTORY WAY,STUDENTS WILL NOT 
BE ALLOWED TO SIT FOR THE FINAL EXAMINATION.THESE 
COMPULSORY COURSES OFFERED WITHIN THE THREE YEAR 
STUDY TIME AT A NAUTICAL COLLEGE ARE LISTED BELOW:
-SAFETY AT SEA 03 DAYS
-RADAR SIMULATOR & ARPA COURSE OS "
-CRUISE ABOARD TRAINING VESSEL 28 "
-PRACTICAL FIRE-FIGHTING COURSE 05 "
-ENGINE & MAINTENANCE COURSE 01 "
-PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT 05 "
-FIRST AID COURSE 03 "
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TOTAL 53 DAYS
DURING THEIR STUDY TIME AT A NAUTICAL COLLEGE,STUDENTS 
ATTEND A GENERAL RADIO-TELEPHONE OPERATOR'S CERTIFICATION 
COURSE IN WHICH RADIO-TELEX OPERATION IS INCLUDED.
THIS COURSE COMPLIES WITH THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE RADIO 
REGULATIONS AND THE I978-STCW CONVENTION AS WELL (REG 
IV/3).IN ORDER TO OBTAIN ANY CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCY 
AS MATE OR MASTER,THE APPLICANT MUST COMPLETE THE COURSE 
AND SUCCESSFULLY PASS THE EXAMINATION REQUIRED FOR THE 
GENERAL RADIO-TELEPHONE CERTIFICATE.
11.REFRESHER COURSES.
THE DIRECTORATE FOR NAUTICAL EDUCATION ISSUES EACH YEAR 
A CATALOGUE OF REFRESHER AND UP-DATING COURSES WHICH ARE 
TO BE OFFERED AT NAUTICAL COLLEGES.A SELECTION OF SOME OF 
THESE COURSES IS GIVEN BELOW FROM THE 1986 CATALOGUE.
-ARPA SIMULATOR COURSE 04 DAYS
-BRIDGE PROCEDURES " 02 "
-TRANSPORT OF DANGEROUS GOODS 03 "
-SHIP'S ELECTRONICS ISO "
-METEOROLOGY & WEATHER ROUTEING 03 "
-MODERN COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT 10 "
-RADAR FAULT-FINDING 05 "
STRUCTURE OP NAUTICAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF MASTER MARINERS
IN DENMARK
/completion 
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I.GENERAL INTRODUCTION.
NAUTICAL EDUCATION IN NORWAY HAS FOR A LONG TIME RECEIVED 
GREAT ATTENTION AS PART OF THE VOCATIONAL TRAINING 
EFFORTS SINCE SHIPPING HAS BEEN AND STILL IS ONE OF THE 
MAIN INDUSTRIES OF THE COUNTRY.
NAUTICAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING IS PART OF THE GENERAL 
EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM,THERE IS NO SEPARATION BETWEEN GENERAL 
AND MARITIME EDUCATION.THERE IS ONLY ONE LEGAL AND 
ADMINISTRATIVE SYSTEM INTENDED TO INCORPORATE ACADEMIC 
EDUCATION AND ALL KINDS OF VOCATIONAL TRAINING AT THE 
CORRESPONDING LEVEL.
THERE ARE,THEREFORE,TWO MINISTRIES HEAVILY ENGAGED IN 
EDUCATIONAL MATTERS;
-THE MINISTRY OF CHURCH AND EDUCATION BEING ROUGHLY IN 
CHARGE OF PRIMARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION.
-THE MINISTRY OF CULTURAL AND SCIENTIFIC AFFAIRS IN 
CHARGE OF COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES FOR HIGHER EDUCATION.
THE CERTIFICATION OF SEAFARERS IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF 
THE NORWEGIAN MARITIME DIRECTORATE, WHICH IS A 
GOVERNMENTAL INSTITUTION UNDER THE MINISTRY OF TRADE AND 
SHIPPING.THIS IS LAID DOWN BY THE ACT OF 5 JUNE 1981 
CONCERNING CERTIFICATION OF PERSONNEL ON BOARD NORWEGIAN 




IN ORDER TO UNDERSTAND THE NORWEGIAN SYSTEM OF NAUTICAL 
EDUCATION,A QUICK LOOK AT THE GENERAL EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM 
IS THEREFORE NECESSARY.
THERE ARE THREE LEVELS OF GENERAL EDUCATION IN NORWAY:
11.1. THE BASIC SCHOOL IS COMPULSORY AND OF NINE C9)
YEARS DURATION (7-16).A NORWEGIAN CHILD BEGINS HIS/HER 
COMPULSORY BASIC SCHOOL IN AUGUST OF THE YEAR IN WHICH 
HE/SHE REACHES THE AGE OF SEVEN.THE BASIC SCHOOL IS 
DIVIDED INTO TWO STAGES;THE JUNIOR STAGE (7-13) AND THE 
YOUTH STAGE (14-16).
THROUGHOUT THE JUNIOR STAGE AND THE FIRST YEAR OF THE 
YOUTH STAGE,ALL PUPILS GO THROUGH THE SAME SUBJECTS IN 
THE SAME ORDER WHILE FOR THE LAST TWO YEARS OF THE YOUTH 
STAGE PUPILS HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO CHOOSE A STREAM 
WHICH WILL GIVE THEM A CERTAIN PREPARATION FOR A 
VOCATIONAL TRAINING AT THE UPPER SECONDARY LEVEL.
11.2. THE UPPER SECONDARY SCHOOL WHICH IS THE SECOND 
PHASE OF THE GENERAL EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM LASTS THREE YEARS 
(17-19).IT IS DIVIDED INTO NINE (9) BRANCHES OF STUDY, 
EACH OF THEM CORRESPONDS APPROXIMATELY TO A SECTOR OF 
EDUCATION.THESE BRANCHES OF STUDY ARE LISTED BELOW:
-GENERAL SUBJECTS 
-FISHING
-COMMERCE AND OFFICE WORK 
-TRADE AND INDUSTRY
-APPLIED CRAFT AND ESTHETIC SUBJECTS 
-DOMESTIC SCIENCE SUBJECTS 
-MARITIME SUBJECTS 
-SOCIAL SUBJECTS AND HYGIENE 
-SPORTS
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THE BRANCH OF GENERAL SUBJECTS AIMS MAINLY AT GIVING 
STUDENTS A COMPREHENSIVE EDUCATION AND QUALIFICATIONS FOR 
ADMITTANCE TO COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES.IT GIVES A 
CERTAIN PREPARATION FOR THOSE WISHING TO CONTINUE THEIR 
HIGHER EDUCATION.
THE REMAINING BRANCHES ARE OFTEN REFERRED TO UNDER THE 
GENERAL TERM OF VOCATIONAL TRAINING.ITS MAIN OBJECT IS 
TO GIVE STUDENTS A PRACTICAL AND GENERALLY SHORTER 
TRAINING IN ORDER TO TAKE UP EMPLOYMENT IN FIELDS 
REQUIRING THIS TYPE OF TRAINING.
THE FOLLOWING DIAGRAM SHOWS THE GENERAL EDUCATIONAL 
SYSTEM UP TO THE SECONDARY LEVEL.
THIRD YEAR:ADVANCED COURSE II.
SECOND YEAR:ADVANCED COURSE I.
FIRST YEAR:BASIC COURSE
BASIC SCHOOL:NINE(9) YEARS.
AS FAR AS MARITIME EDUCATION IS CONCERNED,WE CAN ALREADY 
MENTION THAT IT STARTS AT THE UPPER SECONDARY SCHOOL 
LEVEL (BASIC COURSE),BUT AS IT IS THE MAIN OBJECT OF THIS 
PAPER IT WILL BE DEALT WITH SEPARATELY LATER ON.
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11.3.HIGHER EDUCATION.
HIGHER EDUCATION IS GIVEN AT COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
l e v e l s.it is based on students educated from upper
SECONDARY SCHOOLS.THEREFORE ALL KIND OF EDUCATION AFTER 
THE TWELVE YEARS (12;) MENTIONED UNDER II.l AND 11.2 IS 
■CONSIDERED TO BE HIGHER EDUCATION.THE ORGANIZATION OF 
HIGHER EDUCATION HAS BEEN DIVIDED INTO TWO SEGMENTS,ONE 
CALLED THE COLLEGE SYSTEM AND THE OTHER THE UNIVERSITY 
SYSTEM.THE PARTICULARITY IS SUPPOSED TO BE THE PARTING 
LINE IS THAT THE COLLEGE SYSTEM PROVIDES A SHORT DURATION 
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION WHEREAS THE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM GIVES 
AN EDUCATION MORE IN DEPTH.
TRAINING OF SEAFARERS.
TRAINING OF SEAFARERS IN NORWAY HAS UNDERGONE GREAT 
CHANGES WITHIN THE LAST 15-20 YEARS.PRIOR TO THE MASSIVE 
AUTOMATION PROCESS THAT OCCURED IN NpRWEGIAN SHIPPING,THE 
OFFICERS WERE RECRUITED FROM THE RATINGS AND EVERY RATING 
WAS A PROSPECTIVE OFFICER.THE NORMAL PERIOD OF TRAINING 
FOR A MASTER-MARINER,AND CHIEF-ENGINEER WAS 2-3 YEARS, 
WHILE TODAY THE REQUIRED TRAINING IS 5-6 YEARS FOLLOWING 
THE NINEC?) YEARS OF BASIC EDUCATION.
MARITIME EDUCATION STARTS NOWADAYS AT THE SECONDARY 
SCHOOL LEVEL FOR SECOND-MATES,SECOND-ENGINEERS,SHIP'S 
ELECTRICIANS AND RADIO-TELEGRAPHISTS.
. THE TUTORIAL PLANS ARE DRAWN UP IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE 
REQUIREMENTS OF THE INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION ON STANDARDS 
OF TRAINING,CERTIFICATION AND WATCH-KEEPING 1978.
ALL COURSES COVERING THE STUDY OF MARITIME SUBJECTS 
INCLUDE SAFETY INSTRUCTION COURSE (FIRE-FIGHTING AND 
SURVIVAL) WHICH IS AN EIGHTY (80) HOUR COURSE AT ONE OF 
THE COUNTRY'S MARITIME SAFETY CENTRES.
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I.NAUTICAL EDUCATION:TRAINING OF 2nd MATES.
NAUTICAL EDUCATION LEADING TO A SECOND-MATE CERTIFICATE 
OF COMPETENCY IS OPEN TO ALL YOUNG PEOPLE WHO HAVE 
COMPLETED THEIR NINE YEARS OF BASIC SCHOOLING,AND REACHED 
THE AGE OF SEVENTEEN (17).IT INVOLVES A MAXIMUM OF THREE 
YEARS DURATION.
THE BASIC MARITIME COURSE GIVES A THEORETICAL AND PRACTI­
CAL INTRODUCTION TO THE WORK ON BOARD SHIPS AND 
OFFSHORE INSTALLATIONS.
THE ALLOCATION OF TEACHING PERIODS FOR THE THREE YEARS 
OF STUDY IS GIVEN BELOW:
I.1.MARITIME BASIC COURSE.
-NORWEGIAN 76 HOURS
-PHYSICAL EDUCATION 76 I I
-WORK METHODS 722 11
-NAUTICAL SUBJECTS 190 “




THE SUBJECT OF WORK METHODS INVOLVES MECHANICAL WORK AND 






-DRAWING 76 I I
-ENGLISH 76 I I
-VOCATIONAL THEORY 380 I I
-WORK METHODS 836 I I
TOTAL IB20 HOURS
THIS COURSE MAY BE REPLACED BY SEA-SERVICE ON BOARD 
MERCHANT VESSELS OR WORKSHOP TRAINING WHEREVER SERVICE OF 
THIS NATURE IS REQUIRED.
WORK METHODS AND VOCATIONAL THEORY CONSIST OF SEAMANSHIP 
AND MACHINERY,AUTOMATION,WELDING,PIPING AND 
ELECTRO-TECHNIQUE.THE ADVANCED COURSE I CONSISTS OF 
MODULES WITH AN OBLIGATORY PART WHICH COVERS MOST OF THE 
SUBJECTS AND AN OPTIONAL PART WHICH GIVES THE OPPORTUNITY 




-ELECTRO AUTOMATION LINE 
-DRILLING TECHNIQUE LINE
I.3.ADVANCED COURSE 11,NAUTICAL LINE.
THIS COURSE CONSISTS OF TWO PARTS.PART ONE IS COMMON tO 












-CARGO HANDLING 152 I I
-RADAR a NAVIGATION SIMULATION I7I t l
-OPTIONS 76 1 1
TOTAL 760 HOURS
CERTIFICATION.
CERTIFICATION OF NORWEGIAN SEAFARERS AS I HAVE STATED AT 
THE BEGINNING IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE MARITIME 
DIRECTORATE.HOWEVER IT IB IMPORTANT TO NOTE THAT ON 
COMPLETION OF THE THREE YEARS OF STUDY AT AN UPPER 
SECONDARY SCHOOL,THE TRAINEES ARE GRANTED TWO 
CERTIFICATES!
-A CERTIFICATE SHOWING THE TRAINEE'LEVEL WITHIN THE 
GENERAL EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM.THIS CERTIFICATE IS GRANTED BY 
THE SCHOOL.
-A PROFESSIONAL DECK OFFICER CLASS 3 CERTIFICATE OF 
COMPETENCY ISSUED BY THE MARITIME DIRECTORATE.
THE LATTER CERTIFICATE INTITLES THE HOLDER TO SERVE AS 
A WATCH-KEEPING OFFICER CMATE) ON BOARD ANY VESSEL 
WITHOUT RESTRICTIONS. UPON COMPLETION OF TWELVE a2'.) 
MONTHS SEA-SERVICE AS MATE THE CANDIDATE HAS THE 
POSSIBILITY TO SERVE AS:
-CHIEF MATE ON BOARD PASSENGER-SHIPS OF UP TO 1200 TONS 
IN SMALL COASTING TRADE (1).
-CHIEF MATE ON BOARD CARGO SHIPS OR OTHER SHIPS OF 1200 
TONS IN UNRESTRICTED TRADE <2).
-MASTER OF PASSENGER-SHIPS OF UP TO 1200 TONS IN PROTEC­
TED WATERS C3:) .
-MASTER OF PASSENGER-SHIPS OF UP TO 600 TONS IN SMALL 
COASTING TRADE.
-MASTER OF CARGO SHIPS OR OTHER SHIPS OF UP TO 1200 TONS 
IN UNRESTRICTED TRADE.
THESE REGULATIONS ARE LAID DOWN IN THE ACT OF B JUNE 1981 
RELATING TO CERTIFICATION OF PERSONNEL ON NORWEGIAN SHIPS 
DRILLING UNITS AND OTHER MOBILE OFFSHORE INSTALLATIONS 
(PARAGRAPH 6,SECTION 5-2,PAGE IB ).
1) SMALL COASTING TRADE: TRADE ALONG THE NORWEGIAN 
COAST WHERE THE STRECHES. OF OPEN SEA EXCEED 25 NAUTICAL 
MILES, BUT SUCH THAT THE SHIP IS NEVER LOCATED FARTHER 
OFF THE COAST THAN 20 NAUTICAL MILES FROM THE BASE LINE, 
(cf:ROYAL DECREE OF 12 JULY 1935 AND 18 JULY 1952).THE 
TRADE FROM NORWAY TO SVALBARG AND JAN MAYEN IS EXCLUDED 
(ACT OF 5 JUNE 1981,PARAGRAPH 1,SECTION 10.1,PAGE 6 ).
2) PROTECTED WATERS : TRADE IN NORWEGIAN W/?»TERS WHICH
ARE PROTECTED AGAINST WAVES AND WIND FROM THE OPEN SEA AS
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WELL AS IN ALL MORE RESTRICTED WATERS (ACT OF 5 JUNE 
1981,PARAGRAPH 1,SECTION 10.3,PAGE 6 ).
3) UNRESTRICTED TRADE:NO LIMITS TO THE TRADING AREA 
(ACT OF B JUNE 1981,PARAGRAPH 1,SECTION 12,PAGE 6 ).
ON COMPLETION OF TWENTY-FOUR (24) MONTHS OF SEA-SERVICE, 
THE CANDIDATES ARE ADMITTED TO A MARITIME COLLEGE FOR 
FURTHER EDUCATION LEADING TO THE HIGHEST MARITIME 
CERTIFICATES AS WE ARE GOING TO SEE.
HIGHER EDUCATION IN NORWAY.
HIGHER EDUCATION IS GIVEN AT COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES. 
THE GOVERNMENT MINISTRY IN CHARGE OF" HIGHER EDUCATION IS 
THE MINISTRY OF CULTURAL AND SCIENTIFIC AFFAIRS. .
THE GOVERNMENTAL OBJECT FOR HIGHER EDUCATION IS TO GIVE 
STUDENTS THE OPPORTUNITY FOR A MAXIMUM PERSONNEL DEVELOP­
MENT .
THE OVERALL AIM IS TO PREPARE STUDENTS FOR THEIR WORKING 
LIFE,THEREFORE GREAT EMPHASIS IS MADE ON THE QUALITY OF 
EDUCATION AND THE SCIENTIFIC WORK AT THE INSTITUTION.
THE EDUCATION FOR OBTAINING HIGHEST MARITIME CERTIFICATES 
IS GIVEN AT MARITIME COLLEGES.THIS EDUCATION IS OF THREE 
YEARS' DURATION AND IS SPLIT INTO THREE SPECIALITIES 
(NAUTICAL,ENGINEERING AND ELECTRO-AUTOMATION).
AN ADDITIONAL THIRD YEAR OF STUDY IN MANAGEMENT,ECONOMICS 
AND ADMINISTRATION LEADS TO A MASTER CERTIFICATE FOR 
THOSE AIMING AT BECOMING SHIPS' CAPTAINS.
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DURING THE TWO YEARS OF STUDY AT A MARITIME COLLEGE,STU­
DENTS FROM THE THREE SPECIALITIES HAVE COMMON SUBJECTS 











THE EDUCATION OF NAUTICALS CULMINATES IN GRADUATION AS 
MARITIME ENGINEERS.it AIMS TO OFFER A NAUTICAL TRAINING 
AT ENGINEERING LEVEL FOR PERSONNEL IN LEADING POSITIONS 
ON BOARD MERCHANT VESSELS AND ABOARD VESSELS OF THE OFF­
SHORE INDUSTRY.
THE TRAINING OF NAUTICALS LASTS TWO YEARS AND EACH YEAR 
IS DIVIDED INTO TWO TERMS.THE SUBJECTS ARE ALSO DIVIDED 
INTO COMMON AND SPECIAL ONES.THE COMMON SUBJECTS HAVE 
ALREADY BEEN LISTED,BELOW ARE THE SUBJECTS PURELY 
INTENDED TO NAUTICALS.
-NAVIGATION
-TRAINING ON SIMULATORS 












AFTER HAVING COMPLETED TWO YEARS OF STUDY AT A MARITIME 
COLLEGE AND SUCCESSFULLY PASSED THE REQUIRED EXAMINATIONS 
STUDENTS FROM THE NAUTICAL DEPARTMENT ARE GRANTED TWO 
CERTIFICATES;
-A MARITIME ENGINEER CERTIFICATE WHICH IS AN ACADEMIC 
DIPLOMA.it is DELIVERED BY THE COLLEGE.'
.-A DECK OFFICER 2nd CLASS CERTIFICATE ISSUED BY THE 
MARITIME DIRECTORATE.
A DECK OFFICER 2nd CLASS CERTIFICATE GIVES THE RIGHT TO 
THE HOLDER TO SERVE AS:
-CHIEF MATE ABOARD ANY VESSEL IN ANY TRADE,OR 
-MASTER OF PASSENGER-SHIPS OF UP TO 1600 TONS IN SMALL 
COASTING TRADE,OR
-MASTER OF FISHING VESSELS,CARGO SHIPS AND OTHER VESSELS 
OF UP TO 1600 TONS IN UNLIMITED TRADE.
FOR NAUTICAL STUDENTS,AN ADDITIONAL THIRD YEAR AT THE 
SHIP OPERATION AND MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT LEADS TO A 
MASTER.CERTIFICATE.THE STUDY PROVIDES THE NECESSARY 
THEORETICAL BASIS REQUIRED FOR ISSUING A MASTER CERTIFI­
CATE. IT ALSO AIMS AT OFFERING AN UPDATED LEADERSHIP 
TRAINING FOR PERSONNEL CHARGED WITH FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 
AND MANAGEMENT OF .SHIPS AND SHIPPING COMPANIES.
A DEGREE FROM A MARITIME COLLEGE,NAUTICAL DEPARTMENT, 
COMPLIES WITH THE REQUIREMENTS FOR OBTAINING CHIEF-OFFI-
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CER CERTIFICATE.WITH AN ADDITIONAL DEGREE FROM THE SHIP 
OPERATION AND MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT,STUDENTS FROM THE 
NAUTICAL BRANCH WILL HAVE ACQUIRED THE THEORETICAL TRAI­
NING NEEDED FOR A MASTER CERTIFICATE.








A MASTER CERTIFICATE OR DECK OFFICER I CLASS GIVES THE 
.RIGHT TO THE HOLDER TO SIGN AS CHIEF-OFFICER ON ANY SHIP 
IN ANY TRADE.AFTER TWO YEARS SEA-SERVICE OF WHICH ONE 
YEAR AT LEAST AS CHIEF-OFFICER,A CERTIFICATE OF COMPETEN­
CY AS MASTER-MARINER IS ISSUED.
B.UPDATING AND REFRESHER COURSES.
A CERTAIN NUMBER OF UPDATING AND REFRESHER COURSES ARE 
OFFERED EACH YEAR AT ALL MARITIME COLLEGES.SOME OF THEM 
ARE LISTED BELOW:
-AUTOMATIC RADAR PLOTTING AID COURSE (ARPA)
-DP OPERATOR COURSE FOR NAVIGATORS 
-FIRE FIGHTING COURSE 
-SHIP HANDLING SIMULATOR COURSE 
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I.GENERAL INTRODUCTION.
TRAINING OF SEAFARERS IN THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY 
IS EXECUTED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PRINCIPLES GOVERNING 
THE NATIONAL TRAINING PROGRAMME.IT IS THEREFORE CONSIDE­
RED TO BE EQUIVALENT TO THAT PROVIDED TO OTHER INDUS­
TRIES.THE MINISTRY OF EDUCATION,SCIENCE AND ARTS IS IN 
CHARGE OF MARITIME EDUCATION AND TRAINING WHILE THE 
MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE CERTIFICA­
TION OF ALL SEAFARERS.
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE TRAINING INSTITUTIONS,THE REVIS­
ION AND UPDATING OF THE TRAINING PROGRAMMES AS WELL AS 
ALL MATTERS RELATING TO THE TRAINING OF SEAFARERS IS THE 
CONCERN OF THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT WHitH IS ASSISTED BY AN 
ADVISORY BODY MADE UP OF REPRESENTATIVES OF SHIPOWNERS 
AND SEAFARERS' ORGANIZATIONS,AND THE CONCERNED TRAINING 
INSTITUTIONS.
THE EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF SEAFARERS IN THE FEDERAL 
REPUBLIC OF GERMANY CHANGED FOR DIFFERENT REASONS IN 
1970.THE MAIN REASON WAS THE NECESSITY TO INTRODUCE A 
BROADER BASIS OF MARITIME EDUCATION THROUGH WHICH A 
BETTER LINK UP WOULD BE ESTABLISHED WITH THE GENERAL 
EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM.IN DOING SO,TWO TRAINING INSTITUTIONS 
WERE ESTABLISHED:THE FACHOBERSCHULE CFOS),A HIGHER TRADE 
SCHOOL AND THE FACHHOCHSCHULE (FAS),A HIGHER NAUTICAL 
SCHOOL,PROVIDING BOTH A PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION UP TO 
UNIVERSITY LEVEL AND GIVING ONE THE CHANCE TO RECEIVE 
AN ACADEMIC DEGREE WHICH IN A WAY WILL FACILITATE A 
LATER ENTRY INTO SHORE-BASED POSITIONS.
ANOTHER REASON WAS THAT SEA-TRAINING PERIODS WERE TOO
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LONG (IN FORMER TIMES 4 YEARS > BEFORE ONE COULD BE 
ADMITTED AT A NAUTICAL COLLEGE.IT GAVE THE GERMAN 
AUTHORITIES A FEELING THAT SEAFARERS COME BACK AFTER 
THE COMPLETION OF THEIR SEA-SERVICE WITH A POOR 
KNOWLEDGE OF BASIC SCIENCE AND A REDUCED ABILITY TO 
FOLLOW ADVANCED SHORE-BASED COURSES.
THE NEW SYSTEM OF MARITIME TRAINING ALSO CAME AS A 
RESULT OF THE INFLUENCE EXERTED BY THE GENERAL 
EDUCATIONAL SCHEME.THE INTRODUCTION OF NEW SYLLABUSES, 
THE REDUCTION OF THE FORMER UNDIRECTED SEA-TRAINING 
PERIODS THROUGH THE ACQUISITION OF NEW AND MODERN 
TRAINING-VESSELS FITTED WITH EDUCATIONAL INSTALLATIONS, 
THE COOPERATIVE CONTRIBUTION OF SHIPOWNERS,THE DEVELOP- 
■ MENT AND INTRODUCTION OF SIMULATORS MADE THE NEW SYSTEM 
MORE CLOSE TO REALITY THAN EVER AND FORMED A SOLID BASIS 
FOR A SEAFARING CAREER.
II. THE GENERAL EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM. ✓
THE EDUCATION OF GERMAN CHILDREN IS MADE COMPULSORY AND 
STARTS AT THE AGE OF SIX <6).THREE POSSIBLE LEVELS CAN 
BE ACHIEVED:THE LOWEST LEVEL- AFTER NINE (9) OF EDUCATION 
THE MEDIUM LEVEL AFTER TEN (10) YEARS,AND FINALLY THE 
HIGHEST LEVEL AFTER TWELVE (12;) YEARS.
III. NAUTICAL CERTIFICATE STRUCTURE.
THREE DIFFERENT NAUTICAL CERTIFICATES ARE IN EXISTENCE. 
THEY VARY FROM EACH OTHER IN THE GEOGRAPHICAL TRADING 
AREA,THE VESSEL'S SIZE AND THE RANK THE HOLDER IS 
INTITLED TO HOLD.
THE LOWEST CERTIFICATE WHICH MIGHT BE CALLED HOME-TRADE 
LICENSE AUTHORIZES ONE TO COMMAND SHIPS OF LIMITED 
TONNAGE (1000 TONS).THE MEDIUM CERTIFICATE GIVES THE
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RIGHT TO SERVE AS MASTER OF FOREIGN-GOING SHIPS OF UP 
TO 4000 TONS,OR TO SAIL ON BOARD OCEAN-GOING VESSELS UP 
TO SECOND-MATE POSITION.
THE THIRD CERTIFICATE WHICH IS THE HIGHEST ONE FOR 
DEEP-SEA MASTERS HAS NO RESTRICTIONS.
IV.TRAINING OF FOREIGN-GOING MASTERS (MASTERS A G ) .
THERE ARE TWO WAYS OF ENTERING INTO NAUTICAL HIGH 
SCHOOLS (FHS) WHICH GIVE A HIGHER EDUCATION UP TO A 
DEEPSEA MASTER CERTIFICATE.
IV.1.UPON COMPLETION OF TEN CIO) YEARS OF GENERAL EDUCA­
TION, A TWO-YEAR COURSE IS TAKEN AT A HIGHER TRADE SCHOOL 
CFOS).IN FACHOBERSCHULE,THE COURSES ARE DESIGNED TO 
GIVE BASIC TRAINING WHICH' IS CONSIDERED AS A STEPPING- 
STONE FOR FURTHER EDUCATION AT A NAUTICAL HIGH SCHOOL. 
THE FIRST YEAR OF STUDY AT THE FACHOBERSCHULE CONSISTS 
OF THREE WEEKS SAFETY TRAINING COURSE AND THIRTY-FIVE 
(35) WEEKS OF SEA-SERVICE ON BOARD A TRAINING VESSEL.
IT IS SUPPLEMENTED BY A TEN CIO) MONTHS EDUCATION 
ASHORE. THIS IS CONSIDERED TO BE EQUIVALENT TO THE 
ELEVENTH FORM OF GENERAL EDUCATION.
AFTER A TWO-YEAR COURSE AT A HIGHER TRADE SCHOOL,TWELVE 
(12) MONTHS OF SEA-SERVICE IS REQUIRED AS OFFICER- 
ASSISTANT IN ORDER TO BE ELIGIBLE TO ENTER A NAUTICAL 
HIGH SCHOOL.
80% OF CANDIDATES ENTER HIGHER NAUTICAL SCHOOLS IN THIS 
WAY.
IV.2.UPON COMPLETION OF TWELVE (12) YEARS OF GENERAL 
EDUCATION FROM A SPECIALISED GRAMMAR SCHOOL OR THIRTEEN 
YEARS OF EDUCATION FROM A GRAMMAR SCHOOL,CANDIDATES 
ATTEND A THREE WEEK SAFETY COURSE ASHORE.THEREAFTER
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TWENTY-FOUR <24) MONTH SEA-SERVICE IS REQUIRED OF WHICH 
NINE <9) MONTHS AS AN APPRENTICE-OFFICER AND FIFTEEN 
(IS) MONTHS AS AN ASSISTANT-OFFICER.
WHEN SEA-SERVICE IS COMPLETED CANDIDATES BECOME ELIGIBLE 
FOR ENTRY IN A NAUTICAL HIGHER SCHOOL AND ABOUT 18% DO 
IT THIS WAY.
THE STUDY TIME AT A NAUTICAL HIGH SCHOOL IS THREE YEARS. 
THE COURSE IS DIVIDED INTO SIX SEMESTERS OF EIGHTEEN 
(18) WEEKS EACH.THE STUDIES ARE PERFORMED IN TWO PARTS: 
BASIC STUDIES IN TWO SEMESTERS AND ADVANCED STUDIES IN 
FOUR SEMESTERS.ON COMPLETION OF THE BASIC STUDIES,EXAMI­
NATION HAS TO BE PASSED.
THE COURSE SYLLABUS OF THE BASIC STUDIES IS SHOWN BELOW:
SUBJECTS 1st.SEMESTER 2nd.SEMESTER TOTAL HOURS
LHW EX LHW , EX
COMMUNICATIONS 4 I 2 la • '■ 102
MEDICAL CARE 2 2! I, 68
SOCIOLOGY 4 I 68
PSYCHOLOGY •“i I 34
MATHEMATICS 4 I 68
PHYSICS 4 I 68
ELECTRICITY 4 I 68
CHEMISTRY 2 I 34
EDP 4 I 68
OCEANOGRAPHY 4 I 68
MARITIME LAW 2 .1 34
SHIP.ECONOMICS 2 2 I 68
SHIPBUILDING 2 I 34-





AS I HAVE MENTIONED EARLIER,AT THE END OF THE BASIC STU­
DIES AN EXAMINATION HAS TO BE PASSED AND IF ALL THE 
REQUIREMENTS SPECIFIED IN THE EXAMINATION REGULATIONS 
HAVE BEEN MET,STUDENTS FOLLOW THEN THE SECOND PART 
OF STUDY WHICH CONSISTS OF THE FOLLOWING SUBJECTS.
SUBJECTS 3rd .SEM. 4th.SEM. 5th .SEM. 6th .SEM T.HRS
LHW EX LHW EX LHW EX LHW EX
ENGLISH 2 la 2 . 2 I 102
MANAGEMENT 2! 2 I 68
AUTOMATION O' I 2 I 68
MANAGT.SHIP. 2 I 2 2 102
W.ROUTEING 2 I •7.1 I 102
T.NAVIGATION 4 2 I 102
EL.NAVIG 4 4 2 136
LABOUR LAW 2 I 34
TRADE LAW 2 2 I 68
S.T.LAW 4 2 I 102
STABbTRIM 4 I 68
DANGER.GOODS 3 Ib 51
STOW.CARGO 2 2 I 68
MANOEUVRING 2 2 I 68






LHUI; LECTURE PER HOUR 
EX;EXAMINATION
a:IMO STANDARD MARINE NAVIGATIONAL VOCABULARY 
b:INCLUSIVE RADIATION PROTECTION MEASURES 
MANAGT.SHIP:MANAGEMENT OF SHIPPING COMPANIES 
S.T.LAW:SEA TRAFFIC LAW 
S.H.SIM:SHIP HANDLING SIMULATOR 
P.PLAN:PASSAGE PLANING
a 'FINAL EXAMINATION AFTER THE 6TH SEMESTER SERVES TO 
ESTABLISH WHETHER THE CANDIDATE HAS ACQUIRED A SOLID 
KNOWLEDGE AND THE ABILITY TO WORK ON A SCIENTIFIC BASIS. 
THE EXAMINATION ALSO SERVES AS AN INDICATION WHETHER THE 
CANDIDATE IS PROFESSIONALLY SUITED FOR THE INDEPENDENT 
TASK OF A FOREIGN TRADE MASTER.






-SUBMITTING OF A THESIS
GRADUATES OBTAIN A POLYTECHNIC DEGREE EQUIVALENT TO A 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE IN NAUTICAL SCIENCE ISSUED ON 
BEHALF OF THE MINISTRY OF EDUCATION,SCIENCE AND ARTS AND 
A PROFESSIONAL WATCH-KEEPING CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCY 
DELIVERED BY THE FEDERAL MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT.
UPON COMPLETION OF TWENTY-FOUR C2A) MONTHS OF SEA SERVICE 
AS DECK OFFICER,THE AG FOREIGN TRADE MASTER CERTIFICATE 
IS AWARDED WITHOUT ANY FURTHER EXAMINATIONS OR STUDIES.
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V.REFRESHER AND UP-DATING COURSES.
DURING THE LAST DECADE A NUMBER OF REFRESHER AND UPDATING 
COURSES HAVE BEEN DEVELOPED ON A ONE-WEEK BASIS.THESE 
COURSES ARE TO CONTRIBUTE TO THE SAFETY AND EFFICIENCY 
OF SHIPPING AND PROVIDE SHIPBOARD PERSONNEL WITH A HIGHER 
•DEGREE OF PROFESSIONAL MOBILITY.
SOME OF THESE COURSES WHICH ARE OFFERED EACH YEAR ARE 
LISTED BELOW:
I -RADAR SIMULATOR COURSE:PREVENTING COLLISIONS WHEN 
NAVIGATING WITH RADAR AND UNDER RESTRICTED CONDITIONS OF 
VISIBILITY.
2- TRAINING COURSE IN THE USE OF AUTOMATIC RADAR PLOTTING 
■AIDS CARPA).
3- SHIPHANDLING SIMULATOR COURSE.
A-INFORMATION PROCESSING IN SHIPPING,USE OF COMPUTERS.
5- SHIPPING MANAGEMENT.VOYAGE,OPERATING AND CAPITAL COSTS.
6- SHIPPING MANAGEMENT. RATIONALIZATIOtM OF CARGO HANDLING 
COSTS.
7- MARITIME LAW.
8- SHIP'S TANK OPERATION COURSE.
9- LIQUIFIED GAS TANKER OPERATION COURSE.
10- ECONOMIC OPERATION OF SHIP'S ENGINES.
11- CHEMICAL TANKER OPERATION COURSE.
12- OIL TANKER OPERATION COURSE.
13- STABILITY AND CARGO SECURING. 
lA-SHIPMENT OF DANGEROUS GOODS.
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I.GENERAL INTRODUCTION.
TRAINING OF SEAFARERS IN THE NETHERLANDS HAS CONSIDERABLY 
CHANGED LIKE IN MANY OTHER EUROPEAN COUTRIES.
THE TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGES THAT HAVE OCCURED TO THE 
SHIPPING INDUSTRY DURING THE LATE SIXTIES INCITED 
SHIPOWNERS,SEAFARERS AND TRANING INSTITUTIONS TO DEMAND 
FOR A CHANGE IN THE SYSTEM OF MARITIME EDUCATION SO THAT 
A UNIFORM,LESS EXPENSIVE AND STABLE SYSTEM COULD BE 
INTRODUCED WHICH WOULD ALSO MEET THE REQUIREMENTS OF 
-DEVELOPING SKILLED AND WELL TRAINED PERSONNEL FOR THE 
NATIONAL MERCHANT FLEET WHICH WAS SUBJECT TO RAPID 
CHANGES IN MARINE TECHNOLOGY,MANAGEMENT AND SOCIAL 
STRUCTURE. AT THE TIME WHEN AUTOMATION WAS INTRODUCED ON 
DUTCH FLAG VESSELS IN ORDER TO REDUCE MANNING COSTS,DECK 
AND ENGINEROOM APPRENTICES WHEN RETURNING TO SCHOOLS 
REGULARLY PASSED THE COMPLAINT THAT THEY WERE INADEQUA­
TELY TRAINED TO OPERATE SUCH VESSELS.AS A RESULT OF THESE 
COMPLAINTS A NEW SYSTEM WAS INTRODUCED WHICH STARTED ON 
AN EXPERIMENTAL BASIS IN 1973,AND IN 1978 WHEN THE SYSTEM 
PROVED TO BE A SUCCESS IT WAS IMPLEMENTED AS A PERMANENT 
DUAL-PURPOSE SYSTEM.
BEFORE GOING DEEPLY INTO THE NEW SYSTEM OF NAUTICAL 
EDUCATION ,I THINK THAT AN UNDERSTANDING OF THE OLD 
SYSTEM WOULD BE VERY USEFUL.
PRIOR TO 1973,TRAINING OF SEAFARERS WAS OF A SANDWICH 
SYSTEM WHICH WAS AND STILL IS IN USE ALL OVER THE WORLD. 
CANDIDATES TO A SEA CAREER WERE TRAINED EITHER FOR DECK 
OR ENGINE DEPARTMENT,COMBINING SHORT SHORE-BASED STUDIES 
AND SEA-TIME.THIS TYPE OF TRAINING WAS TOO EXPENSIVE,
LONG AND NOT DIRECTED TOWARDS TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS
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THAT MADE SHIPPING IN THE FOREFRONT OF THE LEADING 
INDUSTRIES.
CANDIDATES WISHING TO BE TRAINED AS DECK OFFICERS WERE 
RECRUITED AT THE AGE OF FIFTEEN (15) UPON COMPLETION OF 
NINE (09) YEARS OF GENERAL EDUCATION.CANDIDATES START 
THEIR REAL EDUCATION THROUGH A PRE-SEA TRAINING OF TWELVE 
<I2;j MONTHS DURATION AS DECK APPRENTICES. SEA-SERVICE WAS 
THEN FOLLOWED BY TWO YEARS OF SHORE-BASED STUDIES.
AT THE END OF THE SECOND YEAR AN EXAMINATION WAS CARRIED 
OUT BY THE MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT.SUCCESFUL STUDENTS WERE 
GRANTED A SECOND-MATE CERTIFICATE WHICH INTITLES THEM 
TO SERVE AS WATCH-KEEPING OFFICERS FOR A PERIOD OF TWENTY 
FOUR (24) MONTHS.WHEN SEA-TIME WAS COMPLETED,TRAINEES 
WERE REQUIRED TO GO THROUGH A NINE (9) MONTH EDUCATION IN 
A NAUTICAL SCHOOL.A FIRST MATE CERTIFICATE WAS ISSUED BY 
THE MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT TO THOSE STUDENTS FOUND THROUGH 
AN EXAMINATION PROCESS ELIGIBLE TO RECEIVE A CERTIFICATE. 
THE LATTER CERTIFICATE GAVE THE RIGHT TO SERVE AS FIRST 
MATE ON BOARD ANY VESSEL IN FOREIGN TRADE FOR A PERIOD OF 
TWENTY-FOUR (24) MONTHS.
FINALLY AFTER COMPLETION OF THE REQUIRED SEA-TIME, 
TRAINEES ATTENDED A NINE (9) MONTH COURSE AT A NAUTICAL 
SCHOOL OF WHICH A RADAR AND NAVIGATION SIMULATOR COURSE 
WAS PROVIDED.
UPON COMPLETION OF THIS COURSE A FINAL ASSESSEMENT WAS 
CARRIED OUT BY THE MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT AND A FOREIGN 
GOING MASTER CERTIFICATE WAS GRANTED.
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11.THE NEW SYSTEM OF NAUTICAL EDUCATION:TRAINING OF 
FOREIGN-GOING MASTERS.
THE NEW SYSTEM OF NAUTICAL EDUCATION WHICH WAS 
DEFINITIVELY ESTABLISHED IN 1985 AS A PERMANENT SYSTEM IS 
BASED ON THE PRINCIPLE OF DUAL-PURPOSE TRAINING OF FUTURE 
MARINE OFFICERS.it CALLS,HOWEVER,FOR AN EXPLANATION AS 
ONE MAY ASSIMILATE IT TO THE FRENCH OR JAPANESE SYSTEM.
IN THE DUTCH CONCEPT,A DUAL-PURPOSE OFFICER IS A MERCHANT 
MARINE OFFICER WHO,BESIDES HIS/HER HIGHEST COMPETENCY IN 
THE MAIN DISCIPLINE (DECK OR ENGINE),HOLDS A WATCH­
KEEPING COMPETENCY IN THE OTHER DISCIPLINE.THIS TRANSFOR­
MATION OF THE TRADITIONAL TRAINING HAS ALSO BEEN EXPRES­
SED IN THE TERMS OF "SEMI-INTEGRATED OFFICER" OR 
"MARITIME OFFICER",BUT THE MEANING REMAINS THE SAME AS 
EXPLAINED ABOVE.
WITHIN THE NEW SYSTEM OF TRAINING,THERE ARE THREE LEVELS 
OF STUDY NAMELY;
1.L.V.E:LOWER VOCATIONAL EDUCATION (TRAINING OF RATINGS)
2.I.V.E;INTERMEDIATE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION (TRAINING OF 
OFFICERS OF SHIPS OF LESS THAN 4000 GRT).
S.H.V.EiHIGHER VOCATIONAL EDUCATION (TRAINING OF OFFICERS 
OF SHIPS OF UNLIMITED TONNAGE).
THE THIRD LEVEL OF STUDY LEADS TO A MASTER FOREIGN-GOING 
UNRESTRICTED CERTIFICATE WHERE BOTH MINISTRIES OF EDUCA­
TION AND TRANSPORT ARE INVOLVED.CANDIDATES AFTER SUCCESS­
FUL COMPLETION OF THEIR STUDY-TIME RECEIVE A BACHELOR OF 
SCIENCE DEGREE FROM THE MINISTRY OF EDUCATION.
FROM THE MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT THEY RECEIVE A SECOND-MATE
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CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCY AS DECK OFFICER AND A THIRD 
ENGINEER CERTIFICATE.
THE NEW SYSTEM OF TRAINING OF FOREIGN-GOING MASTERS IS OF 
FOUR YEARS DURATION.CANDIDATES FOR A SEA CAREER ARE 
RECRUITED AT THE AGE OF SEVENTEEN CIV) AFTER HAVING 
COMPLETED THEIR HIGHER GENERAL EDUCATION AND SUCCESSFULLY 
PASSED A MEDICAL TEST.
DURING THE TWO FIRST YEARS OF STUDY,STUDENTS GATHER A 
BROAD KNOWLEDGE WHERE ALL ITEMS OF THE JOB-PROFILE ARE 
LECTURED AND SUPPORTED BY NECESSARY THEORY AT A SUBSTAN­
TIAL LEVEL.THE SUBJECTS LECTURED AMOUNT TO THIRTY-FOUR 
(34) WEEKLY LECTURE HOURS IN THE FIRST AND SECOND YEAR.
A ROUGH DIVISION OF THESE SUBJECTS OVER FIRST AND SECOND 
YEAR IS AS FOLLOWS:
- 1st YEAR 2nd YEAR
1.GENERAL SUBJECTS 15% 10%
2.EXACT SCIENCES 35% 12%
3.PROFESSIONAL SUBJECTS 18% 26%
4.NAVIGATION/SEAMANSHIP 15% 26%
5.MARINE ENGINEERING 17% 26%
































DURING THE FIRST YEAR OF THE STUDY-TIME,ALL STUDENTS 
SPEND A FORTHNIGHT ON BOARD THE TRAINING VESSEL "PRINSES 
MARGRIET" ON THE NORTH SEA AS COVERED ON ITEM 1.
THE AIM OF THE THIRD YEAR,WHICH ALL STUDENTS SPEND AT SEA
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IS :
- TO GAIN EXPERIENCE IN SHIP'S OPERATION AS IT REALLY 
OCCURS ON BOARD.
- TO COMPARE THEORETICAL KNOWLEDGE WITH DAILY PRACTICE 
ON BOARD SHIPS.
- TO SUPPORT AND SUPPLEMENT THEORETICAL KNOWLEDGE WITH 
DAILY PRACTICE.
- TO PREPARE STUDENTS FOR THEIR FUTURE JOB AS DUAL 
■PURPOSE OFFICERS.
THIS YEAR OF INDUSTRIAL EXPERIENCE IS VERY IMPORTANT AS 
IT IS REGARDED ON THE ONE HAND AS PART OF THE EDUCATION 
AND TRAINING PROCESS AND ON THE OTHER HAND IT GIVES THE 
TRAINEES THE OPPORTUNITY TO ACQUIRE SEA-TIME FOR FUTURE 
WATCH-KEEPING CERTIFICATION.THE DUAL-PURPOSE OFFICER 
SHOULD BE EMPLOYABLE WITHIN THE TOTAL SHIPBOARD OPERATION 
AS A WATCH-KEEPING OFFICER AND FOR THIS REASON THE MAJOR 
PART OF THE TRAINEE'S SHIPBOARD SERVICE MUST BE AIMED AT 
ACQUIRING THE NECESSARY OPERATIONAL SKILLS THROUGH 
WATCHES ON DECK AND IN THE ENGINE-ROOM.
DURING THEIR SEA-TRAINING,TRAINEES ARE UNDER THE SUPERVI­
SION OF THE SHIPBOARD STAFF WHICH INSTRUCTS THEM AND 
CHECKS THEIR DAILY ACTIVITIES.A "WORK-BOOK" WHICH IS 
PROVIDED BY THE SCHOOL CONTAINS A NUMBER OF ITEMS ON 
WHICH THE TRAINEE HAS TO REFER DURING HIS/HER SEA-TIME. 
BEFORE THE BEGINNING OF THE FOURTH YEAR TRAINEES FORWARD 
THEIR "WORK-BOOK"TO THEIR SCHOOL WHERE IT IS REVIEWED BY 
THE MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT AND THE SCHOOL.IN CASE IT IS 
CONSIDERED INSUFFICIENT AN EXTRA SEA-TIME MAY BE ORDERED 
AFTER THE FINAL EXAMINATION.
IN THE FOURTH AND FINAL YEAR OF STUDY,SPECIALIZATION IS
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INTRODUCED SO THAT STUDENTS MUST MAKE A CHOICE BETWEEN 
EITHER NAVIGATION OR MARINE ENGINEERING FOR FUTURE 
HIGHEST CERTIFICATION AFTER LEGALLY REQUIRED SEA-TIME AND 
UPDATING COURSES ARE COMPLETED.
THE SUBJECTS LECTURED IN THE FOURTH YEAR AMOUNT TO TWENTY 
EIGHT (28) LECTURE HOURS AND CONSIST OF THREE PARTS.
A BREAKDOWN OF THESE SUBJECTS IS GIVEN BELOW.
PART I.
NAVIGATION M.ENGINEERING
HEALTH,FIRST AID I I
AUTOMATION 2 2
S.HIP CONSTRUCTION I I
MANOEUVRING I I
METEOROLOGY I I
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 2 2
PART I I.
NAVIGATION & INSTRUMENTS - -
PASSAGE PLANING - —
CARGO HANDLING - -
RULES OF THE ROAD 10 A
PROPULSION SYSTEMS - • -
AUXILLARY SYSTEMS - -
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING A 10
PART III.
THESIS 3 3
ADDITIONAL SUBJECTS 3 3
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TOTAL HOURS PER WEEK 28 28
111.CERTIFICATION.
AT THE END OF THE FOURTH YEAR AND AFTER A FINAL EXAMINA­
TION STUDENTS ARE GRANTED A 2nd MATE CERTIFICATE OF 
COMPETENCY AS DECK OFFICERS AND A 3rd ENGINEER CERTIFICA­
TE BY THE MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT,WHILE THE MINISTRY OF 
EDUCATION ISSUES A CERTIFICATE OF HIGHER VOCATIONAL 
EDUCATION WHICH IS EQUIVALENT TO A BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
DEGREE.
IV.FROM FIRST CERTIFICATE UP TO MASTER CERTIFICATE.
TO OBTAIN A MASTER CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCY THERE IS NO 
FURTHER EDUCATION OR EXAMINATION REQUIRED.ONLY SEA-TIME 
HAS TO BE COMPLETED IN THE FOLLOWING MANNER:
-AFTER TWO YEARS SEA-SERVICE FROM THE TIME A 2nd MATE 
CERTIFICATE WAS ISSUED,A 1st MATE CERTIFICATE OF 
‘COMPETENCY IS THEREFORE DELIVERED.
-AFTER TWO YEARS SEA-SERVICE FROM THE TIME A 1st MATE 
CERTIFICATE WAS ISSUED,A MASTER FOREIGN-GOING CERTIFICATE 
OF COMPETENCY IS GRANTED.HOWEVER,IT IS REQUIRED TO GO 
THROUGH A RADAR/NAVIGATION COURSE OF TWO WEEKS DURATION 
BEFORE A MASTER CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED.
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I M A i U r r  X  E O U C A t T  X O M  X M  F " R A iM C E :
I . GES'IERAL INTRODUCTI ON.
TRAINING OF SEAFARERS IN FRANCE IS EXCLUSIVELY CARRIED 
OUT AND DIRECTLY CONTROLLED BY THE STATE THROUGH THE 
INTERMEDIARY OF THE SECRETARIAT OF STATE IN CHARGE OF THE 
SEA.
TRAINING OF SEAFARERS FOR THE SHIPPING INDUSTRY IS ON AN 
EQUIVALENT LEVEL TO THAT PROVIDED TO THE OTHER INDUS­
TRIES. IT TAKES,THUS,INTO ACCOUNT THE NECESSITY OF PROVI­
DING HIGHLY QUALIFIED PERSONNEL TO ENSURE THE PROPER 
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF MERCHANT VESSELS AND THE 
NEED TO MAKE A MARITIME CAREER WHICH WILL PERMIT 
SEAFARERS TO QUALIFY FOR EMPLOYMENT ASHORE AFTER A CER­
TAIN PERIOD OF SEA-SERVICE.
THIS CONCEPT OF MARITIME TRAINING,WHICH RESPONDS TO THE 
NECESSITY OF ENSURING IN THE COMMON INTEREST OF SHIPOW­
NERS AND SEAFARERS,A BETTER RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN JHE 
MARITIME PROFESSION AND THE GENERAL LABOUR SUPPLY AND TO 
FACILITATE EMPLOYMENT ASHORE FOR SEAFARERS HAS LED TO THE 
PREPARATION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF A NEW REGULATION 
REGARDING TRAINING OF SEAFARERS.
THE NEW TRAINING SYSTEM CREATES A SINGLE TYPE OF TRAINING 
FOR OFFICERS OF WHOM MASTERS WILL ALSO HAVE QUALIFI­
CATIONS TO OPERATE AND MANAGE A SHIP ENGINE-ROOM.
THIS DUAL-PURPOSE TRAINING HAS LED TO THE DISAPPEARANCE 
OF SEPARATE CERTIFICATES OF COMPETENCY FOR DECK AND ENGI­
NEER OFFICERS.
THERE ARE TWO TYPES OF SEAFARERS' TRAINING INSTITUTIONS. 
THE NATIONAL MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMIES WHICH ARE IN CHAR­
GE OF TRAINING OFFICERS ONLY ARE SPREAD OVER THE COUNTRY 
AND CONSTITUTE A NETWORK OF MODERN SCHOOLS WHICH PROVIDE 
A MARITIME TRAINING ADAPTED TO THE NEEDS OF THE SHIPPING
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INDUSTRY.
THEY GIVE FUTURE OFFICERS A THEORETICAL AND’ PRACTICAL 
INSTRUCTION IN THE OPERATION,MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF 
ALL COMPLICATED EQUIPMENT FOUND ON BOARD MERCHANT VESSELS 
AND WHICH THEY ARE CALLED UPON TO USE,
THE MARITIME APPRENTICESHIP SCHOOLS WHICH EDUCATE AND 
TRAIN RATINGS ARE ADMINISTERED BY AN ASSOCIATION 
COMPOSED OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE GOVERNMENT,SHIPOWNERS 
AND SEAFARERS' ORGANIZATIONS.
THE INSTRUCTION GIVEN AT THE APPRENTICESHIP SCHOOLS HAS 
A CHARACTER ANALOGOUS TO THE CONDITIONS OF WORK AND LIFE 
ON BOARD SHIPS.TRAINEES,BESIDES THEIR EDUCATIONAL 
PROGRAMME,ARE TAUGHT HABITS OF DISCIPLINE AND CALLED ON 
’TO DEVELOP A SENSE OF RESPONSIBILITY WHICH ARE BOTH 
ESSENTIAL TO AN EFFICIENT SHIPBOARD RATING.
11-CERTIFICATION.
THE SECRETARIAT OF STATE IN CHARGE OF THE SEA IS RESPON­
SIBLE FOR THE CERTIFICATION OF ALL FRENCH SEAFARERS. 
HOWEVER,CERTIFICATES OF COMPETENCY ISSUED TO MARINE 
OFFICERS ARE OF TWO KINDS;
-ONE FOR THEORETICAL STUDIES INDICATING THE LEVEL OF 
KNOWLEDGE ACQUIRED DURING SHORE-BASED TRAINING.THIS FIRST 
CERTIFICATE,WHICH IS GRANTED BY THE NATIONAL MERCHANT 
MARINE ACADEMY,INTITLES THE HOLDER TO SIGN ON AS AN 
APPRENTICE-OFFICER.
-THE SECOND CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED BY THE COMPETENT 
MARITIME ADMINISTRATION AFTER A CERTAIN -PERIOD OF SEA- 
SERVICE. IT INDICATES THAT TRAINEES HAVE ACQUIRED THE 
NECESSARY EXPERIENCE ON BOARD MERCHANT VESSELS AND 
THEREFORE GIVES A CERTAIN FORM OF GUARANTEE TO THE 
COMPETENT AUTHORITIES THAT TRAINEES POSSESS THE REQUIRED
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QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE TO PERFORM THEIR DUTIES. 
THESE CERTIFICATES ARE CONSIDERED TO BE EQUIVALENT TO A 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE WHICH IS NORMALLY DELIVERED 
BY THE MINISTRY OF EDUCATION.HOWEVER,THIS EQUIVALENCE OF 
CERTIFICATES HAS AT THIS MOMENT NOT BEEN OFFICIALLY 
DECIDED.
THE FOLLOWING CERTIFICATES OF COMPETENCY ARE ISSUED FOR 
OFFICERS OF OCEAN-GOING VESSELS:
-MASTER FIRST CLASS 
-MASTER SECOND CLASS 
-OFFICER TECHNICIAN 
-NAVIGATING OFFICER
I 11.TRAINING OF DEEP-SEA'MASTERS,FIRST CLASS.
A RADICAL CHANGE HAS OCCURED TO THE FRENCH SYSTEM OF 
MARITIME EDUCATION.PRIOR TO 1967,MARITIME EDUCATION AND 
TRAINING WAS OF TRADITIONAL NATURE.TRAINEES WERE SPECIA­
LISED EITHER ON THE DECK OR IN THE ENGINE-ROOM DEPART­
MENT . NEVERTHELESS , DUE TO THE ADVANCE OF TECHNOLOGY WHERE­
BY LARGER AND SOPHISTICATED VESSELS WERE DESIGNED,THE 
INTRODUCTION OF AUTOMATION,THE NEED FOR SHIPOWNERS TO CUT 
THE OPERATING COSTS THROUGH THE REDUCTION OF THE MANNING 
SCALE AND THE NECESSITY TO HAVE HIGHLY QUALIFIED MARINE 
PERSONNEL,THE FRENCH AUTHORITIES DECIDED IN 1967 TO 
INTRODUCE A NEW SYSTEM OF MARITIME EDUCATION.SINCE THEN, 
THE TRAINING OF OFFICERS IS DONE AT TWO LEVELS:
LEVEL I: IT IS THE HIGHEST LEVEL CORRESPONDING WITH THE 
STREAM FOR MASTERS FIRST CLASS OF THE MERCHANT NAVY.ITS 
MAIN CHARACTERISTIC IS A DUAL TRAINING FOR BRIDGE AND 
ENGINE FUNCTIONS.THE OFFICERS CAN THEREFORE WORK EITHER,
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ON THE BRIDGE OR IN THE ENGINE-ROOM
-LEVEL II:THE EDUCATION IS GIVEN IN TWO STREAMS,EITHER 
DECK OR ENGINE AND FROM THERE TRAINEES CAN REACH THE DUAL 
TRAINING SYSTEM.THIS TYPE OF TRAINING CONCERNS;
- THE OFFICER TECHNICIAN COT) FOR THE ENGINE-ROOM.
- THE NAVIGATING OFFICER (OCQ!) FOR THE BRIDGE DEPARTMENT. 
BOTH OF THEM MAY BECOME MASTER SECOND CLASS (C2NM.1 OF THE 
MERCHANT NAVY AND WILL HAVE THE DUAL FUNCTION OF BRIDGE 
AND ENGINE-ROOM OFFICER.
AS MY PAPER IS MAINLY DIRECTED TOWARDS THE TRAINING OF 
DEEP-SEA MASTERS,! WILL THEREFORE CONCENTRATE ON THE 
FIRST TYPE OF TRAINING,THAT IS TO SAY,THE LEVEL I OF THE 
FRENCH SYSTEM.
THE TRAINING OF MASTERS FIRST CLASS OF THE FRENCH MER­
CHANT NAVY IS REGULATED BY' THE ACT 34A5 OF OCTOBER 
7,1985.IT STIPULATES THAT THIS TYPE OF TRAINING IS TO BE 
MADE AVAILABLE TO ALL YOUNG MEN AND WOMEN WHO HAVE 
SUCCESSFULLY PASSED THE SECONDARY SCHOOL EXAMINATION 
(BACCALAUREATE C) AND REACHED THE AGE OF SEVENTEEN. 
HOWEVER,CANDIDATES SHOULD NOT BE OLDER THAN 23.BESIDES 
THE GENERAL CONDITIONS OF .HEALTH,SIGHT AND HEARING CANDI­
DATES ARE REQUESTED TO GO THROUGH AN ENTRANCE EXAMINATION 
WHICH IS HELD ON A NATIONAL LEVEL.
THE ENTRANCE EXAMINATION SUBJECTS ARE GIVEN BELOW;
PART I. WRITTEN EXAMINATION.
-FIRST TEST OF MATHEMATICS 03 HOURS










PART III. PRACTICAL EXAMINATION (OPTIONAL).
-DRAWING 4 HOURS
THE EDUCATION AT LEVEL I WHICH LEADS TO A MASTER FIRST 
CLASS CERTIFICATE IS OF FOUR (4) YEAR SHORE-BASED 
'THEORETICAL TRAINING AND SIXTY MONTHS SEA-SERVICE.DURING 
THE FIRST AND SECOND YEAR'OF THE COURSE,STUDENTS SPEND 
A TWO-MONTH COMPULSORY SEA-TRAINING PERIOD ON BOARD 
MERCHANT VESSELS.IN THE TWO FIRST YEARS OF STUDY,STUDENTS 
ARE TAUGHT GENERAL THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL SUBJECTS 
WHICH ARE GIVEN BELOW.




-ELECTRICITY 1.30 I I
-COSMOGRAPHY 1.30 M
-NAVIGATION 4.00 I I
-ENGINES 4.00 I I
-ENGLISH 3.00 I I
-LAW 1.00 I I






-ELECTRICITY I. 00 HOURS
-THECNOLOGY OF WATER 0.30 1 i
-WORKSHOP 1.30 11
-SIGNALS 0.30 I I
-NAVIGATION 0.30 I t
-SEAMANSHIP 0.45 I I
-RAWING 1.00 I t
-FIRST AID 0.30 I I
TOTAL 6.15 HOURS
TOTAL GENERAL;32.45 HOURS PER WEEK.

























-ELECTRICITY 1.30 I I
-ELECTRONICS 0.30 11
-NAVIGATION 1.00 I I
-AUTOMATION 1.00 M
-ROWING 6.30 I I
TOTAL 12.00 HOURS
TOTAL GENERAL:34.30 HOURS PER WEEK.
















































TOTAL GENERAL!32 HOURS PER WEEK.
THE THIRD YEAR OF STUDY IS COMPLETED BY A FINAL .EXAMINA­
TION . SUCCESSFUL STUDENTS ARE GRANTED A DIPLOMA AS 
APPRENTICE-OFFICER OF THE MERCHANT NAVY.IT INTITLIES THE 
HOLDER TO SIGN ON ANY MERCHANT VESSEL AS AN APPRENTICE 
OFFICER (CADET).UPON COMPLETION OF TEN (10) MONTHS OF 
SEA-SERVICE,A CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCY AS WATCH-KEEPING 
OFFICER IS ISSUED BY THE COMPETENT MARITIME 
ADMINISTRATION.
THE YOUNG OFFICER IS REQUESTED TO COMPLETE HIS/HER SEA 
EXPERIENCE THROUGH ANOTHER TEN MONTH SEA-SERVICE OF WHICH 
THREE MONTHS AT LEAST SHOULD BE SPENT IN EACH DEPARTMENT. 
THE FOURTH YEAR IS SPENT AT A NATIONAL MERCHANT MARINE 
ACADEMY WHERE THE FOLLOWING TOPICS ARE TAUGHT.
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THE ALLOCATION OF TEACHING SUBJECTS IN THE FOURTH YEAR OF 
STUDY IS AS FOLLOWS;
PART I.THEORY
-ELECTRICITY 1.30 HOURS
-ELECTRONICS 2.30 i i
-ENGINES 1.30 ■
-ENGLISH 3.00 I I
-SHIP'S THEORY 1.30 I I
-NAVIGATION 1.15 I t
-DOCUMENTS 1.00 I I
-SHIP'S HANDLING 0.45 1 i
-REPORT 1.30 I I
-SHIP'S OPERATION 1.00 I I
-RADAR SIMULATOR 1.30 I I
-SAFETY 0.45 I I
-AUTOMATION 2.30 I I
-SHIPPING ECONOMICS
\
• o o I I














TOTAL 8 • 30 HOURS
THE FOURTH YEAR OF STUDY GIVES ONE THE OPPORTUNITY TO 
RECEIVE A DIPLOMA OF HIGHER STUDIES OF THE MERCHANT NAVY. 
IT ALSO GIVES THE POSSIBILITY TO SERVE EITHER AS CHIEF- 
OFFICER AFTER THE REQUIRED SEA-SERVICE AS WATCH-KEEPING 
OFFICER ON THE DECK DEPARTMENT,OR SECOND-ENGINEER AND 
THEN CHIEF-ENGINEER WHEN THE REQUIRED SEA SERVICE AS 
WATCH-KEEPING OFFICER IN THE ENGINE-ROOM HAS BEEN 
COMPLETED.
THE FIRST CLASS MASTER CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCY IS 
DELIVERED AFTER FOURTY-SIX CA6;) MONTHS SEA SERVICE OF 
WHICH SIXTEEN <I6) MONTHS AT LEAST SHOULD BE SPENT IN 
EACH DEPARTMENT ( DECK & ENGINE ) FROM THE TIME A DIPLOMA 
AS OFFICER OF THE MERCHANT NAVY HAS BEEN GRANTED.
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STRUCTURE OF NAUTICAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF MASTER MARINERS
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C M A R T E Z R  X V
NAUTICAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF MASTER MARINERS IN
THE UNITED STATES.
r^iAil-JTX C A L _  E O U C A T  xorsj XIM LJ _ S  -
I . GENEEtAL INTRODUCTI ON.
NAUTICAL EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA IS 
SAID TO OWE ITS ORIGIN IN THE SETTING-UP OF THE MARITIME 
COLLEGE OF THE STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK IN IS74 WHEN 
A TWO-YEAR "SCHOOLSHIP" COURSE WAS CONCEIVED BY STEPHEN 
B;LUCE,ADMIRAL IN THE NAVY.IN 1876,A LEGISLATION WAS 
PASSED ESTABLISHING ANOTHER MARITIME TRAINING INSTITUTION 
THE U.S COAST GUARD ACADEMY.
THE TRAINING OF SEAFARERS WAS FIRST GIVEN ABOARD MERCHANT 
SHIPS WHILE TEMPORARY LAND-BASED SITES WERE USED FOR 
INSTRUCTION ON PHYSICAL FITNESS,THE STUDY OF MATHEMATICS 
AND SCIENCES.
HOWEVER AT THE TURN OF THE CENTURY,THE INCREASED DEMAND 
FOR TRAINED PERSONNEL FOR THE MERCHANT MARINE INDUSTRY 
RESULTED IN THE EXPANSION OF THESE TRAINING INSTITUTIONS 
TO PERMANENT SHORE-BASED SITES AND CURRICULA WERE 
DESIGNED TO MEET THE ACADEMIC AND PROFESSIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS ESPECIALLY IN VIEW OF THE TECHNOLOGICAL 
CHANGES THAT STARTED TO OCCUR TO THE SHIPPING INDUSTRY. 
THE CREATION OF FEDERAL MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMIES,ONE 
SUCH AT KING'S POINT-NEW YORK,WAS ALSO IN RESPONSE TO 
THIS DEMAND.it i s,HOWEVER,significant TO NOTE THAT DURING 
WORLD WAR II THE LATTER ACADEMY DEVOTED ALL ITS RESOURCES 
TOWARDS MEETING THE EMERGENCY PERSONNEL NEEDS OF THE 
MERCHANT MARINE WHOSE GRADUATES WERE AND STILL ARE 
SERVING AS RESERVE OFFICERS IN THE AMERICAN NAVY.THERE 
EXISTS A STRONG RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN’ THE MERCHANT MARINE 
ACADEMIES AND THE UNITED STATES NAVY.THE NAVY'S INTEREST 
IN THE MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMIES STEMS FROM THE NATIONAL 
DEFENSE REQUIREMENTS FOR AN ADEQUATE MERCHANT MARINE
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MANNED BY WELL-TRAINED OFFICERS WHO POSSESS AN 
UNDERSTANDING OF NAVAL PROCEDURES SO THAT MERCHANT 
VESSELS ARE CAPABLE OF OPERATING WITH THE NAVY IN TIMES 
OF PEACE,WAR OR NATIONAL EMERGENCY.IN ADDITION,GRADUATES 
OF THE MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMIES HAVE HISTORICALLY BEEN 
A SOURCE OF ACTIVE-DUTY NAVAL OFFICERS IN TIMES OF 
MOBILIZATION OR CONTENGENCY SITUATION.
NEEDLESS TO SAY,MARITIME EDUCATION AND TRAINING IS GIVEN 
ITS REAL IMPORTANCE IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.IT IS 
GEARED TOWARDS FULFILLING THE U.s"NATIONAL POLICY OF 
PROVIDING A PRODUCTIVE AND COMPETITIVE MERCHANT FLEET AND 
A STRONG MARITIME INDUSTRY.
.II.TRAINING OF MERCHANT MARINE OFFICERS.
THE EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF MERCHANT MARINE OFFICERS 
IS LAID DOWN BY THE MERCHANT MARINE CADET CORPS WHICH 
WAS ESTABLISHED IN I93S FOLLOWING THE PASSAGE OF THE 
MERCHANT MARINE ACT OF 1936.IN THE CLOSING DAYS OF WORLD 
WAR II,PLANS WERE FORMULATED TO ESTABLISH A FOUR-YEAR 
COLLEGE LEVEL PROGRAM TO MEET THE PEACE-TIME NEEDS OF THE 
MERCHANT MARINE.THE FOUR-YEAR COURSE WAS ESTABLISHED AT 
THE END OF THE WAR,IN AUGUST 1945.
THE TRAINING OF MERCHANT MARINE OFFICERS IS GIVEN AT ONE 
MARITIME ACADEMY OPERATED BY THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT,THE 
U.S MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY,AND FIVE TRAINING 
INSTITUTIONS WHICH FORM A PART OF THE COLLEGE LEVEL 
EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM IN THE STATES IN WHICH THEY ARE 
LOCATED.
THE TRAINING IS OF FOUR YEARS DURATION AND LEADS TO A 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE AND A U.S. COAST GUARD LICENSE 
AS THIRD MATE OR ASSISTANT ENGINEER OR BOTH (DUAL-PURPOSE 
OFFICER).IN ADDITION,GRADUATES ARE COMMISSIONED AS 
ENSIGNS IN THE U.S NAVY RESERVE.
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THE U.S MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY AT KING'S POINT,NEW YORK, 
OFFERS FOUR MAJOR PROGRAMS OF STUDY:
1).MARINE TRANSPORTATION FOR THE PREPARATION OF DECK 
OFFICERS.
2!).MARINE ENGINEERING FOR THE PREPARATION OF ENGINE 
OFFICERS.
3) .A COMBINATION OF THE TWO PROGRAMS MENTIONED ABOVE,A
DUAL LICENSE PROGRAM,LEADS TO A LICENSE IN EACH SPE­
CIALITY.
4) .MARINE ENGINEERING SYSTEMS WHICH IN ADDITION TO 
LEADING TO A THIRD ASSISTANT ENGINEER LICENSE,IS 
ACCREDITED BY THE ACCREDETING BOARD FOR ENGINEERING AND 
TECHNOLOGY.THE CURRICULUM INCLUDES GREATER DEPTH IN 
MATHEMATICS AND A SIGNIFICANT ENGINEERING DESIGN 
COMPONENT AS COMPARED TO THE MARINE ENGINEERING 
CURRICULUM.
GRADUATES OF MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMIES ARE INITIALLY 
EMPLOYED ABOARD AMERICAN FLAG VESSELS AS LICENSED SHIP'S 
OFFICERS.HOWEVER,MANY GRADUATES AFTÊ R FULFILLING THEIR 
OBLIGATION AT SEA MOVE ASHORE TO LEADERSHIP POSITIONS IN 
THE MARITIME INDUSTRY.SOME AREAS IN WHICH THEY ARE 
TYPICALLY EMPLOYED ARE LISTED BELOW.
-ADMIRALTY LAW
-STEVEDORING AND TECHNICAL OPERATIONS
-ACEANOGRAPHY
-MARINE INSURANCE









-TOWING AND BARGING 
-INTERMODAL TRANSPORTATION 
-PORT AUTHORITY OPERATIONS
111.TRAINING OF DEEP-SEA MASTERS.
TRAINING OF FOREIGN-GOING MASTER MARINERS IN THE UNITED 
STATES IS AS IT HAS BEEN STATED BEFORE OF FOUR CA) YEARS 
THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL STUDIES LEADING TO THE FIRST 
THIRD MATE CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCY.THIS TYPE OF 
TRAINING IS PROVIDED IN ALL MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMIES 
AND MARITIME COLLEGES.THE LENGTH OF STUDY AS WELL AS THE 
STUDY PROGRAMS OFFERED ARE BASICALLY THE SAME IN ALL 
TRAINING INSTITUTIONS.HOWEVER,THE ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THOSE STUDENTS WISHING TO BE ENROLLED AT ANY MERCHANT 
MARINE ACADEMY OR MARITIME COLLEGE ARE VERY RIGID AND 
VIGOROUS AS WE SHALL SEE.
III.1.QUALIFICATIONS FOR ADMISSION.
ALL CANDIDATES MUST MEET CERTAIN REQUIREMENTS OF 
CITIZENSHIP,AGE AND MORAL CHARACTER.BUT APPLICATIONS ARE 
CONSIDERED WITHOUT REGARD TO RACE,COLOUR,SEX,NATIONAL OR 
ETHNIC ORIGIN.
a>.CITIZENSHIP.
ALL CANDIDATES MUST BE CITIZEN OF THE UNITED STATES 




CANDIDATES MUST BE AT LEAST 17 YEARS OF AGE,BUT NOT HAVE 
PASSED THEIR 25 TH BIRTHDAY ON JULY 1st OF THE YEAR 
ADMISSION.
c >.MORAL CHARACTER.
CANDIDATES MUST BE OF A GOOD MORAL CHARACTER.
d).NAVAL RESERVE MIDSHIPMEN REQUIREMENTS.
CANDIDATES MUST MEET THE PHYSICAL,CHARACTER AND SECURITY 
REQUIREMENTS FOR APPOINTMENT AS MIDSHIPMEN OF THE U.S 
JMAVAL RESERVE.
111.2 .SCHOLASTIC E^EQUIREMENTS .
CANDIDATES TO BE APPOINTED TO ANY MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY 
OR MARITIME COLLEGE MUST HAVE SATISFACTORILY COMPLETED 
A HIGH SCHOOL EDUCATION AT AN ACCREDITED SECONDARY SCHOOL 
OR THE EQUIVALENT.it IS ALSO REQUIRED THAT BY MARCH I st 
OF THE YEAR IN WHICH THEY ARE SEEKING ADMISSION,CANDIDA­
TES MUST SUBMIT EVIDENCE WITH THEIR OFFICIAL APPLICATION 
SHOWING COMPLETION OR SCHEDULED COMPLETION OF ALL ACADE­
MIC REQUIREMENTS.CANDIDATES WHO HAVE SUCCESSFULLY COMPL­
IED WITH THE ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS ARE THEN ADMITTED TO 
FOLLOW A FOUR^YEAR COURSE.THE ACADEMIC YEAR IS DIVIDED 
INTO FOUR (A) ACADEMIC QUARTERS (TERMS).STUDENTS FROM THE 
FOUR DEPARTMENTS THAT IS TO SAY MARINE TRANSPORTATION 
MARINE ENGINEERING-DUAL LICENSE PROGRAM AND MARINE ENGI­
NEERING SYSTEMS-GO THROUGH A COMMON PROGRAM OF STUDY 
DURING THE TWO FIRST QUARTERS OF THEIR FRESHMAN YEAR.IN 
ADDITION TO BASIC COURSES IN MATHEMATICS,SCIENCE AND
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HUMANITIES THEY TAKE INTRODUCTORY COURSES IN NAUTICAL 
SCIENCE AND MARINE ENGINEERING.STUDENTS ARE THUS GIVEN AN 
OPPORTUNITY TO INTELLIGENTLY DETERMINE AN AREA OF SPECIAL 
INTEREST BEFORE CHOOSING A MAJOR FIELD OF CONCENTRATION 
LATER ON.
THE FOLLOWING SUMMARY SHOWS THE REQUIRED COURSES OF STUDY 
DURING THE COMMON YEAR.
FIRST QUARTER.
-CALCULUS & ANALYTIC GEOMETRY oo■ HOURS
-GENERAL CHEMISTRY 1 ■ o o 11
-ENGLISH 1 3.00 I I
-ENGINEERING GRAPHICS 1 1.00 I I
--MARINE SAFETY 1 2.00 1 1
-INTRODUCTION TO NAUTICAL SCIENCE 1 5.00 I I
-PHYSICAL EDUCATION I. 00 11
TOTAL 20.00 HOURS
SECOND QUARTER.
-CALCULUS & ANALYTIC GEOMETRY 2 4.00 HOURS
-GENERAL CHEMISTRY 2 4.00 11
-ENGLISH 2 ■ o o l i
-ENGINEERING GRAPHICS 2 1.00 f  1
-INTRODUCTION TO MARINE ENGINEERING 1 3.30 I t
-ENGINEERING SHOP 1 1.00 11
-PHYSICAL EDUCATION 1.00 I I
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TOTAL, • 17.30 HOURS
THIRD QUARTER.
-CALCULUS & ANALYTIC GEOMETRY 3 
-PHYSICS 1
-NAUTICAL SCIENCE 2 (*)
-ENGINEERING GRAPHICS 3 *** 
-INTRODUCTION TO MARINE ENGINEERING 
-ENGINEERING SHOP 2 *** 
-FUNDAMENTALS OF NAVAL SCIENCE 
-MARINE TRANSPORTATION 1 *
-PHYSICAL EDUCATION









TOTAL 19.30 * 17.00 ***
FOURTH QUARTER.
-CALCULUS & ANALYTIC GEOMETRY A a o o HOURS
-PHYSICS 2 3.30 I I
-NAUTICAL SCIENCE 3 * 5.00 1 1
-SAFETY OF LIFE AT SEA 1 1.30 I I
-NAUTICAL SCIENCE A + 5.00 11
-ENGINEERING GRAPHICS A * * 1.00 I I
-INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING * * * 2.30 11
-METAL CUTTING PROCESSES 1 *** 1.30 11
-METAL JOINING PROCESSES 1 ** inao l i
-ENGLISH 3 3.00 I I
-PHYSICAL EDUCATION 1,00 11
TOTAL 18.00 # - 18.AS **
8A
* MARINE TRANSPORTATION STUDENTS ONLY.
** MARINE ENGINEERING & MARINE ENGINREERING SYSTEMS. 
* * * MARINE ENGINEERING,MARINE ENGINEERING SYSTEMS AND 
DUAL LICENSE STUDENTS.
+ DUAL LICENSE STUDENTS ONLY.
UPON COMPLETION OF THE FIRST YEAR,STUDENTS PARTICIPATE 
IN THE SHIPBOARD TRAINING PROGRAM WHICH IS AN ESSENTIAL 
PART OF THEIR PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION.THIS SEA-TRAINING 
PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ABOARD COMMERCIALLY OPERATED MERCHANT 
SHIPS DURING TWO QUARTERS OF THE SOMOPHORE YEAR (SECOND 
YEAR) AND TWO QUARTERS OF THE JUNIOR YEAR (THIRD YEAR ). 
EACH SAILING PERIOD IS APPROXIMATELY OF FIVE (5) MONTHS 
DURATION.WHILE PERFORMING THEIR TWO PERIODS OF 
SEA-TRAINING,CADETS ARE ASSIGNED TO SEVERAL DIFFERENT 
VESSELS IN ORDER TO BECOME MORE FAMILIAR WITH THE 
PERFORMANCE AND OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIOUS 
CLASSES OF SHIPS AND THE DIVERSE OPERATING REQUIREMENTS 
OF DIFFERENT TRADE ROUTES,GAINING THEREFORE A VALUABLE 
PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE IN THE PERFORMANCE OF SHIPBOARD 
DUTIES.
THE SHIPBOARD TRAINING PROGRAM PROVIDES ALL CADETS WITH 
THE OPPORTUNITY TO USE A SHIP AS A SEAGOING LABORATORY. 
THEY ARE THUS GIVEN A STUDY GUIDE CALLED "SEA-PROJECT"
AND IN ADDITION TO PERFORMING THEIR SHIPBOARD DUTIES,THEY 
ARE REQUIRED TO COMPLETE CERTAIN WRITTEN ASSIGNMENTS 
WHICH MUST BE FORWARDED TO THE ACADEMY FOR GRADING AND 
EVALUATION.THESE ASSIGNMENTS ARE CAREFULLY DESIGNED TO 
ENSURE THAT CADETS,WHILE ABOARD,APPLY THE KNOWLEDGE AND 
SKILLS LEARNED AT THE ACADEMY AND DO ACQUIRE A FIRM 
FOUNDATION FOR ADVANCED STUDIES UPON THEIR RETURN TO THE 
ACADEMY.
CADETS FROM THE MARINE TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT ARE
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-NAVIGATION RULES AND LAW 
-NAVAL ARCHITECTURE 
-MARINE ENGINEERING FOR DECK 
-LABOUR RELATIONS 
-INTERNSHIP
DURING THEIR SHIPBOARD TRAINING,CADETS FROM THE MARINE 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT ARE ASSIGNED TO DECK FUNCTIONS. 
■HOWEVER,IN THE FIRST PERIOD OF SEA-TRAINING CADETS FROM 
THE DECK AND ENGINE DEPARTMENTS ARE REQUIRED TO COMPLETE 
ASSIGNMENTS IN THE OPPOSITE DEPARTMENT TO ENSURE BASIC 
FAMILIARITY WITH ALL ASPECTS OF SHIP OPERATION.
SINCE CADETS ARE CONSIDERED NAVAL RESERVE OFFICERS,THEY 
ARE REQUESTED THEREFORE TO SELECT DURING THE SECOND 
SAILING PERIOD A THIRTY (30) DAY SEA-TRAINING ABO'ARD 
U.S NAVY VESSELS.
THE SEA YEAR IS CONCLUDED WITH A TWO-WEEK ASHORE TRAINING 
IN A MARITIME RELATED ACTIVITY.DEPENDING ON THEIR FIELD 
OF SPECIALITY AND INDIVIDUAL INTERESTS,CADETS ARE 
ASSIGNED TO A SHIPPING COMPANY,SHIPYARD,SHIP BROKERAGE, 
CHARTERING FIRM,STEVEDORING COMPANY,SURVEYOR'S OFFICE, 
TOWING COMPANY,PORTS OR OTHER SIMILAR ENTREPRISES.
EACH STUDENT IS REQUIRED TO SUBMIT A WRITTEN REPORT TO 
THE ACADEMY ABOUT THIS EXPERIENCE.
IT HAS BEEN SAID EARLIER THAT SHIPBOARD .TRAINING IS 
PERFORMED DURING TWO QUARTERS OF THE SECOND YEAR AND TWO 
QUARTERS OF THE THIRD YEAR.BETWEEN PERIODS OF SHIPBOARD 
TRAINING AND DURING THE REMAINING QUARTERS,STUDENTS
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RETURN TO THE ACADEMY AND CONTINUE THEIR ACADEMIC WORK. 
CADETS FROM THE MARINE TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT CDECK!) 
FOLLOW A CURRICULUM CONSISTING OF APPROPRIATE 
PROFESSIONAL AND TECHNICAL COURSES IN NAUTICAL SCIENCES 
AND COMMON COURSES IN THE SCIENCES,HUMANITIES AND 
MANAGEMENT.
THE FOLLOWING SUMMARY SHOWS THE PROGRAMS OF STUDY OF 
STUDENTS FROM THE MARINE TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT DURING 
THE SECOND AND THIRD YEARS.
SECOND YEAR.
-PHYSICS 3,A 17.00 HOURS
-SAFETY OF LIFE AT SEA 1.30 "
-ENGINEERING SCIENCE 3.00
-INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER SCIENCE 3.00
-HISTORY 1 ’ 3.00 "
-ECONOMICS 1 & 2 ' 6.00 ■'
-STATISTICS 3.00
-MANAGERIAL PROCESS " 3.00
-NAVAL WEAPONS SYSTEMS 3,00 I'
THIRD YEAR.
-MARINE MATERIALS HANDLING 
-MARINE ELECTRONICS 1 
-SEAMANSHIP 1 
-NAVIGATION 1 
-HISTORY 2 & 3 
-BUSINESS a MARITIME LAW 
-ACCOUNTING FOR MANAGEMENT 












THE FOURTH YEAR OF STUDY WHICH IS CALLED THE SENIOR YEAR 
IS DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO THE COMPLETION OF ENTENSIVE STUDY 
IN THE MAJOR FIELD AND TO THE PREPARATION FOR THE WRITTEN 
EXAMINATION ADMINISTERED BY THE U.S COAST GUARD AND WHICH 
LEADS TO A THIRD MATE LICENSE.
THE CURRICULUM OF STUDY DURING THE FOURTH YEAR IS AS 
FOLLOWS:
-MARINE SAFETY 2 3.00 HOURS
-SEAMANSHIP 2 3.00
-NAVIGATION 2 2.00 "
-MARINE ELECTRONICS 3 & 4 ’ ' 6.30
--HUMANITIES 12.00
-INTERNATIONAL LAW OF THE SEA 3.00
-MARITIME LABOUR RELATIONS 3.00
-MARINE TRANSPORTATION 2 3.00 "
-MARINE INSURANCE 3.00
-NAVAL OPERATIONS 2 " 3.00 "






-CARGO STOWAGE & SHIP'S STABILITY 3.00
-PRINCIPLES OF NAVAL ARCHITECTURE 3.00
IV.DEGREES AND CREDENTIALS AWARDED.
ALL STUDENTS WHO SUCCESSFULLY PASS THE U.S COAST GUARD 
LICENSE EXAMINATION ARE AWARDED A THIRD MATE CERTIFICATE
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OF COMPETENCY WHICH GIVES THEM THE RIGHT TO SERVE AS 
THIRD MATES ( WATCH-KEEPING OFFICERS ) ABOARD OCEAN-GOING 
VESSELS,BESIDES A BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE IN NAUTICAL 
SCIENCE ISSUED BY THE ACADEMY OR THE MARITIME COLLEGE 
ON BEHALH OF THE STATE UNIVERSITY.
V.FROM THIRD MATE LICENSE TO MASTER CERTIFICATE.
CANDIDATES FOR HIGHER GRADES SUCH AS SECOND-MATE,CHIEF- 
MATE AND MASTER ARE REQUESTED TO SIT FOR AN EXAMINATION 
IN ORDER TO DEMONSTRATE THEIR PROFICIENCY AND QUALIFYING 
EXPERIENCE.THE U.S COAST GUARD MARINE INSPECTION CENTRES 
ARE IN CHARGE OF THESE EXAMINATIONS.THERE ARE ABOUT 16 
EXAMINATION CENTRES SPREAD OVER THE COUNTRY.
PRIOR TO SIT FOR AN EXAMINATION,CANDIDATES MUST MEET 
CERTAIN REQUIREMENTS WHICH ARE BRIEFLY DESCRIBED BELOW:
a).AGE AND EXPERIENCE.
HAPPLICANTS MUST BE AT LEAST 21 YEARS OF AGE WITH THE 
EXCEPTION OF THIRD MATES WHO MUST BE AT LEAST 19 -YEARS 
OF AGE.A MINIMUM QUALIFYING SEA-EXPERIENCE IS REQUIRED 
FOR EACH GRADE OF LICENSE AS FOLLOWS;
-ONE YEAR SEA SERVICE AS THIRD MATE TO QUALIFY AS SECOND 
MATE.
-ONE YEAR SEA SERVICE AS SECOND MATE TO QUALIFY AS CHIEF 
MATE.
-ONE YEAR SEA SERVICE AS CHIEF MATE TO QUALIFY AS MASTER, 
b).CITIZENSHIP.
ALL APPLICANTS MUST BE CITIZENS OF THE UNITED STATES 
EITHER BY BIRTH OR BY NATURALIZATION.THIS MUST BE
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ESTABLISHED BY ACCEPTABLE DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE.
c).PHYSICAL APTITUDE.
UPON ACCEPTANCE AND APPROVAL OF HIS/HER APPLICATION, 
THE CANDIDATE IS SENT TO ONE OF THE OFFICERS OF THE 
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE FOR A PHYSICAL EXAMINATION.
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STRUCTURE OF NAUTICAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF MASTER MARINERS
IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
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C H  A  RT"EE R  V
NAUTICAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF MASTER MARINERS IN
THE SOVIET UNION.
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I.GENERAL INTRODUCTION.
TRAINING OF SEAFARERS IN THE SOVIET UNION HAS ALWAYS 
RECEIVED A GREAT ATTENTION AS BEING THE NECESSARY AND 
COMPLEMENTARY PART OF THE COUNTRY'S OCEAN FLEET WHICH 
HAS IN RECENT YEARS INCREASINGLY BEEN EXPANDING.THE 
PRIMARY OBJECTIVE FOR THE TRAINING OF SEAFARERS IS NOT 
ONLY THE PROVISION OF A SUFFICIENT NUMBER OF COMPETENT 
SEAFARERS TO MAN A RAPIDLY EXPANDING FLEET,BUT ALSO TO 
PROVIDE HIGHLY QUALIFIED CREWS TO COPE WITH THE HIGHLY 
SOPHISTICATED VESSELS.A GREAT EMPHASIS HAS BEEN THEREFORE 
PUT ON THE QUALITY OF EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF SEAFARERS 
THE MINISTRY OF THE MERCHANT MARINE AND THE MINSTRY OF 
HIGHER AND SECONDARY SPECIALISED EDUCATION HAVE ELABORA­
TED AN IMPRESSIVE PROGRAM OF DEVELOPMENT OF THE SEAFARERS 
TRAINING INSTITUTIONS.
THERE ARE SEVERAL SEAFARERS' TRAINING INSTITUTIONS SPREAD 
OVER THE COUNTRY.TWO OF THEM,THE HIGHER MARINE ENGINEE­
RING COLLEGE AT LENINGRAD WHICH I HAD THE OPPORTUNITY 
AND THE PLEASURE TO VISIT DURING MY FIELD^TRIP TO THE 
SOVIET UNION AND THE HIGHER MARINE ENGINEERING COLLEGE AT 
ODESSA ARE CONSIDERED PRINCIPAL MARINE COLLEGES IN THE 
SOVIET UNION.THEY TRAIN FUTURE MERCHANT MARINE OFFICERS 
FOR VARIOUS CATEGORIES OF CERTIFICATES OF COMPETENCY SUCH 
AS DECK OFFICERS,ENGINE OFFICERS AND RADIO OFFICERS.
THE OFFICERS' TRAINING WHICH IS OF FIVE AND HALF YEARS 
INCLUDES ALSO PERIODS OF PRACTICAL SEA^SERVICE ABOARD 
EITHER TRAINING VESSELS OR COMMERCIALLY OPERATING CARGO 
SHIPS.
THE TRAINING OF INTERMEDIATE OFFICERS IS PROVIDED IN A 
NUMBER OF SCHOOLS WHICH ARE CLASSIFIED AS BEING
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INTERMEDIATE COLLEGE LEVEL. THEY OFFER A VARIETY OF COUR­
SES LEADING TO INTERMEDIATE GRADES.THE TRAINING OF 
RATINGS TAKES PLACE AT SCHOOLS OF SEAMANSHIP AND VOCATIO­
NAL TECHNICAL CENTRES OPERATED BY THE MINISTRY OF THE 
MERCHANT MARINE AND SITUATED IN VARIOUS MAJOR PORTS.
I I.GENERAL EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM.
THERE ARE THREE LEVELS OF GENERAL EDUCATION IN THE SOVIET 
UNION.
11.1.PRIMARY EDUCATION:CHILDREN USED TO START THEIR 
BASIC EDUCATION AT THE AGE OF SEVEN.HOWEVER,A NEW SYSTEM 
.WAS INTRODUCED RECENTLY WHICH MAKES BASIC EDUCATION 
COMPULSORY AT THE AGE OF SIX. IT LASTS 8 YEARS (6/IA.) .
I I.2.SECONDARY EDUCATION:SECONDARY EDUCATION IS OF 
TWO YEARS DURATION (lA/I^).BESIDES ORDINARY SECONDARY 
SCHOOLS WHICH PREPARE STUDENTS WISHING TO CONTINUE THEIR 
HIGHER EDUCATION,THERE ARE A LOT OF VOCATIONAL AND SPE­
CIALIZED SCHOOLS PROVIDING A WIDE RANGE OF SPECIALIZED 
VOCATIONAL COURSES.
II.3.HIGHER EDUCATION:ALL POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION IS 
CONSIDERED HIGHER EDUCATION-
III-CERTIFICATION.
CERTIFICATION OF SEAFARERS IN THE SOVIET UNION IS THE 
RESPONSABILITY OF THE MINISTRY OF THE MERCHANT MARINE. 
IT IS TO BE POINTED OUT THAT UPON COMPLETION OF THEIR 
SHORE-BASED STUDIES,STUDENTS RECEIVE TWO CERTIFICATES. 
AN ACADEMIC DIPLOMA GRANTED BY THE COLLEGE SHOWING THE
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STUDENT'S LEVEL WITHIN THE GENERAL EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM , 
AND A PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCY.
IV.TRAINING OF MASTER MARINERS.
TRAINING OF DEEP-SEA MASTERS IS GIVEN AT HIGH MARINE 
ENGINEERING COLLEGES.IT IS OPEN TO ALL YOUNG MEN AND 
WOMEN WHO HAVE COMPLETED AT LEAST TEN YEARS OF GENERAL 
EDUCATION AND SUCCESSFULLY PASSED A COMPETITIVE ENTRANCE 
EXAMINATION.CANDIDATES ARE REQUIRED NOT TO BE OLDER THAN 
30 YEARS OF AGE.
THE SHORE-BASED INSTRUCTION LASTS FIVE AND HALF YEARS OF 
WHICH 8 MONTHS ARE SPENT AT SEA.
AS REGARDS CURRICULA,STUDENTS ARE TAUGHT PROFESSIONAL 
SUBJECTS AS WELL AS SUBJECTS OF GENERAL NATURE WHICH 
MIGHT BE OF GREAT HELP FOR' A FUTURE REINSERTION OF SEAFA­
RERS.
A CURRICULUM OF THE FULL PERIOD OF STUDY IS GIVEN BELOW.
y
-ENGLISH 404 HOURS
-SAFETY OF LIFE AT SEA 58 ' 11
-NAUTICAL GEOGRAPHY 48 I I
-HIGHER MATHEMATICS 422 I I
-ENGINEERING GRAPHICS 80 I I
-THEORY OF MECHANICS 140 I I
-PHYSICS 266 I f
-APPLIED MECHANICS II2 I I
-ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 70 I I
-SHIP'S MAINTENANCE 56 I t
-MARINE TRANSPORTATION THECHNOLOGY 70 I I
-MATHEMATICAL BASICS OF NAVIGATION • 84 I I
-COMPUTERS AND PROGRAMMING 
-THEORY AND CONSTRUCTION OF SHIPS
70 I I
a!) THEORY II6 I I
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b) MID-COURSE PROJECT HOURS14
-NAVIGATION AND PILOT BOOK
a) THEORY 210
b) MID-COURSE PROJECT 14
-RADIO ELECTRONICS & NAVIGATION INSTR. 168
-HYDROMETHEOROLOGICAL ASPECTS OF NAVIG. 70 
-NAVIGATIONAL AIDS
a) THEORY 228
b) MID-COURSE PROJECT IS








b) MID-COURSE PROJECT 14
-SHIP'S PROPULSION & MACHINERY 70
-INTEGRATED NAVIGATION II7
-SOVIET LAW & MARITIME LAW 88
-PHYSICAL EDUCATION 140
-SOCIAL SCIENCES 430
UPON COMPLETION OF FIVE AND HALF YEARS OF SHORE-BASED 
STUDIES AT A MARINE ENGINEERING COLLEGE OF WHICH EIGHT 
MONTHS ARE SPENT AT SEA,SUCCESSFUL STUDENTS ARE GRANTED 
AN ACADEMIC DIPLOMA WHICH IS CONSIDERED TO BE EQUIVALENT
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TO A BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE AND A PROFESSIONAL THIRD 
MATE CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCY.THIS CERTIFICATE GIVES THE 
RIGHT TO SERVE AS WATCH-KEEPING OFFICER (MATE) ABOARD 
OCEAN-GOING VESSELS.
V.FROM THIRD MATE TO MASTER CERTIFICATE.
THERE STILL IS A LONG WAY TO REACH A MASTER CERTIFICATE 
OF COMPETENCY.INDEED,IT IS REQUIRED FOR THOSE WHO HAVE 
OBTAINED THEIR THIRD MATE CERTIFICATE TO ACQUIRE THE 
NECESSARY SEA EXPERIENCE AND TO TAKE CERTAIN ADDITIONAL 
REFRESHING COURSES BEFORE THEY WILL BE GRADUALLY PROMOTED 
TO SECOND MATES,FIRST MATES AND FINALLY TO MASTERS.THESE 
REQUIREMENTS CAN BE SUMMARIZED AS FOLLOWS;
V.l.TO OBTAIN A SECOND-MATE CERTIFICATE,IT IS REQUIRED TO 
COMPLETE 18 MONTHS SEA-SERVICE FROM THE TIME A THIRD MATE 
CERTIFICATE HAS BEEN ISSUED AND TO ATTEND A REFRESHING 
COMPULSORY COURSE OF 2.5 MONTHS DURATION WHERE THE 
FOLLOWING SUBJECTS ARE TAUGHT.
-SOCIAL SCIENCES 22 HOURS
-ECONOMY OF MARINE TRANSPORTATION 26
-PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT 26
-ORGANIZATION OF THE MARINE TRANSPORTATION 
AND COMMERCIAL EXPLOITATION OF FLEET 51
-SAFETY OF NAVIGATION 68
-TECHNICAL AIDS OF NAVIGATION 34
-AUTOMATION AND NAVIGATIONAL PROCESSES 
AND ELECTRONIC COMPUTERS 20
-EXPLOITATION OF VESSELS 12
-MARITIME LAW . 1 8
-SHIPBOARD RADIO EQUIPMENT AND RULES OF 
RADIO COMMUNICATIONS 30
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HOURS-BUSSINESS CORRESPONDANCE CIN ENGLISH) 18




V.2.T0 OBTAIN A FIRST MATE CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCY,IT 
IS ALSO REQUIRED TO COMPLETE 18 MONTHS OF SEA SERVICE 
FROM THE TIME A SECOND MATE CERTIFICATE WAS DELIVERED AND 
TO ATTEND A REFRESHING COURSE OF THE SAME LENGHT AS UNDER 
V.D.THIS COURSE CONSISTS OF THE FOLLOWING SUBJECTS;
-SOCIAL SCIENCES A8 HOURS
-ECONOMY OF MARINE TRANSPORTATION 26
-PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT 26
-ORGANIZATION OF MARINE TRANSPORTATION 51
-SAFETY OF NAVIGATION 68
-AIDS OF NAVIGATION AND ELECTRONIC COMPUTERS 42 
-MARITIME LAW 24 . "
-SHIPBOARD RADIO EQUIPMENT AND RULES OF
RADIO COMMUNICATIONS 26
-BUSINESS CORRESPONDANCE CIN ENGLISH ) 14




V.3.T0 OBTAIN A MASTER CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCY,IT IS 
REQUIRED TO HAVE ACCOMPLISHED AT LEAST TWO YEARS SEA 
SERVICE FROM THE TIME A FIRST MATE CERTIFICATE HAS BEEN 
ISSUED. ON COMPLETION OF THE REQUIRED SEA TIME,CANDIDATES
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ATTEND A REFRESHING COURSE OF THE SAME LENGHT AND CONTENT 
AS UNDER V.2.THE AWARD OF A MASTER MARINER CERTIFICATE 
OF COMPETENCY GIVES ONE THE RIGHT TO BE MASTER OF ANY 
VESSEL IN ANY TRADE.
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A COMPARATIVE STUDY ON THE EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF 
MASTER MARINERS IN THE EARLIER DESCRIBED COUNTRIES.
I
A COMPARATIVE STUDY ON THE EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF 
MASTER MARINERS IN THE COUNTRIES DESCRIBED EARLIER.
THE MAIN OBJECTIVE OF THIS COMPARATIVE STUDY IS TO DISTIL 
AND SORT OUT THE COMMON ELEMENTS AND DIFFERENCES THAT 
MIGHT EXIST IN THE SYSTEMS OF TRAINING FOR MASTER 
MARINERS OF THE COUNTRIES I HAVE PREVIOUSLY DESCRIBED.
THE STUDY DOES NOT INTEND TO EXPLAIN OR TO ANALYSE WHY 
A GIVEN COUNTRY'S SYSTEM OF TRAINING OF MASTER MARINERS 
DIFFERS FROM OR IS SIMILAR TO ANOTHER COUNTRY'S SYSTEM.
IT ONLY IDENTIFIES THEIR COMMON ELEMENTS AND DIFFERENCES 
WHICH WILL FORM THE BASIS FOR THE NEW SYSTEM OF TRAINING 
OF DEEP-SEA MASTERS THAT I INTEND TO PROPOSE TO MY 
COUNTRY.
I HAVE ARRANGED A LISTING.OF ELEMENTS THAT MIGHT EXIST 
IN A SYSTEM FOR THE EDUCATION AND TRAINING FOR MASTER'S 
CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCY.
THE STUDY IS SELF-EXPLANATORY.HOWEVER,I WOULD LIKE TO 
MENTION THAT FOR THE CALCULATION OF "GROSS YEARS UP TO 
MASTER CERTIFICATE" IT HAS BEEN CONSIDERED THAT A 





















SWEDEN none none none 36 months merchant 
vessel.
DENMARK none 5 months none 20 months It
NORWAY none
\none none none
GERMANY, F.R yes none none 24 months II
NETHERLANDS none none none none
FRANCE yes none none none
U.S. A yes none none none




















SWEDEN 3 years 3 years none 32 25
DENMARK 5.1 years 3.5 years 20 months 40 38
NORWAY 6 years
\
5 years 1 year 38 38
GERMANY,F.R 3 years 3 years npne 37 30
NETHERLANDS 4 years 3 years 1 year 37 32
FRANCE 4 years 4 years 4 months 32 32
U.S. A 4 years 3 years 1 year 44 25
U.S.S.R 5^ years 4.8 years 8 months 32 36
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U . S . S . R 45 minutes school
ministry of the 
merchant marine 3rd mate
bachelor of 
science degree
















master certifi-e . cate,
total net 
years up to 
master
certificate.
SWEDEN 36 months 36 months 72 months 12 years 09 years
DENMARK 20 months 36 months 56 months 10.5 years 08 years
NORWAY 12 months
\
42 months 54 months 11 years 9.5 years
GERMANY,F.R 24 months 24 months 48 months 08 years 07 years
NETHERLANDS 12 months 48 months 60 months 11 years 08 years
FRANCE 14 months 46 months 60 months 12.9 years 09 years
U.S. A 12 months 36 months 48 months 08.5 years 07 years
U.S.S.R 08 months 60 months 68 months 15.5 years 10.5 years 
'■ ' ■ ..
ITEM.
countryX,̂ ^



































U.S. A 25 years
third-mate







C H A R T E Z R  V X X
MARITIME EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF MASTER MARINERS IN
ALGERIA.
R A R T  X
I.SOME FACTS OF MARITIME HISTORY OF ALGERIA.
1.ALGERIA IB PART OF THE ARAB MAGHREB WHICH IS LOCATED 
IN NORTH AFRICA.THE ARAB MAGHREB IS COMPOSED OF MAU­
RITANIA,THE SAHRAOUIE ARAB REPUBLIC,MOROCCO,ALGE­
RIA,TUNISIA AND LYBIA.
ALGERIA HAS BORDERS WITH THE ABOVE MENTIONED COUN­
TRIES,WITH THE REPUBLIC OF MALI AND NIGER IN THE 
SOUTH AND WITH THE MEDITERRANEEN SEA IN THE NORTH FOR 
A LENGHT OF 1200 KILOMETRES. ALGERIA HAS ABOUT 11 
MAJOR PORTS SITUATED IN GHAZAOUET,BENISAF, ORAN,AR- 
ZEW,MOBTAGANEM,TENES,ALGIERS,BEJAIA,SKIKDA,ANNABA AND 
EL KALA.PRESENTLY,THERE IS ANOTHER PORT UNDER CONS­
TRUCTION (PORT OF DJENDJEN!) . BESIDES THESE COMMERCIAL 
PORTS,THERE ARE A CERTAIN NUMBER OF SMALLER PORTS 
SPREAD ALONG THE COAST MAINLY USED BY FISHING VESSELS 
AND PLEASURE BOATS.
BEFORE THE FRENCH INVASION IN JULY 1830,ALGERIA WAS 
ONE OF THE POWERFUL MARITIME COUNTRIES OF THE MEDI­
TERRANEEN . INDEED , ALGERIA POSSESSED AT THAT TIME ONE 
OF THE MOST IMPORTANT FLEET IN THE MEDITERRANEEN SEA 
WHOSE TASKS WERE NOT ONLY THE DEFENSE OF THE COUNTRY 
BUT ALSO THE CONTROL OF THE MARITIME TRAFFIC IN THE 
MEDITERRANEAN SEA.THE IMPORTANCE OF THE INTERNATIONAL 
TRADE,THE POLITICAL CRISIS AND THE MILITARY CONFLICTS 
OBLIGED HER TO POSSESS A STRONG AND EFFECTIVE FLEET. 
SOME COUNTRIES LIKE SPAIN,FRANCE, HOLLAND,ENGLAND AND 
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA BECAME VERY WORRIED 
ABOUT THIS ORGANIZED AND POWERFUL FLEET WHICH FIER­
CELY RESISTED THEIR COLONIAL FENERATION IN THE SOU­
THERN AND EASTERN PARTS OF THE MEDITERRANEEN .AFTER 
THE FAILURE OF THEIR MANY INDIVIDUAL ATTEMPTS TO 
DESTROY HER MARITIME POWER,THEY FINALLY SUCCEEDED IN 
THEIR AIM WITH THE COMBINING OF THEIR FLEETS. ONCE
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THE ALGERIAN FLEET WAS DESTROYED,IT WAS VERY EASY FOR 
FRANCE TO COME AND INVADE ALGERIA IN JULY 1830.
THAT WAS THE END OF THE ALGERIAN MARITIME POWER.
2. DURING ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTY-TWO YEARS (1830-1982:) 
ALGERIA WAS UNDER THE FRENCH COLONIZATION.THERE WAS 
NO MERCHANT FLEET EXCEPT SOME FISHING VESSELS OWNED 
BY THE FRENCH COLONISTS,ON WHICH SOME ALGERIAN SAI­
LED. IN THE EARLY YEARS OF INDEPENDENCE,THE ALGERIAN 
GOVERNMENT PLANNED FOR AN AMBITIOUS PROGRAM OF DEVE­
LOPMENT WHICH REQUIRED THE CREATION OF A NATIONAL 
MERCHANT FLEET OF A REASONABLE TONNAGE.IN 1982 WHEN 
THE MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT WAS ESTABLISHED,THE ALGE­
RIAN FLEET WAS CONSTITUTED OF ONLY ONE GENERAL CARGO 
VESSEL,A GIFT FROM THE. PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA. 
HOWEVER,DURING A VERY SHORT PERIOD OF TIME ALGERIA 
PURCHASED A SIGNIFICANT NUMBER OF SHIPS FOLLOWING THE 
ESTABLISHMENT OF OUR FIRST NATIONAL SHIPPING COMPANY 
t:CNAN;COMPANIE NATIONALS ALGERIENNE DE NAVIGATION). 
NEVERTHELESS,ONE SHOULD NOT FORGET THAT LIKE "MANY 
OTHER NEWLY INDEPENDANT COUNTRIES,ALGERIA FACED AT 
THAT TIME A LOT OF PROBLEMS NAMELY;
-INEXISTENT MARITIME INFRASTRUCTURE,
-INADEQUATE MARITIME LEGISLATION,
-ACCUTE SHORTAGE OF MARINE PERSONNEL WITH THE REQUI­
RED QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE,
-LACK OF MARITIME TRAINING FACILITIES FOR DIFFERENT 
LEVELS AND DIFFERENT SPECIALIZATIONS.
11-MARITIME ACTIVITIES IN ALGERIA.
l.THE MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT.
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IN ALGERIA,THE MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT IS IN CHARGE OF 
ALL MARITIME ACTIVITIES INCLUDING SHIPPING AND 
PORTS.FISHERIES WHICH WERE DEALT WITH BY THE SAME 
MINISTRY WERE HOWEVER TAKEN OVER BY THE MINISTRY OF 
AGRICULTURE IN 1983.HOWEVER,A GREAT NUMBER OF 
MINISTRIES HAVE FUNCTIONS CONNECTED TO MARITIME 
MATTERS.THE MOST IMPORTANT ONES ARE:
THE MINISTRY OF FINANCE DEALS WITH TAXATION MATTERS 
WHILE THE MINISTRY OF JUSTICE IS RESPONSIBLE FOR 
COMMERCIAL LAW ASPECTS OF MARITIME LEGISLATION.THE 
MINISTRY OF LABOUR SHARES WITH THE MINISTRY OF 
TRANSPORT LABOUR QUESTIONS.SAFETY MATTERS COME PART­
LY UNDER THE AUTHORITY .OF THE MINISTRY OF LOCAL 
GOVERNMENT AND PARTLY UNDER THE AUTHORITY OF THE 
MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT.
SAFETY OF FISHING VESSELS IS HOWEVER DEALT WITH BY 
THE MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE.OIL POLLUTION PROTECTION 
COMES PARTLY UNDER THE MINISTRY OF ENVIRONMENT AND 
PARTLY UNDER THE MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT.
THE COAST GUARDS WHICH ARE UNDER THE AUTHORITY OF 
THE MINISTRY OF DEFENSE PLAY AN IMPORTANT ROLE WITH 
REGARD TO SAFETY INSPECTION MATTERS AND SEARCH AND 
RESCUE OPERATIONS.
ABROAD,MARITIME AFFAIRS ARE DELEGATED TO THE CONSU­
LATES CONNECTED WITH THE MINISTRY OF FOREIGN 
AFFAIRS. WITHIN THE MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT,TWO DIREC^ 
TORATES DEAL WITH MARITIME ACTIVITIES.
THE MERCHANT MARINE DIRECTORATE IS A BODY COMPETENT 
TO ELABORATE,PROPOSE AND ADOPT THE REGULATORY PRIN^ 
CIPLES AND RULES RELATING TO A NATIONAL SHIPPING 
POLICY.it is ALSO COMPETENT TO ENSURE THE SAFETY OF 
MARITIME NAVIGATION,EXECUTE THE CONTENGENCY PLANS IN 
CASE OF MARINE CASUALTY,AND ESTABLISHE THE SAFETY 
STANDARDS FOR SHIPS AND LIFE AT SEA.
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THE PORT DIRECTORATE IS A POLICY-MAKING AUTHORITY 
RESPONSIBLE FOR THE DEVELOPMENT AND SAFETY OF ALL 
PORTS.PORT ACTIVITIES ARE DEALT WITH BY AUTONOMOUS 
ENTREPRISES LOCATED IN EACH ALGERIAN PORT.THESE 
ENTREPRISES ARE ALL STATE-OWNED AND COME UNDER THE 
AUTHORITY OF THE PORT DIRECTORATE.
2.THE ALGERIAN MARITIME CODE.
THE MOST IMPORTANT MARITIME LEGISLATION ON WHICH ALL 
MARITIME ACTIVITIES ARE BASED IS THE COMMERCIAL 
MARITIME CODE WHICH WAS ADOPTED IN OCTOBER 23,1976 
BY ORDINANCE NO.76-80.IT CONSISTS OF 887 ARTICLES 
WRITTEN IN TWO BOOKS WHICH ARE THEMSELVES DIVIDED 
INTO TITLES, CHAPTERS,SECTIONS AND PARAGRAPHS.
IT CAN BE SAID THAT THE ALGERIAN MARITIME CODE MAY 
BE QUALIFIED AS TRADITIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL WITH 
RESPECT TO THE IMPLEMENTATION OF INTERNATIONAL CON­
VENTIONS . INDEED , MOST OF THE INTERNATIONAL CONVEN- 
TIONS TO WHICH ALGERIA IS PARTY HAVE BEEN INCLUDED 
INTO OUR NATIONAL MARITIME CODE.
3.IMO CONVENTIONS TO WHICH ALGERIA IS A PARTY.
MOST OF THE IMO CONVENTIONS RELATING TO MARITIME 
SAFETY AND MARINE POLLUTION PREVENTION HAVE BEEN 
RATIFIED BY ALGERIA AND INCLUDED INTO OUR NATIONAL 
MARITIME LEGISLATION.
IMO CONVENTIONS ENTRY INTO FORCE NATIONAL REFEREN-
.• CE OF APPLICATION.
20.04.1954
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SAFETY OF LIFE AT DECREE NO.63/345
SEA OF I9A8 OF II.09.1963
SAFETY OF LIFE AT 
SEA OF I960.
26.05.1965 DECREE NO.63-345 OF 
II.09.1963
SAFETY OF LIFE AT 25.05.1980 DECREE NO.83-50 OF
SEA OF 1974 27.08.1983
PROTOCOL 78 TO SOLAS 01.05.1981 DECREE NO.83-50 OF
1974 27.08.1983
I9SI AMENDMENTS TO 01.09.1984
SOLAS 74 & PR0T.7S
-LOAD LINE CONVENTION 21.07.1968 ADHESION WITHOUT
OF 1966. - DECREE IN 1977.
AMENDMENT 1971 APPROBATION
AMENDMENTS 75,79 AND 83
-
TONNAGE & MEASUREMENT CONV. 18.07.1972 ADHESION IN 1977 
OF 1969.
COLREG CONVENTION OF 1972 18.07.1972 ADHESION IN 1977
OIL POLLUTION PREVENTION 26.07.1958 DECREE NO.63-345 
OF 1954 1963
AMENDMENT OF 1969 20.01.1978 APPROVAL
AMENDMENT OF 1971 (GREAT BARRIERS) APPROVAL
AMENDMENT OF 1971 (TANKERS) APPROVAL
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FUND 1971 10.10.1978 ADHESION
4.NATIONAL SHIPPING COMPANIES.
l.COMPAGNIE NATIONALE ALGERIENNE DE NAVIGATION.
THE FIRST SHIPPING COMPANY TO BE ESTABLISHED IN 
1963.THIS COMPANY IS IN CHARGE OF TRANSPORTING PAS­
SENGERS AND ALL KINDS OF CARGOES EXCEPT OIL AND 
GAS.ITS SERVICES INCLUDE A WORLDWIDE CONVENTIONAL 
AND SHORTSEA RO/RO TRADES.ABOUT 70% OF OUR FLEET 
<IN TERM OF NUMBER) IS OWNED BY THIS COMPANY.
IT EMPLOYS 6619 PEOPLE OF WHOM 3552 ARE SEAFARERS.
2.S0CIETE NATIONALE DE TRANSPORT HARITIME DES HYDRO- 
CARBURES ET DES PRODUITS CHIMIQUES ( SNTM/HYPROC).
THIS COMPANY OPERATES IN THE HYDROCARBON AND CHEMI­
CAL PRODUCT TRADES.it WAS ESTABLISHED IN 1982 TAKING 
OVER THESE OPERATIONS AND SERVICES PREVIOUSLY HAND­
LED BY CNAN.IT EMPLOYS ABOUT 1173 PEOPLE OF WHOM 817 
ARE NAVIGATORS.
3.S0CIETE NATIONALE POUR LA RECHERCHE,LA PRODUCTION,
LE TRANSPORT, LA TRANSFORMATION ET LA COMMERCIALI­
SATION DES HYDROCARBURES ( SONATRACH ).
THIS COMPANY DEALS ONLY WITH THE BUNKERING BUSINESS. 
ITS MONOPOLY IS EXERCISED IN ALL ALGERIAN PORTS.
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4. C0MPAGNIE ALGERO-LIBYENNE DE TRANSPORT MARITIME
(CALTRAM ).
IT IS A JOINT-VENTURE COMPANY BETWEN ALGERIA AND 
LIBYA ON A 50/50 BASIS.THIS COMPANY OPERATES ABOUT 
SIX GENERAL CARGO VESSELS IN WORLDWIDE TRADE.IT WAS 
ESTABLISHED IN 1973.ITS HEADQUARTERS IS LOCATED IN 
ALGIERS.
5. ARAB MARITIME PETROLEUM TRANSPORT COMPANY
(CO.AMPTC).
THIS COMPANY WAS ESTABLISHED ON MAY 6,1972 WITH THE 
AIM OF PARTICIPATING IN THE TRANSPORT OF THE ARAB 
OIL.
6. C0MPAGNIE ALGERO-MAURITANIENNE DE NAVIGATION MARI­
TIME.
ANOTHER JOINT-VENTURE SHIPPING COMPANY BETWEEN-ALGE­
RIA AND MAURITANIA ESTABLISHED IN 1973.
7.C0MPAGNIE ALGERO-BENINOISE DE NAVIGATION MARITIME
CCOBENAV).
A JOINT-VENTURE SHIPPING COMPANY BETWEEN ALGERIA 
AND BENIN.
6.C0MPAGNIE ALGERO-TUNISIENNE DE TRANSPORT 
MARITIME.
A NEW JOINT-VENTURE COMPANY BETWEEN ALGERIA AND 
TUNISIA WHICH IS EXPECTED TO START ITS ACTIVITIES 
IN THE VERY NEAR FUTURE.
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B.THE NATIONAL FLEET.
THE NATIONAL MERCHANT FLEET CONSISTS OF ALL SHIPS 
FLYING THE ALGERIAN FLAG.BECAUSE 99% OF OUR FOREIGN 
TRADE IS TRANSPORTED BY MARITIME MEANS,ALGERIA UNDER­
STOOD IN THE EARLY YEARS OF INDEPENDENCE THE IMPORTANCE 
AND THE NECESSITY OF HAVING A NATIONAL MERCHANT FLEET 
CAPABLE NOT ONLY TO CARRY A GREAT PERCENTAGE OF OUR 
FOREIGN TRADE BUT ALSO AS A MEANS OF GENERATING INCOME 
AND EMPLOYMENT ACCORDING TO OUR NATIONAL POLICY OF 
DEVELOPMENT.ALGERIA,THEREFORE,DEVELOPED HARMONIOUSLY 
ITS MERCHANT FLEET.THIS DEVELOPMENT CAN BE SEEN BY A 
SIMPLE COMPARISON BETWEEN THE NUMBER OF SHIPS IN 1969 
AND 1987.
IN 1969,ALGERIA OWNED ONLY FIVE VESSELS WHILE TODAY THE 
NATIONAL FLEET IS COMPOSED OF 78 VESSELS OF ALL TYPES 
TOTALIZING MORE THAN ONE MILLION TONS DEADWEIGHT.THE 
AVERAGE AGE OF THE ALGERIAN MERCHANT FLEET IS 8.6 YEARS 
WHICH IS BELOW BOTH THE WORLD AND "DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 
FLEETS WHICH ARE CLOSE TO 13 YEARS.
6.NATIONAL PORTS.
ALGERIA HAS ABOUT 11 MAJOR PORTS LOCATED ALONG THE 
MEDITERRANEAN COAST.EACH PORT IS ADMINISTERED BY AN 
AUTONOMOUS ENTREPRISE ( ENTREPRISE PORTUAIRE ).THESE 
ENTREPRISES ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE GENERAL ADMINISTRA­
TION , OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE,SAFETY AND DEVELOPMENT 
OF THEIR RESPECTIVE PORT.THE GOVERNMENT,HOWEVER, 
EXERCISES A DIRECT CONTROL ON THESE PORTS THROUGH THE 
INTERMEDIARY OF THE PORT DIRECTORATE WITHIN THE 
MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT.
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THE PORT STAFF SUCH AS DIRECTORS AND HARBOUR MASTERS 
ARE DIRECTLY APPOINTED BY THE MINISTER OF TRANSPORT. 
PRIOR TO 1984,ALGERIAN PORTS WERE ADMINISTERED BY A 
NATIONAL PORT AUTHORITY (OFFICE NATIONAL DES PORTS) 
WHICH WAS A CENTRAL POLICY-MAKING ORGANIZATION LINKED 
TO THE MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT.
THIS AUTHORITY WAS IN CHARGE OF DRAWING A UNIFIED PLAN 
OF DEVELOPMENT OF ALL PORTS OF THE COUNTRY.HOWEVER,FOR 
DIFFERENT REASONS THE ADMINISTRATIVE ORGANIZATION OF 
OUR PORTS WAS REVIEWED IN 1984 AND A NEW SYSTEM OF 
SELF-GOVERNING PORTS WAS INTRODUCED. THE ACTIVITIES OF 
STEVEDORING WICH WERE HANDLED BY A SEPARATE STATE- 
OWNED COMPANY HAVE BEEN INTEGRATED IN THE NEW SYSTEM 
WICH NOWADAYS GIVES A SINGLE ENTITY RESPONSIBLE FOR 
ALL PORT OPERATIONS INCLUDING PILOTAGE AND TOWAGE.
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I.GENERAL EDUCATION IN ALGERIA.
1.INTRODUCTION
THE ALGERIAN POPULATION HAS BEEN EVALUATED TO 23 MIL­
LION INHABITANTS (STATISTICS OF JULY 1987).ABOUT 65% 
OF THIS POPULATION IS LESS THAN 20 YEARS OF AGE.THESE 
FIGURES SHOW VERY CLEARLY THE HEAVY BURDEN OF RESPON­
SIBILITY THE ALGERIAN GOVERNMENT HAS TO ASSUME IN 
EDUCATING,FEEDING AND HOUSING THIS YOUNG AND INACTIVE 
POPULATION WHICH IS INCREASING EACH YEAR BY ABOUT 800 
000 NEW BIRTHS.IN ALGERIA THE RATE OF BIRTH IS 3.2%, 
ONE OF THE HIGHEST IN THE WORLD.
SINCE THE INDEPENDENCE IN 1962,ALGERIA HAS ALWAYS 
GIVEN THE EDUCATION SECTOR TOP PRIORITY CONSIDERING 
THAT WELL-TRAINED AND SKILLED HUMAN RESOURCES ARE A 
PREREQUISITE FOR ANY DEVELOPING "COUNTRY TO LEAVE ON 
THE ONE HAND THE UNDER-DEVELOPMENT STAGE AND .ON THE 
OTHER TO BUILD UP A NEW AND MODERN NATION.THEREFORE,A 
LONG TERM STRATEGY OF'DEVELOPMENT HAS BEEN DRAWN AND 
IMPRESSIVE FINANCIAL RESOURCES HAVE BEEN ALLOCATED TO 
EDUCATION. AT THE END OF 1986, THE BUDGET ALLOCATED 
TO THE PRIMARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION AMOUNTED TO 4 
BILLION U.S DOLLARS WHICH REPRESENTED 1/4 OF THE 
TOTAL BUDGET OF THE COUNTRY.BESIDES HIGHER EDUCATION 
AND VOCATIONAL TRAINING ,ALGERIA CAN BE CONSIDERED 
THE ONLY DEVELOPING COUNTRY WHERE THE SECTOR OF EDU­
CATION IS IN ITS TOTALITY GIVEN A HIGH PRIORITY IN 
TERMS OF DEVELOPMENT AND MATERIAL RESOURCES.INDEED, 
SINCE 1962 AND UP TO NOW THE GREATEST SHARE OF THE 
BUDGET OF THE COUNTRY HAS GONE TO EDUCATION.
THE NUMBER OF PUPILS IN THE PRIMARY SCHOOLS AMOUNTED 
IN 1987 TO 6,010,000 WHILE IN 1962 THERE WERE ONLY
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800 000 PUPILS.IN THE SECONDARY EDUCATION THE NUMBER 
INCREASED FROM 12 000 IN 1979-80 TO 600 000 IN 
1987.IN THE HIGHER EDUCATION THERE ARE MORE THAN 300 
000 STUDENTS.THE INFRASTRUCTURES WERE ALSO DEVELOPED 
IN ORDER TO ACCOMODATE THIS HUGE MASS OF YOUNG POPU­
LATION. FOR INSTANCE,ONLY THE TOWN OF ALGIERS HAS 
NOWADAYS MORE COLLEGES THAN THE WHOLE COUNTRY HAD IN 
1962.THE NUMBER OF PRIMARY SCHOOLS INCREASED IN 
ALGIERS FROM 379 TO I7A7 AND COLLEGES FROM 39 TO A8I. 
THE EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF TEACHERS,WHO ARE AN 
ESSENTIAL PART OF THE WHOLE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM,HAS 
ALSO BEEN GIVEN CONSIDERABLE ATTENTION IN ORDER TO 
REDUCE AND DEFINITIVELY CUT THE DEPENDENCE ON FOREIGN 
COUNTRIES FOR THE SUPPLY OF THIS TYPE OF QUALIFIED 
PERSONNEL.IN 1962,FOREIGN TEACHERS REPRESENTED 40%. 
TODAY IN THE PRIMARY EDUCATION THE TEACHING STAFF IS 
COMPLETELY ALGERIAN.AT THE SECONDARY LEVEL,FOREIGN 
TEACHERS REPRESENT ONLY 15% AND IT IS EXPECTED THAT 
IN 1990 THEIR RESPONSIBILITIES WILL BE TAKEN OVER BY 
NATIONALS WHO ARE CURRENTLY BEING TRAINED IN APPROXI­
MATELY 60 TEACHER TRAINING SCHOOLS SPREAD OVER THE 
COUNTRY.
FINALLY,! WOULD LIKE TO MENTION THAT IN ALGERIA 
ALMOST ALL MINISTRIES ARE DEALING WITH EDUCATIONAL 
MATTERS BESIDES THE FOLLOWING OFFICIALLY RECOGNIZED 
EDUCATIONAL AUTHORITIES:
1. THE MINISTRY OF EDUCATION:IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE 
COMPULSORY BASIC EDUCATION.
2. THE MINISTRY OF SECONDARY AND TECHNICAL EDLTCATION: 
IS IN CHARGE OF SECONDARY GENERAL AND THECNICAL 
COLLEGES.
3. THE MINISTRY OF LABOUR AND VOCATIONAL TRAINING:IS 
IN CHARGE OF THE VOCATIONAL TRAINING AT THE LOWER
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AND HIGHER LEVELS.
A.THE MINISTRY OF HIGHER EDUCATION:IS RESPONSIBLE FOR 
POLYTHECNICS AND UNIVERSITIES FOR HIGHER EDUCATION.
2.GENERAL EDUCATION SYSTEM.
THERE ARE THREE LEVELS OF GENERAL EDUCATION .
1.FUNDAMENTAL EDUCATION:ALGERIAN CHILDREN START
THEIR BASIC EDUCATION IN SEPTEMBER OF THE YEAR IN 
WHICH THEY REACH THE AGE OF SIX.THIS BASIC 
EDUCATION IS MADE COMPULSORY FOR ALL CHILDREN 
HAVING REACHED THAT AGE.IT LASTS NINE (09) YEARS 
(6-15).
2.SECONDARY EDUCATION:UPPER SECONDARY EDUCATION IS 
NOT COMPULSORY.it IS,HOWEVER,A CONTINUITY OF THE 
FUNDAMENTAL EDUCATION. A NEW STRUCTURE OF SECONDA­
RY EDUCATION HAS BEEN INTRODUCED.IT AIMS AT GIVING 
STUDENTS A SCIENTIFIC EDUCATION COMPRISING. BOTH 
GENERAL AND TECHNICAL SUBJECTS.IT IS THEREFORE A 
CERTAIN FORM OF PREPARATION OF THOSE STUDENTS 
WISHING TO CONTINUE EITHER A HIGHER EDUCATION OR 
TO CHOOSE A VOCATIONAL STREAM AT A HIGHER LEVEL. 
THE EDUCATION PROVIDED AT THE UPPER SECONDARY 
SCHOOL LASTS THREE (03) YEARS (15-18).
3.HIGHER EDUCATION:ALL POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION IS 
INCLUDED IN HIGHER EDUCATION.BESIDES TRADITIONAL 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES,THERE ARE A LOT OF HIGHER 
INSTITUTES PROVIDING A HIGHER V0<;ATI0NAL TRAINING. 
IN ALGERIA,ALMOST ALL MINISTERS HAVE THEIR OWN 
SCHOOL OR INSTITUTE.SOME EVEN HAVE MORE THAN ONE. 
FOR INSTANCE,THE MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT BESIDES THE
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MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY ALSO HAS AN AVIATION 
SCHOOL,A ROAD TRANSPORT SCHOOL AND A RAILWAY 
SCHOOL.SOME OF THESE SCHOOLS ARE PEDAGOGICALLY 
CONTROLLED BY THE MINISTRY OF HIGHER EDUCATION 
WHILE OTHERS ARE NOT.THIS SITUATION IS SOMEWHAT 
GENERATING A CERTAIN NUMBER OF PROBLEMS WHICH WILL 
BE DEALT WITH LATER ON.
IT CAN BE SAID THAT IN 25 YEARS' TIME,THE EDUCA­
TION IN ALGERIA HAS BEEN CHANGING GRADUALLY AND 
INTELLIGENTLY IN ORDER TO MEET THE NEEDS OF OUR 
YOUNG POPULATION AND MOVING TOWARDS A SCIENTIFIC 
DEVELOPMENT.
11.MARITIME EDUCATION IN ALGERIA.
1.INTRODUCTION.
WHEN ALGERIA ESTABLISHED ITS FIRST SHIPPING COMPANY 
AND THEREAFTER STARTED TO PURCHASE SHIPS,THERE WAS 
AN OBVIOUS NEED FOR QUALIFIED AND EXPERIENCED MARINE 
OFFICERS TO MAN THESE VESSELS.THERE WAS NO POSSIBI­
LITY TO RECRUIT NATIONALS SINCE NO ONE AT THAT TIME 
DID HAVE THE NECESSARY QUALIFICATIONS.THOSE WHO SAI­
LED ABOARD FRENCH^FLAG VESSELS DURING THE OCCUPATION 
WERE NEITHER PROPERLY TRAINED NOR DID THEY OCCUPY 
OFFICERS' POSITIONS.THEY SERVED AS ORDINARY RATINGS 
RELEGATED TO THE MAXIMUM LOWER LEVEL.ALGERIA DID NOT 
HAVE ANY CHOICE OTHER THAN TO EMPLOY FOREIGN OFFI­
CERS MAINLY FROM FRANCE,EGYPT AND YUGOSLAVIA,GENE­
ROUSLY PAID IN FOREIGN CURRENCY.. THIS SITUATION OF 
DEPENDENCE ON FOREIGN EXPATRIATES DID NOT ONLY 
AFFECT THE MARITIME SECTOR BUT ALSO AFFECTED ALL 
OTHER ACTIVITIES.
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THE ALGERIAN GOVERNMENT DECIDED THUS TO GIVE TOP 
PRIORITY TO THE EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF OUR HUGE 
HUMAN AVAILABLE RESOURCES.AS FAR AS THE MARITIME 
FIELD IS CONCERNED,MANY NATIONALS WERE SENT ABROAD 
TO STUDY NAUTICAL AND MARINE ENGINEERING SCIENCES, 
WHILE A SCHOOL WHICH WAS USED PRIOR TO THE INDEPEN­
DENCE FOR THE TRAINING OF FRENCH FISHERMEN LIVING IN 
ALGERIA WAS CONVERTED INTO A MARITIME TRAINING 
INSTITUTION WITH THE MAIN OBJECTIVE OF PROVIDING IN 
A SHORT TIME DECK AND ENGINE OFFICERS.HERE AGAIN 
ALGERIA FACED A LACK OF QUALIFIED NATIONAL TEACHING 
STAFF.ONCE MORE,WE WERE OBLIGED TO RECRUIT FOREIGN 
LECTURERS.THIS SCHOOL WHICH WAS TAKEN OVER BY 
THE MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE IN 1984 PLAYED AN IMPOR­
TANT ROLE SINCE IT WAS ABLE IN A RATHER SHORTER TIME 
TO PROVIDE THE NATIONfAL SHIPPING COMPANY WITH A CER^ 
TAIN NUMBER OF MARINE OFFICERS.THE ALGERIAN FLEET 
WAS AT THAT TIME COMPOSED OF 6 GENERAL CARGO VESSELS 
ACQUIRED IN THE SECOND HAND MARKET.
HOWEVER,WHEN THE ALGERIAN FLEET STARTED TO DEVELOP 
AND INCREASED IN NUMBER FROM 1970 THE SCHOOL WAS NO 
MORE IN A POSITION TO ACCOMODATE A HUGE NUMBER OF 
NATIONALS WISHING TO START A SEAFARING- CAREER. 
INDEED,THE MORE THE VESSELS WERE PURCHASED THE MORE 
THE NEEDS FOR SEAFARERS AROSE. IN 1974,THE ALGERIAN 
GOVERNMENT IN COLLABORATION WITH CANADA DECIDED TO 
ESTABLISH A MODERN MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY WHICH 
WOULD NOT ONLY BE ABLE TO RESPOND TO THE PERSONNEL 
NEEDS OF OUR SHIPPING COMPANY BUT TO THE PERSONNEL 
NEEDS OF THE MARITIME SECTOR AS A WHOLE INCLUDING 
PORTS,FISHERIES AND ADMINISTRATION.
2.THE ALGERIAN MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY ( INSTITOT 
SOPERIEUR MARITIME).
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1.OBJECTIVES AND ADMINISTRATIVE ORGANIZATION.
THE ACADEMY WAS ESTABLISHED BY ORDINANCE NO.74-86 
OF SEPTEMBER 17,1974.THE ACADEMY IS LOCATED AT 
BOU-ISMAIL,A SMALL COASTAL TOWN SITUATED AT ABOUT 
45 KILOMETRES WEST OF ALGIERS.THE ACADEMY WAS SET 
UP WITH THE OBJECTIVE OF:
-EDUCATING AND TRAINING DECK AND ENGINEER OFFI­
CERS OF THE MERCHANT NAVY,FISHERIES AND ANCILLA­
RY SERVICES.
-EDUCATING AND TRAINING THE ADMINISTRATIVE OFFI­
CIALS OF THE MERCHANT NAVY,PORTS AND FISHERIES. 
-EDUCATING AND TRAINING NAVIGATING AND ADMINIS­
TRATIVE PERSONNEL OF THE NAVY ON REQUEST OF THE 
MINISTRY OF DEFENSE.
-ORGANIZING UPDATING AND REFRESHER COURSES AS 
WELL AS COURSES OF SPECIALIZATION OF THE PERSON­
NEL OF THE MARITIME SECTOR.
THE ACADEMY IS HEADED BY A DIRECTOR GENERAL 
DIRECTLY APPOINTED BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE 
REPUBLIC ON PROPOSITION OF THE MINISTER OF THE 
MERCHANT NAVY (MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT).THE GENE­
RAL DIRECTOR IS SECONDED IN HIS FUNTIONS BY;
-A SECRETARY GENERAL IN CHARGE OF ALL ADMINISTRA­
TIVE ACTIVITIES OF THE ACADEMY AS WELL AS THE 
COORDINATION BETWEEN THE DIFFERENT DEPARTMENTS. 
HE IS APPOINTED BY THE MINISTER OF TRANSPORT.
-AN ACADEMIC DEAN OR DIRECTOR OF STUDIES DEALING 
WITH ALL EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES.HE IS APPOINTED 
BY THE MINISTER OF TRANPORT.
-A DIRECTOR OF TRAINING WHO.,IN COLLABORATION WITH 
THE ACADEMIC DEAN,ORGANIZES FIELD-TRIPS,SHIP­
BOARD TRAINING,VISITS,SEMINARS AND ALL RELATED
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TRAINING ACTIVITIES.HE IS ALSO APPOINTED BY THE 
MINISTER OF TRANSPORT.
2.THE BOARD OF ADMINISTRATION.
THE BOARD OF ADMINISTRATION IS COMPETENT TO PRO­
POSE , ACCEPT , IMPLEMENT , REVIEW OR REJECT ANY RULES 
OR REGULATIONS RELATING TO THE GOOD FUNCTIONING 
OF THE ACADEMY.THIS BOARD WHICH MEETS AT LEAST 
TWICE A YEAR DELIBERATES ON THE FOLLOWING TOPICS 
-INTERNAL DISCIPLINARY ORGANIZATION 
-BUDGET AND ACCOUNTS 
-ACQUISITIONS,RENTS OR SALES 
-LOANS TO BE CONTRACTED 
-ACCEPTANCE OF GIFTS AND PRESENTS 
-ANNUAL REPORT PRESENTED BY THE GENERAL DIRECTOR 
THE BOARD IS ALSO COMPETENT TO REPORT TO THE 
MINISTER OF TRANSPORT ON EDUCATIONAL MATTERS.
IT IS COMPOSED OF:
-ONE REPRESENTATIVE OF THE MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT 
(IN GENERAL THE HEADMASTER OF THE ACADEMY).
ONE REPRESENTATIVE OF THE MINISTRY OF DEFENSE
ONE REPRESENTATIVE OF THE MINISTRY OF FINANCE
ONE REPRESENTATIVE OF THE MINISTRY OF HIGHER
EDUCATION
ONE REPRESENTATIVE OF THE MINISTRY OF CIVIL
SERVICE
■ONE REPRESENTATIVE OF THE NATIONAL SHIPPING
COMPANY
•ONE REPRESENTATIVE OF THE NATIONAL FISHING
COMPANY




THIS BOARD IS COMPETENT TO TAKE ANY MEASURES 
WHICH COULD BE CONSIDERED NECESSARY FOR THE GOOD 
FUNTIONING OF THE ACADEMY NAMELY:
-THE GENERAL ORGANIZATION OF EDUCATION 
-THE PEDAGOGICAL METHODS TO BE USED 
THE BOARD MEETS AT LEAST EVERY TRIMESTER.IT IS 
COMPOSED OF:
-THE GENERAL DIRECTOR OF THE CACDEMY 
-THE HEADS OF THE DIFFERENT PEDAGOGICAL DEPART­
MENTS
-TWO REPRESENTATIVES OF THE TEACHING STAFF OF THE 
ACADEMY
-TWO ELECTED STUDENTS REPRESENTING THE STUDENT 
COUNCIL BODY 
-TWO OFFICERS REPRESENTING THE MERCHANT MARINE 
OFFICERS CORPS 
-TWO OFFICERS REPRESENTING THE NAVY
4.BUILDINGS AND TEACHING EQUIPMENT.
THE MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY COVERS AN AREA OF 
ABOUT 6 ACRES.it IS DESIGNED IN SUCH A WAY THAT 
IT GIVES STUDENTS A FEELING OF LIVING ABOARD A 
VESSEL.WHEN IT WAS ESTABLISHED IT WAS FITTED WITH 
THE LATEST TEACHING EQUIPMENT THAT COULD BE FOUND 
ON THE MARKET.HOWEVER,NOWADAYS MOST OF THIS 
EQUIPMENT IS OUTDATED AND DOES NOT RESPOND ANY 




THE ACADEMY EMPLOYS 15 PERMANENT LECTURERS OF 
WHOM 6 ARE EXPATRIATES AND ABOUT 20 PART-TIME 
LECTURERS.PROFESSIONAL SUBJECTS ARE TAUGHT BY 
EXPERIENCED FOREIGN-GOING MASTERS AND CHIEF ENGI­
NEERS WHILE SUBJECTS OF GENERAL NATURE ARE DEALT 
WITH BY UNIVERSITY GRADUATES.IT IS TO BE POINTED 
OUT THAT MOST OF THESE LECTURERS DID NEITHER HAVE 
EXPERIENCE IN THE TEACHING PROFESSION NOR DID 
THEY RECEIVE SPECIAL TRAINING IN THE ART OF 
TEACHING EXCEPT TWO GRADUATES OF THE WORLD MARI­
TIME UNIVERSITY WHO JOINED THE ACADEMY IN 1985.
11.COURSES LEADING TO CERTIFICATES OF COMPETENCY.
FROM 1974 TO 1984,THE ACADEMY WAS CONSIDERED AS A 
UNIQUE AND CENTRALISED MARITIME TRAINING INSTITU­
TION PROVIDING THE REQUIRED PERSONNEL NEEDS FOR 
THE MARITIME SECTOR AS A WHOLE.THE ACADEMY DESIG­
NED THEREFORE COURSES FOR THE TRAINING OF NAVIGA­
TING OFFICERS OF THE MERCHANT NAVY AND THE FISHING 
INDUSTRY AS WELL AS COURSES IN ADMINISTRATION FOR 
PORT OFFICERS AMD MARITIME ADMINISTRATORS.THE EDU­
CATION LEADING TO HIGHER CERTIFICATES OF COMPETEN­
CY WAS PROVIDED AT THE ACADEMY WHILE'STUDENTS FOR 
LOWER GRADES OF COMPETENCY WERE GIVEN INSTRUCTION 
AT TWO DIFFERENT SCHOOLS SITUATED IN ALGIERS AND 
MOSTAGANEM. IN 1984,FOLLOWING THE MINISTERIAL 
RESHUFFLE THE MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE TOOK OVER 
THE FISHING ACTIVITIES AND CONSEQUENTLY THE TWO 
SCHOOLS MENTIONED ABOVE.PRESENTLY,THE ACADEMY • 
PROVIDES THE FOLLOWING COURSES:
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1.MASTER MARINERS 1st CLASS.
THE EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF MASTERS OF VESSELS OF 
UNLIMITED TONNAGE AND TRADING AREA IS OF FOUR (04) 
YEARS SHOREBASED STUDIES AND FIFTY-TWO (52) MONTHS 
SEA SERVICE.AS IT IS THE MAIN OBJECT OF THIS PRO­
JECT PAPER IT WILL BE DEALT WITH SEPARATELY AND 
MORE THOROUGHLY LATER ON,
2. MASTER MARINERS 2nd CLASS.
THE TRAINING OF MASTERS 2nd CLASS IS OF TWO (02) 
YEARS SHOREBASED EDUCATION AND TWENTY-FOUR (24) 
MONTHS SEA SERVICE.CANDIDATES ARE REQUIRED TO HAVE 
COMPLETED 10 YEARS GENERAL EDUCATION AND PASSED 
SUCCESSFULLY AN ENTRANCE EXAMINATION.THEY SHOULD, 
HOWEVER,NOT BE LESS THAN 17 YEARS OF AGE.
HOLDERS OF A MASTER 2nd CLASS CERTIFICATE OF COMPE­
TENCY CAN EITHER SERVE AS MASTERS OF VESSELS OF UP 
TO 4000 GRT AND TRADING AU CABOTAGE (1),0R MATES 
ABOARD OCEAN-GOING VESSELS.
3. CHIEF ENGINEERS 1st CLASS.
AS FOR MASTERS 1st CLASS,THE SAME REQUIREMENTS 
APPLY FOR CHIEF ENGINEERS.THE TRAINING IS OF FOUR 
(4) YEARS SHOREBASED EDUCATION AND FIFTY-TWO (52) 
MONTHS SEA SERVICE.CANDIDATES ARE REQUIRED TO HOLD 
A LEAVING SECONDARY SCHOOL CERTIFICATE 
(BACCALAUREATE) WHICH IS GRANTED TO STUDENTS WHO 
SUCCESSFULLY PASS THE FINAL SECONDARY SCHOOL EXAMI­
NATION AFTER 12 YEARS OF GENERAL EDUCATION.THEY ARE 
ALSO REQUIRED TO GO THROUGH AN ENTRANCE EXAMINATION 
AND SHOULD BE AT LEAST IS YEARS OF AGE.
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4.CHIEF ENGINEERS 2nd CLASS.
THE TRAINING OF 2nd CLASS ENGINEERS IS OF ONE YEAR 
SHOREBASED EDUCATION AND TWENTY-FOUR (24) MONTHS 
SEA SERVICE.it IS OPEN TO CANDIDATES WHO HAVE COMP­
LETED 10 YEARS OF GENERAL EDUCATION,PASSED AN 
ENTRANCE EXAMINATION AND WHO ARE AT LEAST 17 YEARS 
OF AGE.
UPON GRADUATION AND AFTER 24 MONTHS SEA SERVICE 
ABOARD MERCHANT VESSELS WITH A PROPULSION POWER 
EQUAL OR HIGHER TO 2200 KW,CERTIFICATED ENGINEERS 
CAN SERVE EITHER AS CHIEF ENGINEERS OF VESSELS OF 
UP TO 2200 KW OR ENGINEER-OFFICERS OF VESSELS OF UP 
TO 6000 KW.
5.CHIEF ENGINEERS 3rd CLASS.
THE TRAINING OF 3rd CLASS ENGINEERS IS OF ONE YEAR 
SHOREBASED EDUCATION AND TWELVE (I2> MONTHS SEA, 
SERVICE.A MARINE 3rd CLASS ENGINEER CERTIFICATE OF 
COMPETENCY GIVES ONE THE RIGHT TO SIGN ABOARD 
MERCHANT VESSELS OF UP TO 2200 KW AS SECOND 
ENGINEER OR TO SERVE AS WATCH-KEEPING OFFICER IN 
THE ENGINE ROOM OF VESSELS OF UP TO 6000 KW.
6.RAD10 OPERATORS.
THE TRAINING OF RADIO OPERATORS IS OF ONE YEAR 
EDUCATION AND TWELVE (12) MONTHS SEA SERVICE.CANDI­
DATES ARE REQUIRED TO HAVE COMPLETED 10 YEARS 
GENERAL EDUCATION AND SUCCESSFULLY PASSED AN 
ENTRANCE EXAMINATION.
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THEY SHOULD BE AT LEAST 17 YEARS OF AGE.
7.RADIO OFFICERS.
THE EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF RADIO OFFICERS IS 
THREE YEARS SHOREBABED STUDIES AND TWENTY-FOUR C2A) 
MONTHS SEA SERVICE.
CANDIDATES ARE REQUIRED TO HOLD A LEAVING SECONDARY 
SCHOOL CERTIFICATE (BACCALAUREATE) AFTER TWELVE 
YEARS GENERAL EDUCATION.THEY ARE ALSO REQUIRED TO 
SUCCESSFULLY PASS AN ENTRANCE EXAMINATION AND SHOULD 
BE AT LEAST IS YEARS OF AGE.
11 I.COURSES IN THE MARITIME ADMINISTRATION.
1.MARITIME ADMINISTRATORS.
CANDIDATES WISHING TO BECOME MARITIME ADMINISTRA­
TORS ARE REQUIRED TO HOLD A BACCALAUREATE CERTIFI­
CATE AND TO SUCCESSFULLY PASS AN ENTRANCE EXAMINA­
TION. THEY SHOULD HOWEVER NOT BE LESS THAN IS YEARS 
OF AGE.THE EDUCATION PROVIDED IS OF FOUR (04)
YEARS DURATION OF WHICH SIX (6) MONTHS ARE SPENT 
AT SEA FOR A BASIC FAMILIARITY WITH MERCHANT SHIPS 
AND THEIR DAY-TO-DAY OPERATION.THE CURRICULUM OF 
STUDY COMPRISES MAINLY SUBJECTS IN MARITIME LAW, 
SHIPPING ECONOMICS AND ACCOUNTANCY.HOWEVER,STU­
DENTS RECEIVE ALSO AN INSTRUCTION IN TECHNICAL 
SUBJECTS SUCH AS NAVIGATION,NAVAL ARCHITECTURE, 
METEOROLOGY AND FIRE-FIGHTING.GRADUATES ARE
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APPOINTED MAINLY IN THE DIFFERENT DEPARTMENTS OF 
THE CENTRAL MARITIME ADMINISTRATION.
2.PORT OFFICERS.
THE EDUCATION OF PORT OFFICERS IS SIMILAR TO THE 
INSTRUCTION PROVIDED FOR MARITIME ADMINISTRATORS 
BUT WITH A PREDOMINANCE OF TECHNICAL SUBJECTS.THE 
CURRICULUM OF STUDY INCLUDES MAINLY SUBJECTS RELA­
TED TO SAFETY OF LIFE AT SEA AS WELL AS SAFETY OF 
PORTS AND THEIR INSTALLATIONS.THE REGULATION OF 
THE MARITIME TRAFFIC IN PORTS,ROADS,CHANNELS AND 
ALL SAFETY ASPECTS OF THE MARITIME NAVIGATION ARE 
GIVEN CONSIDERABLE ATTENTION.SUBJECTS IN PORT 
ADMINISTRATION AS WELL AS SUBJECTS IN MARITIME LAW 
AND SHIPPING ECONOMICS ARE INCLUDED.AS PART OF 
THEIR PROGRAM OF EDUCATION,STUDENTS RECEIVE A SIX 
(06) MONTHS SHIPBOARD TRAINING ABOARD MERCHANT 
VESSELS.GRADUATES ARE APPOINTED IN PORT CAPTAIN­
CIES. THE ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR THIS TYPE OF 
TRAINING ARE THE SAME AS FOR MARITIME ADMI-NISTRA- 
TORS.
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THE EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF FOREIGN-GOING MASTER MARI­
NERS IS AS I HAVE ALREADY STATED OF FOUR (OA) YEARS SHO- 
REBASED STUDIES AND FIFTY-TWO <52;» MONTHS SEA SERVICE. 
CANDIDATES WISHING TO PURSUE THIS TYPE OF TRAINING ARE 
REQUIRED TO HAVE COMPLETED TWELVE CI2) YEARS OF GENERAL 
EDUCATION WITH A SPECIALIZATION IN TECHNICAL SUBJECTS 
SUCH AS MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCES.THEY ARE ALSO REQUIRED 
TO HOLD A LEAVING SECONDARY SCHOOL CERTIFICATE (BACCALAU­
REATE) WHICH IS ISSUED ONLY TO STUDENTS WHO SUCCESSFULLY 
PASS THE FINAL SECONDARY SCHOOL EXAMINATION.THIS CERTIFI­
CATE IS OF PARAMOUNT IMPORTANCE.ONLY THOSE CERTIFICATED 
CANDIDATES ARE ALLOWED TO SIT FOR THE ENTRANCE EXAMINA­
TION.
BESIDES,CANDIDATES SHOULD BE AT LEAST IS YEARS OF AGE AND 
MEDICALLY FIT FOR A SEAFARING CAREER."FOR ACCEPTANCE AND 
APPROVAL OF HIS APPLICATION EACH STUDENT IS REQUESTED TO 
SUBMIT WITH HIS APPLICATION FORM A MEDICAL CERTIFICATE 
EVIDENCING HIS GENERAL CONDITION OF HEALTH.WHEN JOINING 
THE ACADEMY SUCCESSFUL CANDIDATES ARE ONCE MORE CHECKED 
BY THE ACADEMY HOSPITAL.
THE ENTRANCE EXAMINATION IS HELD IN THREE (03) DIFFERENT 
GEOGRAPHICALLY SITUATED TOWNS:
-ORAN,FOR THOSE CANDIDATES LIVING IN THE WESTERN PART OF 
ALGERIA.
-BOU ISMAIL,FOR CANDIDATES FROM THE CENTRAL REGIONS. 
-CONSTANTINE,FOR CANDIDATES FROM THE EASTERN PART OF THE 
COUNTRY.













THE NUMBER OF NEW STUDENTS TO BE ENROLLED AT THE ACADEMY 
IN EACH SPECIALITY IS GENERALLY PLANNED ONE YEAR BEFORE 
THE ENTRANCE EXAMINATION IS HELD.IT DEPENDS ON THE NEEDS 
OF, OUR NATIONAL SHIPPING COMPANIES AS WELL AS THE ACADE­
MY'S CAPACITY OF ACCOMODATION.
FOR INSTANCE,IN 1985 APPROXIMATELY 1300 CANDIDATES TOOK 
PART IN THE ENTRANCE EXAMINATION OF WHOM ONLY 120 WERE 
ADMITTED TO STUDY NAVIGATION AND MARINE ENGINEERING 
SCIENCES.
I WOULD LIKE TO MENTION THAT EDUCATION IN ALGERIA IS FREE 
OF CHARGE.STUDENTS OF THE MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY ARE 
PROVIDED WITH ACCOMODATION,FOOD,UNIFORM AND 500 ALGERIAN 
DINARS AS MONTHLY ALLOWANCE.
FOR SUCCESSFUL CANDIDATES,THE FIRST YEAR OF STUDY-STARTS 
WITH INTRODUCTORY COURSES IN SUBJECTS RELATED TO THE 
MARITIME PROFESSION SUCH AS NAVIGATION,CHARTS,SEAMANSHIP 
AND MARITIME LAW.SUBJECTS OF GENERAL NATURE SUCH AS 
MATHEMATICS,PHYSICS,ELECTRICITY AND ELECTRONICS ARE AN 
ESSENTIAL PART OF THE WHOLE PROGRAM OF STUDY. STUDENTS 
RECEIVE ALSO A THEORETICAL INSTRUCTION IN FIRE-FIGHTING 
AND FIRE DETECTION.AT THE END OF THE FIRST YEAR AND 
DURING THE SUMMER VACATION,ALL STUDENTS ARE REQUIRED TO 
PARTICIPATE IN A COMPULSORY TWO-MONTHS SHIPBOARD TRAINING 
PROGRAM ABOARD OPERATING ALGERIAN MERCHANT VESSELS.THEY 
ARE GIVEN A "WORK BOOK" CONTAINING WRITTEN ASSIGNMENTS 
THEY ARE REQUIRED TO COMPLETE DURING THEIR SHIPBOARD 
TRAINING. THESE ASSIGNMENTS SHOULD BE SUBMITTED TO THE 
ACADEMY AT THE BEGINNING OF THE SECOND YEAR FOR EVALUA-
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TION AND GRADING.
THE FIRST YEAR CURRICULUM OF STUDY IS AS FOLLOWS:
1.THEORETICAL COURSES.
-MATHEMATICS 96 HOURS
-MECHANICS 64 I I
-ELECTRICITY 96 II
-ELECTRONICS 48 1 1
-MARITIME GEOGRAPHY 48 II
-MARITIME LAW 48 11
-CIVIL LAW 32 1 1
-NAVIGATION 64 n
-CHARTS 64 1 1
-SHIP'S THECNIQUES 32 11
-NAUTICUL CALCULUS 48 II
-ENGINES 32 "
-LANGUAGES (ENGLISH AND ARABIC!) 128 II





-SEAMANSHIP 64 I I
-PHYSICAL EDUCATION a ROWING 1 1
* THESE TWO SUBJECTS ARE INTEGRATED IN THE THEORETICAL 
COURSES.
ALONG THE FIRST YEAR OF STUDY,WRITTEN AND PRACTICAL 
ASSESSMENTS IN EACH SUBJECT STUDIED ARE CARRIED OUT.THEY 
DETERMINE AT THE END OF THE YEAR WETHER THE STUDENT HAS 
ACQUIRED THE NECESSARY BASIC KNOWLEDGE WHICH WOULD ENABLE
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HIM TO FOLLOW THE SECOND YEAR PROGRAM.FOR THE PASSAGE TO 
THE SECOND YEAR AN AVERAGE OF SOX MARKS IS REQUIRED. 
DURING THE SECOND YEAR OF STUDY,THE PROGRAM FOCUSES ON 
TECHNICAL PROFESSIONAL SUBJECTS AND GIVES A DEEPER KNOW­
LEDGE OF SUBJECTS STUDIED DURING THE FIRST YEAR.
IN ADDITION,CERTAIN COURSES IN THE LEGAL FIELD ARE 
INTRODUCED.AS IN THE FIRST YEAR,STUDENTS ARE REQUIRED TO 
TAKE PART IN THE SHIPBOARD TRAINING PROGRAM OF TWO-MONTHS 
DURATION.
THE SECOND YEAR CURRICULUM OF STUDY IS AS FOLLOWS:
1.THEORETICAL COURSES.
-ELECTRONICS 96 HOURS
-ELECTRO TECHNIQUE AS "
-ENGINES ■ 64 "
-AUTOMATION 64 "
-COMMERCIAL LAW 32 "
-LANGUAGES (ENGLISH AND ARABIC) 128 "
-COSMOGRAPHIC NAVIGATION 96 "
-NAUTICAL CALCULUS 64'*’
-CHARTS & INSTRUMENTS 96 "
-RULES OF THE ROAD 32 "
-MANOEUVRE & SAFETY 64 "
-TECHNOLOGY 32 "
-MARITIME LAW 48 "
2.PRACTICAL COURSES.
-ELECTRONICS *
-FIRE FIGHTING 32 "
-SEAMANSHIP 32 ■'
-PHYSICAL EDUCATION & ROWING 64 "
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THE THIRD YEAR OF STUDY COMPRISES MOSTLY PROFESSIONAL 
ORIENTED SUBJECTS.A GREAT DEAL OF SIMULATOR TRAINING IS 
INCLUDED.THE OVERALL PROGRAM AIMS TO PROVIDE STUDENTS A 
HIGHER LEVEL OF NAUTICAL AND TECHNICAL KNOWLEGDE.




-NAUTICAL CALCULUS 64 "
-SHIP' THEORY 96 "
-MANOEUVRE & SAFETY 64 "
-CHARTS 64 "
-RULES OF THE ROAD 64 "
-NAVAL ARCHITECTURE 48 "
-COMPUTERS . 48 "
-SHIP'S EXPLOITATION 48 "
-METEOROLOGY  ̂ 48 "
-AUTOMATION 64 "
-HYGIENE & FIRST AID 32 ""
-MARITIME LAW 48 "
-SHIPPING ECONOMICS 48 "
-LANGUAGES (ENGLISH AND ARABIC) 128 "
2.PRACTICAL COURSES.
-SIMULATOR & PLOTTING 64 "
-FIRE FIGHTING 16 "
-PHYSICAL EDUCATION & SURVIVAL 48 "
AT THE END OF THE THIRD YEAR,SUCCESSFUL STUDENTS ARE 
GRANTED A FOREIGN-GOING MATE DIPLOMA ( DIPLOME DE LIEUTE­
NANT AU LONG COURS).
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THE END OF THE THIRD YEAR IS ALSO THE START OF THE REAL 
SEA TRAINING.INDEED,STUDENTS ARE REQUIRED TO COMPLETE 24 
MONTHS' SEA SERVICE BEFORE THEY WOULD BE ALLOWED TO 
ATTEND THE FOURTH YEAR OF STUDY.
HOWEVER,IT IS IMPORTANT TO NOTE THAT THE 24 MONTHS SEA- 
SERVICE SHOULD BE COMPLETED AS FOLLOWS:
1. TWELVE (12) MONTHS SEA SERVICE AS CADET ABOARD MER­
CHANT SHIPS OF WHICH 8 MONTHS SHOULD BE SPENT ABOARD 
SHIPS OPERATING IN FIRST CATEGORY TRADING ZONES
Cl).UPON COMPLETION OF 12 MONTHS SEA SERVICE,A 
FOREIGN-GOING MATE CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCY IS 
ISSUED BY THE COMPETENT MARITIME ADMINISTRATION.
THIS CERTIFICATE GIVES THE RIGHT TO SERVE AS MATE 
(WATCH KEEPING OFFICER ) ABOARD ANY VESSEL IN ANY 
TRADE.
2. TWELVE (12) MONTHS SEA SERVICE AS MATE ABOARD MER­
CHANT VESSELS TRADING IN 1st OR 2nd CATEGORY ZONES.
FOR THE UNDERSTANDING OF THE DIFFERENT TRADING Z01n!ES,THE 
FOLLOWING DEFINITIONS ARE GIVEN.
(1) ."NAVIGATION OF 4th CATEGORY";NAVIGATION WITHIN
PORTS, HARBOURS,AND ROADS.
(2) ."NAVIGATION OF 3rd CATEGORY":NAVIGATION ALONG THE
ALGERIAN COAST AND TERRITORIAL WATERS BUT NOT BEYOND 
20 MILES FROM THE COAST.
(3) ."NAVIGATION OF 2nd CATEGORY";OR AU CABOTAGE:
NAVIGATION IN THE MEDITERRANEAN SEA'UP TO THE SUEZ 
CANAL IN THE EAST,IN THE ATLANTIC OCEAN IN THE NORTH 
BUT NOT BEYOND PARALLEL 50 N,MERIDIAN 20 WEST AND
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PARALLEL OF NOUAKCHOTT SOUTH
<4>."NAVIGATION OF 1st CATEGORY":NAVIGATION BEYOND 
THE LIMITS MENTIONED UNDER 3).
STUDENTS WHO HAVE COMPLETED THE REQUIRED 24 MONTHS SEA 
SERVICE ARE ELIGIBLE TO ATTEND THE FOURTH YEAR OF STUDY 
WHICH LEADS TO A MASTER FOREIGN-GOING DIPLOMA AND AFTER A 
REQUIRED SEA TIME TO A MASTER MARINER CERTIFICATE OF COM­
PETENCY.THE FINAL YEAR OF STUDY AIMS MAINLY AT GIVING 
STUDENTS A LEADERSHIP TRAINING IN THE ADMINISTRATIVE,ECO­
NOMIC AND LEGAL FIELDS.IT ALSO PROVIDES A DEEPER INSIGHT 
IN TECHNICAL SUBJECTS.AS PART OF THEIR PROGRAM,STUDENTS 
SPEND A WHOLE WEEK ATTENDING A PRACTICAL FIRE FIGHTING 
COURSE.THEY ARE ALSO REQUIRED TO SUBMIT A PROJECT PAPER
ON A CHOSEN SUBJECT RELATED TO THEIR FIELD OF ACTIVITY
AND TO DEFEND IT SUCCESSFULLY.




-NAVAL ARCHITECTURE 96 i l
-SHIP'S EXPLOITATION 96 II
-RULES OF THE ROAD & CHARTS 96 I t
-METEOROLOGY 48 11
-AUTOMATION 64 1 1
-MANOEUVRE 64 11
-MARITIME LAW 64 I I
-PENAL LAW 48 I I
-INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC LAW - 80 I I
-SHIPPING ECONOMICS 64 t i











AT THE END OF THE FOURTH YEAR,A FINAL EXAMINATION IS CAR­
RIED OUT. SUCCESSFUL STUDENTS ARE GRANTED A FOREIGN-GOING 
MASTER DIPLOMA. STUDENTS REGRETTABLY DO NOT RECEIVE AN 
ACADEMIC DEGREE.THE PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATE INTITLES THE 
HOLDER TO SERVE AS CHIEF OFFICER ABOARD OCEAN-GOING 
VESSELS.THE MASTER CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCY IS DELIVERED 
BY THE MARITIME ADMINISTRATION UPON COMPLETION OF 24 
MONTHS SEA SERVICE OF WHICH 12 MONTHS AT LEAST SHOULD BE 
SPENT ABOARD VESSELS OPERATING IN A 1st CATEGORY TRADING 
ZONE.THE MASTER POSITION IS GENERALLY REACHED AFTER 5 TO 
6 YEARS SEA SERVICE. FROM THE TIME A MASTER DIPLOMA HAS 
BEEN GRANTED,THERE IS NO FURTHER EDUCATION.AT PRESENT,THE 
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SOME OF THE POLICY CONSIDERATIONS THAT HAVE TO BE-TAKEN 
INTO ACCOUNT BY A DEVELOPING COUTRY WHEN IT ESTABLISHES 
A SYSTEM OF MARITIME EDUCATION.
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SOME OF THE POLICY CONSIDERATIONS THAT HAVE TO BE TAKEN 
INTO ACCOUNT BY A DEVELOPING COUNTRY WHEN IT ESTABLISHES 
A SYSTEM OF MARITIME EDUCATION.
l.IT IS SAID THAT THE MOST ABUNDANT RESOURCES AVAILABLE 
IN MOST DEVELOPING COUNTRIES ARE HUMAN RESOURCES.EVEN 
ECONOMISTS OF LATE HAVE COME TO BELIEVE THAT NATIONAL 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IS CLOSELY LINKED TO HUMAN 
RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT.it IS TO MY OWN BELIEF THE MOST 
IMPORTANT PRECONDITION FOR ANY DEVELOPING COUNTRY TO 
REACH THE REQUIRED LEVEL OF DEVELOPMENT.
SINCE ITS INDEPENDENCE IN 1962,ALGERIA HAS ALWAYS GIVEN 
HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT TOP PRIORITY.REGARDING 
THE MARITIME SECTOR,THE SETTING-UP OF THE MERCHANT 
MARINE ACADEMY HAS UNDOUBTELY ACCELERATED THE " ALGERIA 
-NIZATION" OF THE NAVIGATING MARINE PERSONNEL ABOARD 
OUR NATIONAL MERCHANT SHIPS.INDEED,THE ACADEMY WHICH 
WAS DESCRIBED IN THE PREVIOUS CHAPTER HAS NOT ONLY BEEN 
ABLE TO SUPPLY THE COUNTRY WITH HIGHLY QUALIFIED MARINE 
OFFICERS BUT HAS ALSO BEEN PLAYING AN IMPORTANT ROLE 
ON THE INTERNATIONAL SCENE IN ASSISTING CERTAIN 
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES MAINLY,FROM AFRICA AND THE ARAB 
WORLD IN TRAINING A SIGNIFICANT PART OF THEIR MARINE 
PERSONNEL NEEDS.SINCE 1974,THE ACADEMY HAS TRAINED 
ABOUT 1400 NATIONAL NAVIGATING OFFICERS OF ALL RANKS 
AND SPECIALITIES.IN 1987 THE ALGERIAN FLEET,WHICH HAS 
A TOTAL NUMBER OF 78 VESSELS OF ALL TYPES HAS BEEN 95X 
MANNED BY NATIONALS.IT IS EXPECTED THAT IN A FEW YEARS' 
TIME THE NATIONAL FLEET WILL BE COMPLETELY 
ALGERIANIZED".
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-WHEN THE ALGERIAN MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY WAS 
ESTABLISHED IN 197A,ITS PRIME OBJECTIVE WAS TO TRAIN 
THE MAXIMUM POSSIBLE NUMBER OF NATIONALS WHO COULD IN 
A RATHER SHORT TIME REDUCE THE DEPENDENCE ON FOREIGN 
EXPATRIATES AND ELIMINATE IT DEFINITIVELY IN THE LONG 
TERM.AT THAT TIME,THE CHOICE OF A PROPER SYSTEM OF 
MARITIME EDUCATION DID NOT RAISE.AS MOST OF THE 
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES,ALGERIA INHERITED ITS PRESENT 
SYSTEM FROM ONE OF THE MAJOR ADVANCED NATIONS BECAUSE 
.OF COLONIAL AND HISTORICAL REASONS.THE APPROPRIATENESS 
OF SUCH A SYSTEM TO OUR LOCAL CONDITIONS AND TO THE 
INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS OF MARITIME TRAINING IS IN MY 
PERSONAL VIEW STILL OPEN TO QUESTION.INDEED,WHEN 
CHOOSING A SYSTEM OF MARITIME EDUCATION ONE SHOULD 
ALWAYS BEAR IN MIND THE IMPLICATIONS IT MIGHT CREATE. 
MARITIME EDUCATION DOES NOT ONLY CONCERN PEOPLE BUT 
ALSO INVOLVES THE GENERAL EDUCATION SYSTEM OF THE 
COUNTRY.MARITIME EDUCATION SHOULD BE AN INTEGRATED PART 
OF THE WHOLE SYSTEM OF EDUCATION.THE ADVANTAGES OF SUCH 
AN INTEGRATED SYSTEM AND THE INTER-RELATIONSHIP"BETWEEN 
MARITIME AND GENERAL EDUCATION WILL BE DEALT WITH IN 
PART ONE OF THE NEXT CHAPTER.THE PRESENT ALGERIAN 
SYSTEM OF MARITIME EDUCATION DIFFERS FROM THOSE OF 
DEVELOPED COUNTRIES.THESE SAME COUNTRIES BECAUSE OF 
AVAILABILITY OF CAPITAL AND EXPERTS IN MARITIME 
TRAINING HAVE BEEN REVIEWING AND CHANGING THEIR OWN 
SYSTEM IN ORDER TO KEEP IT ABREAST,UPDATED AND ADAPTED 
TO THE TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGES THAT HAVE OCCURED TO THE 
WORLD SHIPPING INDUSTRY.DEVELOPING COUNTRIES IN THEIR 
MAJORITY HAVE FOR DIFFERENT REASONS STILL MAINTAINED 
THE COLONIAL SYSTEM THEY INHERITED.-
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.ANOTHER IMPORTANT FACTOR THAT SHOULD BE CONSIDERED WHEN 
FORMULATING A MARITIME TRAINING SYSTEM IS A SOUND 
ORGANIZATION OF THE MARITIME ADMINISTRATION WHICH 
SHOULD IN TURN PROVIDE FOR A PROPER MARITIME 
LEGISLATION.MARITIME EDUCATION SHOULD NOT BE LOOKED AT 
SEPARATELY.MARITIME EDUCATION,EXAMINATION,CERTIFICATION 
ADMINISTRATION AND LEGISLATION ARE INTERRELATED 
ELEMENTS THAT HAVE TO BE DEALT WITH INTEGRALLY.THIS 
GLOBAL APPROCH NEEDS OF COURSE A SOUND ORGANIZATION.
AN EMERGING COUNTRY SHOULD START ITS MARITIME EDUCATION 
ACTIVITIES BY FOCUSING ON ORGANIZATION.THE PROCESS OF 
ORGANIZATION SHOULD INCLUDE THE FORMULATION OF AN 
ADEQUATE TRAINING POLICY IN CONFORMITY WITH THE 
MARITIME LEGISLATION OF THE COUNTRY WHICH SHOULD ITSELF 
CONFORM TO THE INTERNATIONAL,AGREEMENTS AND 
CONVENTIONS.MARITIME TRAINING CANNOT BE EFFECTIVE IF 
THE PROGRAMS OF TRAINING'DO NOT CONFORM TO THE LATEST 
STANDARDS AND IF THEY ARE NOT FIXED IN A NATIONAL LAW, 
IN THE CASE OF MY COUNTRY,THE MARITIME ADMINISTRATION 
HAS ACHIEVED A SUBSTANTIAL GROWTH OF ORGANIZATION AND 
PERFORMANCE.it provided the country in 1976 WITH A 
PROPER MARITIME LEGISLATION KNOWN UNDER THE TERM OF 
"MARITIME CODE",WHICH REGULATES ALL THE COUNTRY'S 
MARITIME ACTIVITIES.ALGERIA,WHICH IS AN ACTIVE MEMBER 
OF THE INTERNATIONAL MARITIME ORGANIZATION CIMO!) HAS 
RATIFIED AND IMPLEMENTED MOST OF IMO CONVENTIONS.
THE ALGERIAN MARITIME CODE CONTAINS ALL THE REGULATORY 
INSTRUMENTS RELATING TO SEAFARERS INCLUDING TRAINING 
AND CERTIFICATION.THE CERTIFICATION STRUCTURE DOES NOT 
HOWEVER CONFORM IN MY PERSONAL POINT OF VIEW TO THE 
INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS.IT WILL BE DISCUSSED IN THE 
NEXT CHAPTER.THE INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION ON STANDARDS 
OF TRAINING,CERTIFICATION AND WATCH-KEEPING FOR 
SEAFARERS (STCW-I978) WHICH REPRESENTS THE FIRST SET
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OF INTERNATIONALLY AGREED TECHNICAL STANDARDS FOR THE 
TRAINING AND LICENSING OF SEAFARERS HAS NOT YET BEEN 
RATIFIED BY ALGERIA FOR THE SIMPLE REASON THAT WE DO 
BELIEVE THAT THE EXISTING ALGERIAN LEVEL OF MARITIME 
EDUCATION IS ABOVE THE STATUTORY MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS 
PRESCRIBED BY THE 1978.STCW CONVENTION.HOWEVER,I WOULD 
LIKE TO POINT OUT THAT ALGERIA HAS DEVELOPED THE 
TRAINING PROGRAMS IN SUCH A WAY THAT THE STCW 
CONVENTION MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS ARE COMPLIED WITH.
4.ONE OF THE MAJOR AND SERIOUS FACTORS THAT HAS TO BE 
TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT BY DEVELOPING COUNTRIES WHEN 
. DESIGNING THEIR TRAINING PROGRAMS IS THE HIGHLY 
'COMPETITIVE NATURE OF THE INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING 
INDUSTRY,WHICH HAS RESULTED IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF 
HIGHLY SOPHISTICATED SHIPBOARD TECHNOLOGY.IT MUST 
ALWAYS BE BORNE IN MIND THAT THE ESTABLISHMENT OF ANY 
TRAINING PROGRAM WHETHER IN DEVELOI^ED OR IN DEVELOPING 
COUNTRIES SHOULD FORESEE THE TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENTS 
THAT HAVE ALREADY BEEN ACHIEVED AND THOSE EXPECTED TO 
BE ACHIEVED IN THE FUTURE,WHETHER THESE DEVELOPMENTS 
HAVE BEEN INTRODUCED OR NOT IN THE NATIONAL FLEET.
IT IS OF PARAMOUNT IMPORTANCE FOR TRAINING 
ESTABLISHMENTS TO TAKE INTO ACCOUNT THESE TECHNOLOGICAL 
CHANGES IN SHIPPING AND TO ATTEMPT TO ANTICIPATE THE 
FUTURE TRENDS.FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES SUCH AS MY 
COUNTRY WHICH POSSESSES AN IMPORTANT MERCHANT FLEET,
THE INTRODUCTION OF INCREASED AUTOMATION,THE RATIONALI­
ZATION OF CREW ORGANIZATION AND OPERATIONAL PRACTICES 
AND THE FUTURE MARINE DISTRESS AND SAFETY SYSTEM FROM 
1990 ARE MATTERS OF ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS WHICH HAVE 
TO BE FACED URGENTLY.THIS CERTAINLY NEEDS A DRASTIC
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CHANGE IN EDUCATIONAL METHODS AND PROGRAMS.DEVELOPING 
COUNTRIES WILL NOW OR LATER HAVE TO ADAPT THEIR 
TRAINING PROGRAMS TO THIS DEVELOPING SHIPPING 
TECHNOLOGY.FACING THE EVER-DEVELOPING SHIPPING TECHNO­
LOGY IS HOWEVER MORE DIFFICULT IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 
THAN IN INDUSTRIALIZED ONES.DEVELOPING COUNTRIES DO NOT 
BUILD FOR THEMSELVES THE VESSELS NEEDED FOR THEIR 
FLEETS.THEY ALL DEPEND ON FOREIGN SHIPYARDS.
THE MAJORITY OF DEVELOPING COUNTRIES PURCHASE MODERN 
SHIPS BUILT ACCORDING TO THE LATEST DEVELOPMENTS IN 
SHIPPING TECHNOLOGY WITHOUT PARTICIPATING IN ANY 
RESEARCH WORK WHICH PRECEDES ANY DEVELOPMENT FOR THE 
SIMPLE REASON THAT THEY DO NOT POSSESS THE PROPER 
SCIENTIFIC INSTITUTIONS WHICH COULD FOLLOW UP THE 
PROGRESS IN SHIPPING TECHNOLOGY AND KEEP THE COUNTRY 
ABREAST OF ALL NEW DEVELOPMENTS.IN IMITATING 
INDUSTRIALIZED COUNTRIES,DEVELOPING COUNTRIES HAVE 
CREATED FOR THEMSELVES THE PROBLEMS THEY ARE FACING 
NOWADAYS.
BECAUSE OF THE LONG LEAD-TIMES INVOLVED IN MARITIME 
TRAINING,WHICH SOMETIMES REPRESENT UP TO 12 YEARS 
INCLUDING SHOREBASED EDUCATION AND SHIPBOARD TRAINING, 
IT IS A MUST FOR TRAINING ESTABLISHMENTS OF DEVELOPING 
COUNTRIES TO DESIGN THEIR TRAINING PROGRAMS ACCORDING 
TO THE FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS IN SHIPPING TECHNOLOGY.
TO DO SO,THE FOLLOWING MEASURES MAY HELP DEVELOPING 
COUNTRIES TO DEVELOP THEIR TRAINING PROGRAMS IN THE 
SAME MANNER FOLLOWED BY THE ADVANCED MARITIME NATIONS:
1) .ESTABLISHMENT OF CULTURAL AND PROFESSIONAL
RELATIONS WITH RELEVANT INSTITUTIONS OF DEVELOPED
COUNTRIES.
2) .REGULAR ATTENDENCE TO IMO MEETINGS.
3) .PARTICIPATION IN SEMINARS AND INTERNATIONAL
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CONFERENCES.
4) .ENCOURAGING MEMBERS OF THE STAFF TO UNDERTAKE
RESEARCH WORK.
5) .ENCOURAGING MEMBERS OF THE STAFF TO UNDERTAKE
higher marine studies.
6!) .SUBSCRIPTION IN TECHNICAL AND NAUTICAL PERIODICALS
7).ESTABLISHMENT OF CLOSE RELATIONS WITH 
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS.
S!) .ESTABLISHMENT OF CONTINIOUS RELATIONS WITH PORTS, 
SHIPOWNERS AND OPERATORS.
9;> .PARTICIPATION IN RESEARCH ACTIVITIES AT NATIONAL 
AND INTERNATIONAL LEVELS.
5.IN CONCLUSION,IT CAN BE SAID THAT ONE OF THE MAJOR 
PROBLEMS OF MARITIME TRAINING INSTITUTIONS IN 
'.DEVELOPING COUNTRIES IS THEIR FAILURE TO FACE THE EVER 
DEVELOPING TECHNOLOGY IN-THE SHIPPING INDUSTRY.
IN MY COUNTRY,THE MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY IS FACING 
THE SAME PROBLEMS AS DESCRIBED ABOVE.AS IN MOST DEVE­
LOPING COUNTRIES,MARITIME TRAINING>ND RESEARCH ARE NOT 
GIVEN THE NECESSARY ATTENTION WHICH SHOULD EXPECTED. . 
THE ALGERIAN MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY DOES EVEN'FACE A 
TREMENDOUS DIFFICULTY IN RAISING THE MINIMUM REQUIRED 
BUDGET.BECAUSE OF LACK OF FUNDS,NEITHER RESEARCH HAS 
BEEN UNDERTAKEN NOR HAS THE ACADEMY ESTABLISHED 
CULTURAL AND PROFESSIONAL RELATIONS WITH SIMILAR 
FOREIGN ACADEMIES.it IS VERY SELDOM THAT MEMBERS OF THE 
STAFF DO PARTICIPATE IN INTERNATIONAL MEETINGS.THE 
TRAINING EQUIPMENT IS ALMOST OUTDATED AND DOES NOT 
RESPOND ANYMORE TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF A MODERN 
MARITIME TRAINING.MANY ATTEMPTS HAVE BEEN MADE TO DRAW 
THE ATTENTION OF THE AUTHORITIES CONCERNED TO THE 
NECESSITY TO ACQUIRE MODERN TRAINING EQUIPMENT SUCH AS 
SIMULATORS WHICH AT PRESENT REPRESENT THE MOST ADEQUATE
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AND DESIRABLE TRAINING TOOLS.UNFORTUNATELY,ALL THESE 
ATTEMPTS FAILED NOT ONLY BECAUSE OF LACK OF CAPITAL 
BUT ALSO BECAUSE OF THE NON-INVOLVEMENT OF THE DECISION 
MAKERS IN MARITIME TRAINING AND THEIR MISUNDERSTANDING 
OF THE REAL IMPORTANCE OF MARITIME TRAINING.
THE EXISTING RELATION BETWEEN THE ACADEMY AND OUR 
NATIONAL SHIPPING COMPANIES IS SOLELY LIMITED TO THE 
TRAINING OF THESE COMPANIES' PERSONNEL NEEDS.THERE DOES 
NOT EXIST ANY FURTHER CONSULTATION IN RESEARCH WORK OR 
EDUCATIONAL MATTERS.
IN CONCLUDING THIS SECTION,IT IS PERHAPS APPROPRIATE 
TO EMPHASIZE THAT TRAINING OF SEAFARERS IS NOT THE ONLY 
RESPONSIBILITY OF THE TRAINING INSTITUTION BUT THE 
INVOLVEMENT OF ALL PARTIES CONCERNED IS I BELIEVE A 
WISE ATTEMPT TOWARDS THE OVERALL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
OF THE NATION.
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THE NEW PROPOSED SYSTEM OF TRAINING OF MASTER MARINERS
FOR ALGERIA.
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THE NEW PROPOSED SYSTEM OF TRAINING OF MASTER 
MARINERS.
IN THIS CHAPTER I WOULD LIKE TO ATTEMPT TO PROPOSE A NEW 
SYSTEM OF TRAINING OF FOREIGN-GOING MASTER MARINERS FOR 
ALGERIA.I AM AWARE OF THE FACT THAT I AM NOT AN EXPERT 
IN MARITIME EDUCATION AND TRAINING.HOWEVER,AFTER TWO 
YEARS OF STUDIES AT THE WORLD MARITIME UNIVERSITY WHERE I 
HAVE HAD THE OPPORTUNITY TO STUDY,UNDERSTAND AND ANALYSE 
DIFFERENT SYSTEMS OF MARITIME EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF 
CERTAIN DEVELOPED COUNTRIES MAINLY THOSE WHICH ARE 
CONSIDERED TRADITIONAL MARITIME NATIONS,! THEREFORE FEEL 
AND BELIEVE THAT I AM IN A'POSITION TO MAKE SOME 
PROPOSALS WHICH IN MY PERSONAL POINT OF VIEW COULD BEST 
SUIT MY COUNTRY.
IN CHAPTER VII,I HAVE ATTEMPTED TO COMPARE DIFFERENT 
SYSTEMS OF MARITIME EDUCATION OF EIGHT DEVELOPED 
COUNTRIES.THE AIM OF THAT STUDY WAS TO DISTIL AND'sORT 
OUT THE COMMON ELEMENTS AND THE DIFFERENCES THAT COULD 
EXIST AMONG THOSE SYSTEMS AND TO COMPARATIVELY SITUATE 
THE ALGERIAN SYSTEM.I WOULD LIKE,HOWEVER,TO STRESS THAT 
IT IS NOT MY INTENTION TO COPY ANY SYSTEM BUT TO PROPOSE 
CERTAIN ELEMENTS THAT ARE INTERNATIONALLY AGREED UPON 
AND FINALLY A SYSTEM THAT COULD BE EASILY IMPLEMENTED 
IN ALGERIA,FROM WHICH BOTH THE COUNTRY AND THE SEAFARERS 
COMMUNITY COULD GAIN.
I HAVE DIVIDED THIS CHAPTER INTO TWO PARTS.IN THE FIRST 
PART,I WOULD LIKE TO REVIEW THE WHOLE STRUCTURE OF THE 
HIGHER VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND TO PROPOSE A NEW ORGAN.I- 
TION WHICH COULD LEAD THE COUNTRY TO THE REQUIRED LEVEL 
OF DEVELOPMENT.THE NEW SYSTEM OF TRAINING OF MASTER 
MARINERS WILL BE DEALT WITH IN THE SECOND PART.
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A PROPOSED ORGANIZATION FOR HIGHER EDUCATION.
F » A R T  X  -
A NEED FOR A REORGANIZATION OF HIGHER VOCATIONAL 
EDUCATION.
IN ALGERIA EACH MINISTRY HAS ITS OWN ACADEMY,SCHOOL OR 
INSTITUTE PROVIDING THE REQUIRED PERSONNEL NEEDS FOR A 
SPECIFIC SECTOR OF ACTIVITY.SOME MINISTERS HAVE EVEN MORE 
THAN ONE SCHOOL.FOR INSTANCE,THE MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT 
BESIDES THE MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY ALSO HAS AN AVIATION 
SCHOOL,A RAILWAY SCHOOL,A ROAD TRANSPORT SCHOOL AND A 
HIGHER METEOROLOGY SCHOOL.SOME OF THESE SCHOOLS ARE 
PEDAGOGICALLY UNDER THE CONTROL OF THE MINISTRY OF HIGHER 
EDUCATION WHILE OTHERS,THE MAJORITY,ARE NOT.
THE HIGHER VOCATIONAL EDUCATION SYSTEM HAS BEEN A SUCCESS 
IN ALGERIA SINCE IT PROVIDED THE COUNTRY IN A SHORT 
PERIOD OF TIME WITH HIGHLY QUALIFIED MANPOWER FOR ALL 
THE SECTORS OF THE ECONOMY.
HOWEVER,THIS SYSTEM BESIDES THE ADVAKITAGES IT PROCURES 
ALSO HAS CERTAIN DISADVANTAGES WHICH HAVE STARTED^IN MY 
VIEW TO BURDEN THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF THE COUNTRY.
AS I HAVE ALREADY MENTIONED THE MAJORITY OF HIGHER 
VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS ARE OUTSIDE THE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM.
SUCH SYSTEM IS SOMEWHAT PUNISHING THOSE STUDENTS WHO FOR 
MAINLY SOCIAL REASONS HAVE CHOSEN A VOCATIONAL STREAM. 
INDEED,AT THE END OF THEIR PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION THESE 
STUDENTS DO NOT RECEIVE ANY ACADEMIC DEGREE WHICH COULD 
ALLOW THEM TO PURSUE POST-GRADUATE STUDIES AT A 
UNIVERSITY LEVEL.THEIR PROFESSIONAL DEGREE IS NOT EVEN 
RECOGNIZED BY THE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM.THEY FEEL REJECTED, 
COMPLETELY NEGLECTED AND NOT GIVEN ANY POSSIBILITY TO 
DEVELOP THEIR KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS AT A HIGHER LEVEL.
THE ALGERIAN CONCEPT OF VOCATIONAL TRAINING HAS BEEN 
INTRODUCED AFTER THE INDEPENDENCE WHEN THE COUNTRY FACED
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A COMPLETE SHORTAGE OF SKILLED HUMAN RESOURSES.ITS OBJEC­
TIVE WAS TO TRAIN THE MAXIMUM POSSIBLE NUMBER OF 
NATIONALS IN A MINIMUM PERIOD OF TIME AS COMPARED TO THE 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM WHICH REQUIRES GENERALLY LONGER 
PERIODS.CURRENTLY THIS CONCEPT IS NO LONGER VALID.THE 
COUNTRY HAS REACHED A CERTAIN DEGREE OF DEVELOPMENT WHICH 
REQUIRES QUALITY MORE THAN QUANTITY.
IN MOST OF THE DEVELOPED COUNTRIES THAT I HAVE DESCRIBED 
HIGHER VOCATIONAL EDUCATION INCLUDING MARITIME EDUCATION 
IS AN INTEGRATED PART OF THE WHOLE GENERAL EDUCATION 
SYSTEM.THERE IS NO DISTINCTION BETWEEN GENERAL EDUCATION 
AND VOCATIONAL TRAINING.THEY BOTH FORM A SINGLE SYSTEM 
INTENDED TO GIVE ONE GREATER OPPORTUNITIES TO DEVELOP 
HIS/HER INVENTIVE CAPABILITIES ON A SCIENTIFIC BASIS.
IN MY COUNTRY THEY ARE COMPLETELY SEPARATED AND GENERATE 
A LOT OF PROBLEMS SOME OF WHICH WERE MENTIONED ABOVE.
TO HIGHLIGHT THE PRESENT ALGERIAN SYSTEM,THE FOLLOWING 
EXAMPLE MAY BE GIVEN.FOR A FRESH SECONDARY-SCHOOL 
GRADUATE WISHING TO PURSUE UNIVERSITY GRADUATE STUDIES 
LEADING TO A BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE IN THE TEACHING 
PROFESSION FOR INSTANCE,HE/SHE IS ONLY REQUIRED TO HOLD 
A LEAVING SECONDARY-SCHOOL CERTIFICATE (BACCALAUREATE)
AND TO ATTEND A FOUR (4) YEARS COURSE.WHILE FOR A STUDENT 
WISHING TO BE ENROLLED AT THE MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY,HE 
IS NOT ONLY REQUIRED TO HOLD A BACCALAUREATE CERTIFICATE 
BUT ALSO TO SUCCESSFULLY PASS AN ENTRANCE EXAMINATION.
THE LENGHT OF STUDY IS FOUR (A) YEARS SHOREBASED 
EDUCATION AND FOUR (4) YEARS SHIPBOARD TRAINING FOR A 
MASTER CERTIFICATE.AT THE END OF THEIR RESPECTIVE 
EDUCATION THE FIRST STUDENT WILL BE HOLDING AN ACADEMIC 
DEGREE (BACHELOR OF SCIENCE) WHICH WILL GIVE HIM ACCESS 
TO POST-GRADUATE STUDIES AND WILL THEREFORE UPGRADE BOTH 
HIS POSITION AND KNOWLEDGE WHILE THE SECOND STUDENT WILL 
ONLY BE AWARDED A PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATE WITHOUT ANY
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POSSIBILITY TO FURTHER HIS EDUCATION AT A HIGHER 
UNIVERSITY LEVEL DESPITE THE HEAVY BURDEN OF 
RESPONSIBILITY HE CARRIES IN TAKING CONTROL OF A MULTI­
BILLION INVESTMENT PLANT (VESSEL) AND PROUDLY 
REPRESENTING THE COUNTRY ABROAD AS COMPARED TO THE FIRST 
STUDENT.
THE PROBLEM OF EQUIVALENCE OF DEGREES HAS BEEN DISCUSSED 
MANY TIMES WITHOUT REACHING NEITHER A COMPROMISE NOR AN 
EQUITABLE AND DEFINITIVE SOLUTION.EVERYONE IS I BELIEVE 
AWARE OF ITS IMPORTANCE TO ATTRACT YOUNG PEOPLE FOR A 
SEAFARING CAREER AS IT IS DONE IN ALL DEVELOPED COUNTRIES 
MOST OF THE MINISTERS HAVE SEPARATELY ATTEMPTED TO CALL 
THE MINISTRY OF HIGHER EDUCATION FOR A COMPREHENSIVE 
SOLUTION,BUT VERY FEW SUCCEEDED BECAUSE OF THEIR SPECIFIC 
FIELD OF ACTIVITY.IN THIS CONTEXT AND AS A GENERAL 
ATTEMPT I WOULD LIKE TO PROPOSE THE FOLLOWING:
ALL SCHOOLS PROVIDING HIGHER VOCATIONAL EDUCATION SHOULD 
BE TAKEN OVER BY THE MINISTRY FOR HIGHER EDUCATION AND 
INTEGRATED INTO THE GENERAL EDUCATION SYSTEM.THE MINISTRY 
FOR HIGHER EDUCATION SHOULD BE RECOGNIZED AS THE ONLY 
OFFICIAL AUTHORITY IN CHARGE OF ALL KINDS OF HIGHER 
EDUCATION.IN ORDER TO ADEQUATELY RUN THE VOCATIONAL 
TRAINING SCHOOLS,THE MINISTRY FOR HIGHER EDUCATION SHOULD 
BE PROVIDED WITH THE NECESSARY FINANCIAL RESOURCES. 
THEREFORE EACH BUDGET WHICH IS ALLOCATED TO EACH MINISTER 
FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES SHOULD BE TRANSFERRED TO THE 
MINISTRY FOR HIGHER EDUCATION AS BEING A CONTRIBUTIVE 
PART OF EACH MINISTER TO HIGHER EDUCATION.
A CONSTANT AND COOPERATIVE RELATIONSHIP SHOULD EXIST 
BETWEEN THE MINISTRY FOR HIGHER EDUCATION AND ALL 
MINISTERS.
THE MINISTRY FOR HIGHER EDUCATION SHOULD'TAKE ALL 
NECESSARY STEPS SO THAT THE PERSONNEL NEEDS OF EACH 
MINISTER ARE PROVIDED QUALITATIVELY AND QUANTITATIVELY.
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AS FAR AS VOCATIONAL TRAINING IS CONCERNED,EACH SCHOOL 
SHOULD ISSUE TO EACH STUDENT AT THE END OF HIS-HER 
VOCATIONAL TRAINING AN ACADEMIC CERTIFICATE OR DEGREE 
SHOWING THE STUDENT LEVEL WITHIN THE GENERAL EDUCATION 
SYSTEM AND A PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATE.FOR CERTAIN 
SPECIFIC AREAS OF ACTIVITY SUCH AS THE MARITIME FIELD,THE 
MINISTRY CONCERNED FOR INSTANCE THE MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT 
SHOULD BE ASSOCIATED IN ISSUING CERTIFICATES OF 
COMPETENCY.EXAMINATION OF CERTIFICATED SEAFARERS SHOULD 
BE CARRIED OUT BY A BOARD OF EXAMINORS OF THE MINISTRY 
OF TRANSPORT.TRAINING,EXAMINATION AND CERTIFICATION OF 
SEAFARERS WILL BE DEALT WITH IN PART TWO OF THIS CHAPTER. 
THE ADVANTAGES OF SUCH AN INTEGRATED SYSTEM OF EDUCATION 
CAN BE SUMMARIZED AS FOLLOWS:
1) .THERE WILL BE ONLY ONE AUTHORITY DEALING WITH
HIGHER EDUCATION AND-HIGHER VOCATIONAL TRAINING.
2) .THERE WILL BE A SINGLE INTEGRATED SYSTEM OF HIGHER
EDUCATION.
3) .THERE WILL BE NO DISCRIMINATION BETWEEN HIGHER
EDUCATION AND HIGHER VOCATIONAL TRAINING.STUDENTS 
WILL FEEL THAT THEY BELONG TO ONLY ONE SYSTEM OF 
EDUCATION.
4) .MATTERS PERTAINING TO EDUCATION SUCH AS CONCEPT AND
POLICY OF DEVELOPMENT WILL BE DEALT WITH INTEGRALLY 
BY A SINGLE AUTHORITY AND EASILY IMPLEMENTED IF 
THERE ARE SEVERAL AUTHORITIES.
5) .GRADUATES OF HIGHER VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS WILL HAVE
GREATER OPPORTUNITIES TO FURTHER THEIR EDUCATION 
AT A HIGHER UNIVERSITY LEVEL FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE
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COUNTRY
6:).UNDER A UNIQUE AUTHORITY IN CHARGE OF HIGHER 
EDUCATION THERE WILL BE A COMMON POLICY OF 
DEVELOPMENT OF ALL KINDS OF HIGHER EDUCATION.AT 
PRESENT,BECAUSE OF THEIR WEIGHT IN THE ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE COUNTRY CERTAIN SECTORS ARE 
GIVEN PRIORITY OVER OTHERS.
?:j.THE TERM OF "VOCATIONAL TRAINING" WILL BE GIVEN ITS 
REAL SIGNIFICANCE.PRESENTLY,PEOPLE DEFINE IT AS 
BEING A LOWER LEVEL EDUCATION PROVIDING A SPECIALI­
ZED TRAINING FOR THOSE WHO HAVE BEEN REJECTED BY 
THE GENERAL SCHOOL SYSTEM.
8) .THE NEW PROPOSED ORGANIZATION WILL INTRODUCE A
GREAT CHANGE IN THE SO-CALLED "TRADITIONAL 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES".CERTAIN FIELDS OF STUDY WHICH 
ARE NOWADAYS COMPLETELY NEGLECTED COULD BE 
INTRODUCED AND DEVELOPED AT THE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM. 
THE ALGERIAN UNIVERSITY WILL BE NO LONGER CONFINED 
IN THE SOLE TEACHING OF "TRADITIONAL SUBJECTS".
AS FAR AS MARITIME EDUCATION IS CONCERNED , POST­
GRADUATE STUDIES IN MARINE FIELDS WILL BE 
INTRODUCED AT THE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM BECAUSE OF THE 
NEW DEMAND WHICH WILL BE COMING FROM GRADUATES OF 
MARITIME SCHOOLS.IN DOING SO THE COUNTRY WILL BE 
LESS DEPENDENT ON FOREIGN COUNTRIES FOR THE 
TRAINING OF MARITIME EXPERTS.THE SAME PROCEDURE 
APPLIES TO OTHER FIELDS OF ACTIVITY.
9) .CENTERS FOR SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH WILL BE DEVELOPED.
AT PRESENT THE COUNTRY DOES NOt POSSESS ANY 
MARITIME RESEARCH INSTITUTION.THE MINISTRY FOR
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HIGHER EDUCATION WHICH GENERALLY UNDERTAKES 
RESEARCH WORK MAY ARGUE THAT MARITIME ACTIVITIES 
ARE NOT INCLUDED IN ITS DOMAIN OF COMPETENCY,WHILE 
FOR THE MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT MARITIME RESEARCH 
IS NOT THE TOP PRIORITY.THE INTRODUCTION OF POST 
GRADUATE STUDIES WITHIN THE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM WILL 
CERTAINLY LEAD IN THE LONG TERM TO THE DEVELOPMENT 
AND ESTABLISHMENT OF MARITIME RESEARCH ACTIVITIES.
THESE ARE SOME OF THE ADVANTAGES THE COUNTRY WILL BENEFIT 
FROM IF THE NEW PROPOSED ORGANIZATION FOR HIGHER 
EDUCATION IS TO BE IMPLEMENTED IN MY COUNTRY.I AM AWARE 
OF THE FACT THAT THIS PROPOSED ORGANIZATION IS NOT A 
PERFECT ONE. HOWEVER IT IS HOPED THAT IT CAN SERVE AS A 
GUIDANCE FOR ESTABLISHING A PROPER ORGANIZATION.! WOULD 
LIKE TO POINT OUT THAT FROM THE COMPARATIVE STUDY IT CAN 
BE SEEN THAT MOST OF THE COUNTRIES DESCRIBED HAVE CHOSEN 
A SIMILAR APPROCH IN OVERCOMING THEIR EDUCATIONAL 
PROBLEMS IN TERMS OF ORGANIZATION.IT IS NOT MY INTENTION 
AS I HAVE ALREADY STATED TO COPY ANY SYSTEM BUT OTHERS' 
EXPERIENCE WHEN ADAPTED TO NATIONAL CONDITIONS CAN 
APPROPRIATELY LEAD THE COUNTRY TO IMPROVE ITSELF TO THE 
REQUIRED LEVEL OF DEVELOPMENT.
FINALLY,! WOULD LIKE TO MENTION THAT THIS PROPOSAL IS A 
MOST SINCERE ATTEMPT TO ASSIST MY COUNTRY IN ESTABLISHING 
A PROPER INTEGRATED SYSTEM OF EDUCATION.
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HE NEW PROPOSED SYSTEM OF TRAINING FOR MASTER 
MARINERS.
R/=%R-r X X -
THE NEW PROPOSED SYSTEM OF TRAINING OF MASTER 
MARINERS.
1.AUTHORITY IN CHARGE OF MARITIME EDUCATION.
IN PART ONE OF THIS CHAPTER,! HAVE PROPOSED THAT 
MARITIME EDUCATION SHOULD BE INTEGRATED IN THE 
GENERAL EDUCATION SYSTEM.THEREFORE THE MINISTRY FOR 
HIGHER EDUCATION WILL BE IN CHARGE OF MARITIME 
EDUCATION AND TRAINING AS IT IS THE CASE IN MOST 
DEVELOPED COUNTRIES.THE ADVANTAGES OF HAVING AN 
INTEGRATED SYSTEM OF EDUCATION HAVE ALREADY BEEN 
DISCUSSED.
2.BOARD OF MARITIME EDUCATION AND TRAINING.
SINCE MARITIME ACTIVITIES ARE DEALT WITH BY THE 
MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT AND EDUCATIONAL MATTERS BY THE 
MINISTRY FOR HIGHER EDUCATION,A JOINT BOARD OF 
MARITIME EDUCATION AND TRAINING SHOULD BE SET UP TO 
CONSIDER AND SUPERVISE ALL MATTERS PERTAINING TO THE 
TRAINING OF MERCHANT NAVY OFFICERS,RATINGS AND OTHER 
SEA-GOING PERSONNEL.THE BOARD SHOULD BE COMPOSED OF 
REPRESENTATIVES OF THE MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT 
REPRESENTING ALL INTERESTS CONNECTED TO THE TRAINING 
OF MERCHANT NAVY PERSONNEL,REPRESENTATIVES OF THE 
MINISTRY OF DEFENSE CNAVY) AND REPRESENTATIVES OF THE 
MINISTRY FOR HIGHER EDUCATION.THE SECRETARIAT OF THE 
BOARD SHOULD BE PROVIDED BY THE MINISTRY FOR HIGHER
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EDUCATION IN ALGIERS.THE BOARD SHOULD BE AN ADVISORY 
BODY AND ITS FUNCTION IS TO CONSIDER ALL QUESTIONS 
RELATING TO THE EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF SEAGOING 
PERSONNEL,PORTS AND ADMINISTRATION.
THE BOARD IS REQUIRED IN PARTICULAR:
<i) TO ADOPT AND REVIEW FROM TIME TO TIME THE 
SYLLABUS FOR THE TRAINING OF MERCHANT NAVY 
PERSONNEL,PORTS AND ADMINISTRATION,
(ii) TO TAKE ANY MEASURES AS MAY BE NECESSARY FOR 
THE BUILDING UP OF AN ADEQUATE,EFFICIENT AND 
DEVOTED MERCHANT NAVY PERSONNEL,
(iii) TO RECOMMEND THE NUMBER OF TRAINEES TO BE 
RECRUITED EACH YEAR AND FOR EACH TYPE OF 
TRAINING,
(iv) TO CONSIDER AND RECOMMEND THE INTRODUCTION
OF NEW COURSES OF STUDY<
Cv!) TO MAINTAIN CLOSE CONTACTS WITH COMPARABLE 
TRAINING INSTITUTIONS ABROAD WITH A VIEW TO 
KEEPING ABREAST OF THE NEW DEVELOPMENTS AND 
IMPROVEMENTS IN MARITIME EDUCATION AND 
TRAINING,
Cvi) TO CONSIDER AND RECOMMEND THE ACQUISITION OF 
MODERN TRAINING EQUIPMENT,
(vii) TO FORM A SMALL COMMITTEE TO-DEAL WITH THE 
PROBLEMS OF SIMULATORS AND TRAINING VESSEL.,
1B4
TO CONSIDER AND RECOMMEND THE EXAMINATION AND 
CERTIFICATION STRUCTURE FOR NAVIGATING 
OFFICERS,
<ix) TO CONSTITUTE PEDAGOGIC INSPECTION TEAMS FOR 
PERIODICAL INSPECTIONS OF THE ACADEMY,
THE BOARD SHOULD MEET AT LEAST TWICE A YEAR AND MORE 
OFTEN IF REQUIRED.IT SHOULD BE CHAIRED BY THE HEAD OF 
THE MARITIME ACADEMY.
3.EXAMINATION OF MERCHANT NAVY OFFICERS.
WHILE THE MINISTRY FOR HIGHER EDUCATION IS PROVIDING 
THE EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF MERCHANT NAVY OFFICERS, 
STUDENTS OF THE MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY SHOULD 
HOWEVER BE ASSESSED BY AN EXTERNAL BOARD OF EXAMINORS 
OF THE MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT.THE STANDARDS OF 
EXAMINATION OF SEAFARERS FOR VARIOUS GRADES OF COMPE­
TENCY ARE INTENDED TO ESTABLISH AND PROVIDE PROOF OF 
THE COMPETENCE OF SEAFARERS FOR THE LEVELS AT WHICH 
THEY HAVE TO PERFORM THEIR DUTIES ON BOARD.EXAMINA­
TION OF SEAFARERS IS THE FIRST ELEMENT WHICH DETERMI­
NES THE STANDARDS OF SAFETY AND EFFICIENCY AT WHICH 
THE SHIPS OF THE COUNTRY ARE OPERATED.
EXAMINATION OF SEAFARERS SHOULD THEREFORE BE CARRIED 
OUT BY A BOARD OF EXAMINORS DIRECTLY APPOINTED BY THE 
MINISTER OF TRANSPORT.MEMBERS OF THE BOARD SHOULD BE 
COMPLETELY INDEPENDENT OF THE SCHOOL'.THIS IS FROM MY 
OWN POINT OF VIEW THE BEST WAY TO ESTABLISH WHETHER 
CERTIFICATED SEAFARERS HAVE ACQUIRED THE NECESSARY
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SKILLS AND COMPETENCE REQUIRED TO SAFELY AND 
EFFICIENTLY OPERATE OUR NATIONAL FLEET.
4-CERTIFICATION OF MERCHANT NAVY PERSONNEL.
THE ISSUANCE OF VARIOUS CERTIFICATES OF COMPETENCY 
SHOULD BE THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE MINISTRY OF 
TRANSPORT AS WELL.AS IT CAN BE SEEN FROM THE 
COMPARATIVE STUDY,THE MARITIME ADMINISTRATION 
(MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT) IS IN ALL THE COUNTRIES 
DESCRIBED THE ONLY AUTHORITY IN CHARGE OF 
CERTIFICATION OF SEAFARERS.UPON COMPLETION OF HIS 
EDUCATION AND AFTER HAVING SUCCESSFULLY PASSED THE 
REQUIRED ASSESSMENTS AND SEA-SERVICE,EACH STUDENT 
SHOULD BE AWARDED THE REQUIRED CERTIFICATE OF COMPE­
TENCY WHICH WOULD ENABLE HIM TO PERFORM HIS DUTIES 
ON BOARD.THE MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY ( MINISTRY FOR 
HIGHER EDUCATION) SHOULD DELIVER TO THOSE STUDENTS 
WHO HAVE COMPLETED THEIR EDUCATION AN ACADEMIC DEGREE 
IN EVIDENCE OF THE STUDENT'S LEV^L WITHIN THE GENERAL 
EDUCATION SYSTEM.
5.STRUCTURE OF NAUTICAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF 
DEEP-SEA MASTERS.
1.ENTRY REQUIREMENTS.
THE ENTRY REQUIREMENTS FOR THE EDUCATION AND 
TRAINING OF DEEP-SEA MASTERS SHOULD BE KEPT AS THEY 
ARE AT PRESENT.
EACH CANDIDATE SHOULD HAVE COMPLETED 12 YEARS 
GENERAL EDUCATION AND SUCCESSFULLY PASSED THE FINAL
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SECONDARY-SCHOOL EXAMINATION.EACH CANDIDATE SHOULD 
SUBMIT WITH HIS APPLICATION FORM HIS LEAVING­
SECONDARY SCHOOL CERTIFICATE (BACCALAUREATE) WITH 
A SPECIALIZATION IN TECHNICAL SUBJECTS SUCH AS 
MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE.CANDIDATES FOR A SEAFARING 
CAREER SHOULD BE MEDICALLY FIT WITH PARTICULAR 
REGARD TO HEARING AND EYESIGHT.THEY SHOULD BE OF A 
GOOD MORAL CHARACTER AND MOTIVATED FOR A SEAFARING 
LIFE.
CANDIDATES SHOULD BE AT LEAST 18 YEARS OF AGE BUT 
NO MORE THAN 23 AT THE TIME OF THEIR ENROLLMENT, 
FOR ENTERING,CANDIDATES ARE REQUIRED TO GO THROUGH 
AN ENTRANCE EXAMINATION WHICH SHOULD COMPRISE 
SUBJECTS OF THE THIRD YEAR SECONDARY SCHOOL 




-ENGLISH ,  ̂ 02 "
-ARABIC 02 ■' -
-SUBJECT OF GENERAL NATURE 01
-PHYSICAL EDUCATION ' 01
THE ENTRANCE EXAMINATION SHOULD LAST TWO DAYS AND 
SHOULD BE HELD IN ORAN,BOU-ISMAIL AND CONSTANTINE 
FOR THE CONVENIENCE OF CANDIDATES. FOR ADMITTANCE, 
AN AVERAGE OF BOX MARKS IS REQUIRED.HOWEVER, 
CANDIDATES SHOULD BE CLASSED IN A PREFERENTIAL 
ORDER SO THAT THE BEST CANDIDATES ARE RECRUITED. 
FINALLY,SUCCESSFUL CANDIDATES SHOULD AT THE TIME OF 
THEIR ENROLLMENT AT THE ACADEMY GIVE AN UNDERTAKING 
THAT THEY WILL,AFTER COMPLETION OF THE COURSE,SERVE 
ON BOARD ALGERIAN VESSELS FOR AT LEAST 5 YEARS. IN
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ORDER TO EQUALLY DISTRIBUTE THE FUTURE 
MERCHANT MARINE OFFICERS AMONG OUR NATIONAL 
SHIPPING COMPANIES,SCHOLARSHIP GRANTS COULD BE 
INTRODUCED SO THAT AFTER COMPLETION OF THE COURSE 
EACH SHIPPING COMPANY WOULD RECEIVE A CERTAIN 
NUMBER OF OFFICERS IT HAS SPONSORED.
2.FIRST YEAR OF STUDY.
THE EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF FOREIGN-GOING MASTER 
MARINERS SHOULD BE OF FOUR (4) YEARS SHOREBASED 
EDUCATION AND SIXTY (.60) MONTHS SEA-SERVICE.
FOR SUCCESSFUL CANDIDATES,THE FIRST YEAR OF STUDY 
SHOULD START WITH INTRODUCTORY COURSES IN SUBJECTS 
RELATED TO THE MARITIME PROFESSION AS WELL AS 
SUBJECTS OF GENERAL NATURE.HOWEVER,SAFETY OF 
NAVIGATION AND PROTECTION OF THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT 
SHOULD BE EMPHASIZED.STUDENTS SHOULD ATTEND DURING 
THEIR FIRST YEAR OF STUDY A PRACTICAL FIRE-FIGHTING 
COURSE OF THREE DAYS DURATION.THE FIRST YEAR 


























-FIRE FIGHTING AND SURVIVAL 
-ROWING
-PHYSICAL EDUCATION
THE ALLOCATION OF TEACHING PERIODS FOR EACH -SUBJECT 
COULD BE DECIDED UPON THE IMPORTANCE OF EACH 
SUBJECT WITHIN THE OVERALL PROGRAM OF STUDY. 
HOWEVER,STUDENTS SHOULD ATTEND AT LEAST AN AVERAGE 
OF 35 LECTURES PER WEEK.EACH LECTURE SHOULD LAST 
50 MINUTES.
AT THE END.OF THE FIRST YEAR AND DURING THE SUMMER 
VACATION,ALL STUDENTS SHOULD PARTICIPATE IN A 
SHIPBOARD TRAINING PROGRAM OF AT LEAST ONE MONTH 
DURATION AS ORDINARY RATINGS FOR A BASIC 
FAMILIARITY WITH MERCHANT SHIPS AND THEIR DAY-TO- 
DAY OPERATION.
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2.SECOND YEAR OF STUDY.
THOSE STUDENTS WHO SUCCESSFULLY PASSED ALL THE 
ASSESSMENTS REQUIRED DURING THE FIRST YEAR OF STUDY 
AND PARTICIPATED IN THE SHIPBOARD TRAINING PROGRAM 
ARE ALLOWED TO ATTEND THE SECOND YEAR OF STUDY.
THE SECOND YEAR SHOULD GIVE A DEEPER INSIGHT OF 
SUBJECTS STUDIED DURING THE FIRST YEAR.IN ADDITION 
CERTAIN PROFESSIONAL AND LEGAL SUBJECTS COULD BE 
INTRODUCED SO AS TO GRADUALLY DEEPEN THE PROGRAM 
PROVIDED.AS IN THE FIRST YEAR,STUDENTS SHOULD TAKE 
PART IN A SHIPBOARD TRAINING PROGRAM OF ONE MONTH 
DURATION.









-AUTOMATION & SHIP'S MAINTENANCE
-SHIP'S CONSTRUCTION & STABILITY
-NAVIGATION




-SEAMANSHIP & MARINE SAFETY 














-FIRE FIGHTING & FIRST AID
-ROWING AND SURVIVAL
-PHYSICAL EDUCATION
4.THIRD YEAR OF STUDY.
THE THIRD YEAR PROGRAM OF STUDY SHOULD AIM AT 
PROVIDING STUDENTS WITH A HIGH LEVEL OF NAUTICAL 
AND TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE.IT SHOULD THEREFORE 
COMPRISE MOSTLY TECHNICAL AND PROFESSIONALLY 
ORIENTED SUBJECTS.HOWEVER LEGAL SUBJECTS HAVE TO BE 
INCLUDED SO AS TO PROVIDE STUDENTS WITH A BROADER 
KNOWLEDGE OF COMMERCIAL PRACTICES OF SHIPPING.




























-ROWING AND SURVIVAL AT SEA 
-PHYSICAL EDUCATION
AT THE END OF THE THIRD YEAR,ALL STUDENTS SHOULD 
PARTICIPATE IN A SEA-TRAINING PROGRAM OF 10 MONTHS 
DURATION.it SHOULD BE PROVIDED ABOARD COMMERCIALLY 
OPERATED MERCHANT SHIPS SO AS TO GIVE STUDENTS AN 
OPPORTUNITY TO BECOME MORE FAMILIAR WITH THE 
PERFORMANCE AND OPERATING CARACHTERISTICS OF 
MERCHANT SHIPS.BESIDES PERFORMING THEIR SHIPBOARD
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DUTIES,STUDENTS SHOULD BE GIVEN A "STUDY GUIDE" OR 
"WORK BOOK" CONTAINING WRITTEN ASSIGNMENTS THEY 
SHOULD COMPLETE DURING THEIR SHIPBOARD TRAINING. 
THESE ASSIGNMENTS SHOULD BE FORWARDED TO THE BOARD 
OF EXAMINORS OF THE MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT VIA THE 
ACADEMY FOR EVALUATION AND GRADING.THE CONTENTS OF 
THE WRITTEN ASSIGNMENTS SHOULD BE DECIDED BY THE 
BOARD OF MARITIME EDUCATION.THEY.SHOULD BE DESIGNED 
TO ENSURE THAT CADETS WHILE PERFORMING THEIR 
SHIPBOARD TRAINING APPLY THE KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS 
LEARNED AT THE ACADEMY.THE SHIPBOARD TRAINING 
SHOULD ALSO BE AN OPPORTUNITY FOR THE ACADEMY TO 
ASSIGN A SUBJECT OF SPECIAL INTEREST TO EACH 
STUDENT ON WHICH THE STUDENT IS REQUIRED TO SUBMIT 
A PROJECT PAPER AT THE END OF THE FOURTH YEAR AS 
PART OF HIS ACADEMIC WORK.
DURING THEIR SEA-TRAINING,CADETS SHOULD SPEND AT 
LEAST 6 MONTHS ON THE DECK DEPARTMENT OF OCEAN 
GOING VESSELS OF 200 GRT OR MORE.
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UPON COMPLETION OF THE SHIPBOARD TRAINING PROGRAM 
ALL STUDENTS RETURN TO THE ACADEMY TO COMPLETE 
THEIR ACADEMIC WORK.
THE FOURTH YEAR OF STUDY SHOULD EXCLUSIVELY 
PROVIDE A LEADERSHIP TRAINING FOR THOSE OFFICERS 
WHO WILL BE CHARGED WITH FUTURE MANAGEMENT OF 
SHIPS AND SHIPPING COMPANIES,THE FINAL YEAR 
SHOULD AIM ALSO AT PROVIDING STUDENTS WITH A 
LEGAL,COMMERCIAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE TRAINING SO 
AS TO ENSURE THAT EFFECTIVE AND EFFICIENT FUTURE 
MANAGEMENT OF SHIPS AND SHIPPING COMPANIES IS 
BEST PERFORMED.
AS IT HAS BEEN MENTIONED ALREADY,EACH STUDENT 
SHOULD SUBMIT AND DEFEND SUCCESSFULLY A PROJECT 
PAPER ON A CHOSEN SUBJECT RELATED TO THE MARITIME 




-SAFETY OF LIFE AT SEA 
-RULES OF THE ROAD 
-METEOROLOGY
-AUTOMATION AND SHIP'S MAINTENANCE 





-COMMERCIAL EXPLOITATION OF SHIPS 
-SHIPPING DOCUMENTS
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5.FOURTH YEAR OF STUDY.
UPON COMPLETION OF THE SHIPBOARD TRAINING PROGRAM 
ALL STUDENTS RETURN TO THE ACADEMY TO COMPLETE 
THEIR ACADEMIC WORK.
THE FOURTH YEAR OF STUDY SHOULD EXCLUSIVELY 
PROVIDE A LEADERSHIP TRAINING FOR THOSE OFFICERS 
WHO WILL BE CHARGED WITH FUTURE MANAGEMENT OF 
SHIPS AND SHIPPING COMPANIES.THE FINAL YEAR 
SHOULD AIM ALSO AT PROVIDING STUDENTS WITH A 
LEGAL,COMMERCIAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE TRAINING SO 
AS TO ENSURE THAT EFFECTIVE AND EFFICIENT FUTURE 
MANAGEMENT OF SHIPS AND SHIPPING COMPANIES IS 
BEST PERFORMED.
AS IT HAS BEEN MENTIONED ALREADY,EACH STUDENT 
SHOULD SUBMIT AND DEFEND SUCCESSFULLY A PROJECT 
PAPER ON A CHOSEN SUBJECT RELATED TO THE MARITIME 




-SAFETY OF LIFE AT SEA 
-RULES OF THE ROAD 
-METEOROLOGY
-AUTOMATION AND SHIP'S MAINTENANCE 





-COMMERCIAL EXPLOITATION OF SHIPS 
-SHIPPING DOCUMENTS
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-ROWING AND SURVIVAL AT SEA 
-PHYSICAL EDUCATION
AT THE END OF THE FOURTH YEAR,A FINAL EXAMINATION 
SHOULD BE CARRIED OUT BY THE BOARD OF EXAMINORS 
OF THE MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT.SUCCESSFUL STUDENTS 
SHOULD BE GRANTED A THIRD MATE CERTIFICATE OF 
COMPETENCY BY THE MARITIME ADMINISTRATION AND 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE IN NAUTICAL SCIENCE 
BY THE ACADEMY.
THE PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATE SHOULD GIVE ONE THE 
RIGHT TO SERVE AS WATCH-KEEPING OFFICER (MATE)
ON BOARD OCEAN-GOING VESSELS OF UNLIMITED TRADING 
AREA.
6.FROM THIRD MATE TO MASTER CERTIFICATE.
CANDIDATES FOR HIGHER GRADES OF COMPETENCY SUCH 
AS SECOND MATE,FIRST MATE AIMD MASTER SHOULD SIT 
FOR AN EXAMINATION IN ORDER TO DEMONSTRATE THEIR 
PROFICIENCY AND EXPERIENCE.PRIOR TO SIT FOR ANY 
EXAMINATION,EACH CANDIDATE MUST MEET A MINIMUM
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QUALIFYING SEA-EXPERIENCE FOR EACH CERTIFICATE OF 
COMPETENCY REQUESTED AS FOLLOWS:
•I).ONE YEAR SEA-SERVICE AS THIRD MATE TO QUALIFY 
AS SECOND MATE.
2) .ONE YEAR SEA-SERVICE AS SECOND MATE TO QUALIFY
AS FIRST MATE.
3) .TWO YEARS SEA-SERVICE AS FIRST MATE AND A TWO
MONTHS SHOREBASED REFRESHING COURSE TO QUALIFY 
AS MASTER.
7.REFRESHER COURSE.
IN ORDER TO QUALIFY AS MASTER MARINER,EACH 
CANDIDATE SHOULD COMPLETE THE REQUIRED SEA 
SERVICE AND ATTEND A REFRESHER COURSE OF TWO 
MONTHS DURATION.THE REFRESHER COURSE MAY COMPRISE 
SOME OF THE FOLLOWING SUBJECTS:
-ARPA SIMULATOR COURSE 
-SHIP HANDLING SIMULATOR 
-BRIGDE PROCEDURES 
-TRANSPORT OF DANGEROUS GOODS 
-FIRE FIGHTING 
-OIL TANKER OPERATION 
-LIQUIFIED GAS TANKER OPERATION 
-CHEMICAL TANKER OPERATION 
-STABILITY AND CARGO SECURING 
-SAFETY OF NAVIGATION 
-MODERN COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT 
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THE NEW PROPOSED STRUCTURE OF NAUTICAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
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IT IS PERHAPS APPROPRIATE TO EMPHASIZE THAT THE IDEA 
BEHIND THIS PAPER IS NOT INTENDED TO SUGGEST AN IDEAL 
MODEL OF TRAINING FOR MASTER MARINER OR TO COPY ANY 
SYSTEM BUT TO PROPOSE WHAT IN MY PERSONNEL POINT OF VIEW 
COULD BEST SUIT MY COUNTRY SO AS MARITIME EDUCATION IN 
ALGERIA COULD REACH THE REQUIRED LEVEL OF DEVELOPMENT OF 
THOSE DEVELOPED COUNTRIES. IT IS ALSO TO BE POINTED OUT 
THAT I AM NEITHER AN EXPERT IN MARITIME EDUCATION AND 
TRAINING NOR DO I PRETEND TO BE SO. HOWEVER, IT IS HOPED 
THAT THE PROPOSALS CONTAINED IN THIS PAPER COULD PROVE 
-TO BE OF SOME HELP AND ASSISTANCE TO MY COUNTRY IN 
ESTABLISHING AND DEVELOPING A PROPER SYSTEM OF MARITIME 
EDUCATION.
l.IN PART ONE OF CHAPTER IX,I HAVE PROPOSED THAT
MARITIME EDUCATION AND TRAINING SHOULD BE INTEGRATED 
IN THE GENERAL EDUCATION SYSTEM.SOME OF THE ADVANTAGES 
OF HAVING AN INTEGRATED SYSTEM OF EDUCATION HAVE BEEN 
DEALT WITH.INDEED WHEN DEVELOPING A SYSTEM OF MARITIME 
EDUCATION ONE SHOULD FIRST OF ALL BE AWARE OF THE FACT 
WHETHER COMPETENCY OF SEAFARERS REFERS TO SAFETY AND 
REGULATORY MATTERS ONLY OR WHETHER IT ENCOMPASSES THE 
FULL RANGE OF SHIPBOARD DUTIES INCLUDING THE 
COMMERCIAL AND MANAGERIAL WORK ON THE ONE HAND AND 
FUTURE SHOREBASED FUNCTIONS ON THE OTHER.
IF A COUNTRY'S STRUCTURE OF CERTIFICATES OF COMPETENCY 
IS INTENDED PRIMARILY TO COVER MARINE SAFETY ASPECTS 
ONLY THEN IT IS LIKELY TO HAVE A .SYSTEM IN WHICH THE 
TRAINING PROGRAMS COVER ONLY THE 1978 STCW CONVENTION 
REQUIREMENTS AND OTHER IMO RECOMMENDATIONS.IN THIS
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SYSTEM,CANDIDATES ARE TRAINED FOR A PARTICULAR GRADE 
OR LEVEL OF CERTIFICATE REQUIRED.THE TRAINING PROGRAM 
COMPRISES MOSTLY MARINE SAFETY SUBJECTS AND CANDIDATES 
DO NOT NEED TO HAVE A HIGHER EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND. 
THE SYSTEM INTENDS TO PROVIDE FOR A SORT OF 
PROGRESSION THROUGH FOR INSTANCE THIRD MATE UP TO 
MASTER.CANDIDATES FOR HIGHER GRADES OF COMPETENCY SUCH 
AS MASTERS ARE ONLY PREPARED FOR SPECIFICALLY SAFETY 
SHIPBOARD DUTIES.THE TRAINING PROGRAM DOES NOT COVER 
THE OTHER ASPECTS OF SHIPBOARD ACTIVITIES SUCH AS THE 
MANAGERIAL AND COMMERCIAL WORK.
MOST DEVELOPING COUNTRIES HAVE OR WILL HAVE A SIMILAR 
SYSTEM BECAUSE THEIR IMMEDIATE OBJECTIVE IS A 
LEVEL OF TRAINING WHICH COULD MEET THE REQUIREMENTS OF 
THE STCW CONVENTION AND OTHER IMO RECOMMENDATIONS. 
HOWEVER IT IS PERHAPS WISE TO ATTEMPT TO LOOK AHEAD 
AND TRY TO CONSIDER HOW'TRAINING OF SEAFARERS COULD BE 
BEST ACHIEVED.
IF,ON THE OTHER HAND,A COUNTRY'S MARITIME TRAINING 
SYSTEM IS ORIENTED MORE TO "EDUCATION" THAN TO SAFETY 
EXAMINATION THEN IT IS LIKELY TO HAVE LONGER COURSES 
COMPRISING THE FULL RANGE OF SHIPBOARD DUTIES AND 
FUTURE SHOREBASED FUNCTIONS.IN THIS SYSTEM,NOT ONLY 
SAFETY MATTERS ARE DEALT WITH BUT ALSO SHIPBOARD 
MANAGERIAL ACTIVITIES.INDEED,MANY SHIPPING COMPANIES 
HAVE TRANSFERRED MUCH OF THEIR MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS 
FROM SHORE TO SHIP.OTHERS HAVE INTRODUCED NEW REGIMES 
THAT DIFFER FROM THOSE TRADITIONALLY USED.CONSEQUENTLY 
BOTH COURSES OF ACTIONS HAVE REQUIRED MARINE OFFICERS 
TO SEEK ADDITIONAL SKILLS OR REVISE THEIR 
TRADITIONAL ATTITUDES.MARINE OFFICERS ARE NOWADAYS 
REGARDED AS BEING SKILLED MANAGERS CAPABLE OF MANAGING 
AT THEIR RESPECTIVE LEVELS OF RESPONSIBILITY WHILE 
STILL RETAINING THEIR BASIC AND FUNDAMENTAL TECHNICAL
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DUTIES WITH REGARD TO SAFETY ASPECTS.
THE SYSTEM PROVIDES ALSO AN EDUCATION DIRECTED TOWARDS 
THE FUTURE SHOREBASED POSITIONS.IN THIS RESPECT, 
MARITIME EDUCATION AND TRAINING COMES CLOSER TO 
GENERAL SHORE EDUCATION.THE NEW GENERATION OF 
SEAFARERS,THOSE WHO MAKE UP THEIR MINDS FOR A 
SEAFARING CAREER,HAVE NORMALLY FORMED FIRST OPINIONS 
ABOUT THEIR FUTURE PROFESSIONAL LIFE BEFORE ATTENDING 
A MARITIME TRAINING.PART OF THEIR CONSIDERATIONS IS A 
LIMITATION IN TIME OF THEIR SHIPBOARD CAREER.THEY 
GENERALLY PLAN TO LEAVE THE SEA AFTER A CERTAIN PERIOD 
OF SEA-SERVICE.OBTAINING AN ACADEMIC DEGREE THAT IS 
RECOGNIZED ASHORE DURING THEIR MARITIME TRAINING IS 
FOR THEM SOMETHING WORTHWHILE TO STRIVE FOR AS WELL AS 
SOMETHING THAT HAS TO BE OFFERED FOR KEEPING THE 
SEAFARING CAREER ATTRACTIVE.THE INTEGRATION OF 
MARITIME EDUCATION WITHIN THE GENERAL EDUCATION SYSTEM 
HAS BECOME TO A GREATER EXTENT A NECESSITY THAT HAS 
BEEN RECOGNIZED IN MOST OF THE DEVELOPED COUNTRIES. 
MANY OF THE TRADITIONAL MARITIME NATIONS HAVE LONG 
BEFORE ESTABLISHED MARITIME TRAINING PROGRAMS ALONG 
WITH OTHER TECHNICAL DISCIPLINES WITHIN THEIR 
EDUCATION SYSTEM.OTHERS- ARE MOVING TO FULLY INTEGRATE 
THE FUNDAMENTAL KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED FOR CERTIFICATES 
OF COMPETENCY WITHIN COURSES LEADING TO EDUCATION 
AWARDS.THE COVERING OF TRADITIONAL SUBJECTS IN THE 
SYLLABI FOR MASTER MARINERS IS IN MOST CASES NOT 
SUFFICIENT FOR THE AWARD OF AN ACADEMIC DEGREE. 
THEREFORE,SYLLABI FOR MARITIME EDUCATION HAVE BEEN 
ENRICHED AND THE ENTRANCE QUALIFICATION HAS IN MANY 
COUNTRIES BEEN INCREASED.
IN THE CASE OF MY COUNTRY,THE INTEGRATION OF MARITIME 
EDUCATION AND TRAINING WITHIN THE GENERAL EDUCATION- 
SYSTEM AND THE AWARD OF AN ACADEMIC DEGREE WILL NOT
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ONLY MAKE THE SEAFARING CAREER ATTRACTIVE BUT WILL 
ALSO BRING MARITIME TRAINING TO COVER A WIDE RANGE OF 
SUBJECTS IN A MORE EFFICIENT AND EFFECTIVE MANNER THAN 
BEFORE.
2.THE SHIPPING INDUSTRY HAS SEEN A TECHNOLOGICAL
REVOLUTION.SHIPPING IS NO MORE SEEN AS IT WAS 40 YEARS 
AGO.MODERN,ADVANCED AND HIGHLY SOPHISTICATED SHIPS ARE 
DESIGNED TO CARRY CONTAINERS AND VEHICLES,GAS AND 
CHEMICALS AND ALL KINDS OF CARGOES TO BE SHIFTED FROM 
ONE COUNTRY TO ANOTHER.THE USE OF MODERN TECHNOLOGY 
HAS ANNOUNCED A NEW ERA OF SHIPBOARD EQUIPMENT. 
COMPUTERIZED STEERING CONTROL,INTEGRATED NAVIGATION 
SYSTEMS AS WELL AS WATCH-FREE ENGINE ROOMS HAVE 
BECOME AN INTEGRAL PART OF TODAYS' LIFE.
MODERN TECHNOLOGY ABOARD HAS REDUCED THE AMOUNT OF 
TASKS THE SEAFARER HAS HAD TO PERFORM AND HAS 
FACILITATED HIS WORK.IN THIS RESPECT,MARITIME 
EDUCATION HAS TO ADAPT TO THESE CHANGES THROUGH THE 
CONSTANT REVISION OF TRAINING SYLLABUSES AND THE 
INTRODUCTION OF MODERN TRAINING EQUIPMENT SUCH AS 
AUDIOVISUAL AIDS,COMPUTERS AND SIMULATORS.THE WORD 
"SIMULATOR" HAS BECOME AN ACCEPTED TERM IN MARITIME 
TRAINING CIRCLES AND SHIP SIMULATORS HAVE BECOME AN 
ESTABLISHED FACT IN MOST OF THE DEVELOPED COUNTRIES. 
SIMULATORS BRING MARITIME TRAINING CLOSER TO REALITY 
THAN CLASS-ROOM TRAINING.
IN COUNTRIES WHERE THIS DEVELOPMENT HAS NOT YET TAKEN 
PLACE,MARITIME EDUCATION AND TRAINING WILL STILL HAVE 
TO ADAPT TO THIS EVER-DEVELOPING SHIPPING TECHNOLOGY. 
IN THE CASE OF MY COUNTRY,IT IS PARTICULARLY 
RECOMMENDED:
D.TO REVISE YEARLY THE CURRICULA OF STUDY FOR
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MERCHANT NAVY OFFICERS AND ADAPT IT TO THE 
TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGES AFFECTING THE SHIPPING 
INDUSTRY.
2).THE JOINT BOARD OF MARITIME EDUCATION AND TRAINING 
AS IT HAS BEEN PROPOSED SHOULD CONSTITUTE RESEARCH 
TEAMS TO INVESTIGATE ON MARITIME EDUCATION AND 
EXAMINE OTHER COUNTRIES' SYSTEMS SO AS TO BE WELL 
INFORMED OF THE LATEST DEVELOPMENTS.
3.1 .REPLACEMENT OF THE PRESENT OUTDATED TRAINING 
EQUIPMENT BY MODERN AND UPDATED ONES.
4).ACQUISITION OF RADAR AND NAVIGATION SIMULATORS SO 
AS TO PROVIDE A MORE EFFICIENT AND EFFECTIVE 
TRAINING OF FUTURE MERCHANT MARINE OFFICERS BY THE 
USE OF MODERN TRAINING TOOLS.THE ACQUISITION OF 
SUCH EXPENSIVE TRAINING TOOLS CAN BE SHARED WITH 
THE ARAB AND AFRICAN COUNTRIES UTILIZING THE 
ALGERIAN MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY FACILITIES.
.THE TEACHING STAFF OF MARITIME TRAINING INSTITUTIONS 
SHOULD BE CONSIDERED THE MOST IMPORTANT ELEMENT IN THE 
EDUCATIONAL PROCESS.MARITIME PROFESSORS/LECTURERS ARE 
NOT ONLY RESPONSIBLE FOR DELIVERING LECTURES,BUT THEY 
ARE ALSO RESPONSIBLE FOR UPDATING THE TRAINING 
PROGRAMS,EVALUATING THE STUDENTS AND BRINGING THEM UP 
TO THE STANDARDS REQUIRED.IN DEVELOPED COUNTRIES,THE 
TEACHING STAFF BECAUSE OF ITS EXPERTISE AND HIGHER 
QUALIFICATIONS IN MARITIME TRAINING TAKE GENERALLY 
A MORE ACTIVE ROLE IN THE SPECIFICATION AND 
IMPLEMENTATION OF TRAINING PROGRAMS.IN THE DEVELOPING 
COUNTRIES,HOWEVER,A LACK OF A SUFFICIENT NUMBER OF
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MARITIME LECTURERS WITH HIGHER QUALIFICATIONS IS ONE 
OF THE DEFICIENCIES OF THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM.
AS FAR AS DEVELOPING COUNTRIES ARE CONCERNED,THERE 
SHOULD BE MORE AWARENESS OF THE TEACHING STAFF 
PROBLEM.IN THIS CONTEXT,IT IS APPROPRIATE TO RECOMMEND 
TO THE ALGERIAN MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY TO TAKE THE 
FOLLOWING STEPS:
D.A COMPLETE "ALGERIANIZATION" OF THE TEACHING STAFF.
2!).ADOPTION OF GOOD CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT TO 
ATTRACT QUALIFIED NATIONAL CANDIDATES FOR A 
TEACHING PROFESSION.
S;> .POTENTIAL CANDIDATES SHOULD BE SENT AFTER 
RECRUITMENT TO A MARITIME TEACHER'S TRAINING 
INSTITUTION SUCH AS THE WORLD MARITIME UNIVERSITY 
TO QUALIFY AS MARITIME LECTURERS.
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A) .THE PRESENT TEACHING STAFF SHOULD BE GIVEN ALL
OPPORTUNITIES TO ATTEND HIGHER MARINE STUDIES AT A 
NATIONAL UNIVERSITY IF AVAILABLE OR AT A FOREIGN 
INSTITUTION.
B) .PARTICIPATION OF THE TEACHING STAFF IN UPDATING AND
REFRESHER COURSES ORGANIZED BY A NATIONAL OR A 
FOREIGN ACADEMY.
6).PARTICIPATION OF THE TEACHING STAFF IN MEETINGS OF 
THE INTERNATIONAL MARITIME LECTURERS' ASSOCIATION 
(IMLA) AND OTHER SIMILAR INTERNATIONAL 
ORGANIZATIONS.
7;> .PARTICIPATION OF THE TEACHING STAFF IN MARITIME
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RESEARCH ACTIVITIES,
8;> .ESTABLISHMENT OF CONTINIOUS RELATIONS WITH SIMILAR 
FOREIGN ACADEMIES SO THAT LECTURERS CAN BE 
EXCHANGED FOR SHORTER PERIODS.
9).ESTABLISHMENT OF CLOSE CONTACTS WITH NATIONAL AND 
INTERNATIONAL TECHNICAL COOPERATION AGENCIES SO 
THAT TRAINING OF MARITIME LECTURERS COULD BE FULLY 
OR PARTLY FINANCED BY SUCH AGENCIES.
10;» .WHENEVER A PROJECT IS CONCLUDED WITH A NATIONAL OR 
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION,TRAINING OF THE TEACHING 
STAFF SHOULD BE THE FIRST ITEM TO BE INCLUDED.
THESE ARE SOME OF THE RECOMMENDATIONS I WISHED TO 
FORMULATE IN THIS PAPER.IT IS HOPED THAT THEY CAN PROVE 
TO BE OF SOME CONTRIBUTION TO MY COUNTRY IN PARTICULAR 
AND TO DEVELOPING COUNTRIES IN GENERAL SO THAT MARITIME 
EDUCATION AND TRAINING COULD REACH THE REQUIRED LEVEL OF 
DEVELOPMENT OF THOSE INDUSTRIALIZED COUNTRIES.
IN CONCLUSION,! WISH TO QUOTE THE WISDOM OF THAT ANCIENT 
CHINESE PROVERB WHICH SAYS;
"I WAS TOLD AND I FORGOT" 
"I SAW AND I REMEMBERED" 
"I DID AND I UNDERSTOOD"
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